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Welcome the longer days  
by combining citrus shades 
with grey and metallic

SINK, COOKER, FRIDGE  
– if you’re revamping a kitchen, 
everything else should work 
around this essential triangle. 
And before you get to the  
fun part of choosing units, 
worktops and appliances you 
need to spend time deciding  
on the best use of the space 
available. There’s no doubt that 

a new kitchen is one of most complicated home revamps 
and while the work is underway it’s noisy and messy 
– it’s a room that’s incredibly hard to do without, even 
knowing that the disruption will be worth it in the end.

With that in mind, our 30-page HB Project (p103) 
covers both kitchens and bathrooms to help you create 
the space of your dreams. You’ll find planning help plus a 
selection of some of the most stylish and enduring looks.

As you’re undergoing major renovations, you might 
also like to be thinking about how to make your home  
as energy efficient as possible. We’re hearing a lot more 
about Passivhaus building, the ultimate low-energy, 
low-running-cost home. When Steffi and Trevor Sutters 
bought a rundown property in south London, knocked it 
down and rebuilt it, they combined meticulous planning 
with creative vision to create a stunning living space  
that adheres to this ultimate green standard. Rainwater 
recycling, air-source heat pumps, argon-filled double-
glazing and a green roof terrace are just some of the 
elements incorporated. See the finished result on p156. 

With the days getting longer and lighter, March is the 
month to take a fresh look at decorating schemes and 
home furnishings. Make striking clashing pattern work 
in every room (see p24) or invest in a fabulous new sofa 
with the help of our inside guide. Whatever you’re 
planning have fun and enjoy the results!

PS Happy Mothers’ Day to you and yours. See pages 14, 
80 and 167 for our suggestions on how to make it special.

Julia Goodwin, Editor
Follow me on Twitter  
@JuliaHouseBEd 

1 The Highland armchair, 
£1,199, John Lewis, works 
beautifully in a neutral 
scheme 2 Brighten up a 
kitchen or dining room with 
a Brenne pendant, £80, 
BHS 3 Go for gold with the 
Century 24-piece cutlery 
set, £180, House of Fraser 
4 The Baylis cushion, £32, 
from Laura Ashley, will add 
zing to a sofa 5 Sainsbury’s 
Orchard crockery 12-piece 
box set, £40, brings an 
element of nature to the 
dining table

4
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BEAUTIFUL BUILDINGS
I admire people’s endeavours to renovate buildings that 
wouldn’t normally be considered suitable for home conversion. 
Among the most unusual I’ve come across are a lighthouse, a 
railway station and even a woodland Hobbit House! I know how 
much work goes into this – my parents converted an old coach-
house and stables into a beautiful home, and my first house 
when I got married was a converted barn. There’s no end to the 
weird and wonderful properties you can transform into living 
quarters – just be open-minded.
Jana Copley, Haringey, London

This month’s prize
Our star letter writer wins £100 of Pyrex’s 
smart new non-stick range, Gusto+  
@pyrexukofficial; pyrexuk.com.

I’d like to thank the staff at 
PaintworksNI for excellent 
work redecorating our 
home. They arrived on 
time, worked hard to 
produce an outstanding 
finish and replaced blinds 
and furniture. Finally, they 
cleaned the house when 
all the work was done. 
Christine Martin, Comber,  
N Ireland

If you’d like to thank 
someone for help 
or brilliant 
customer 
service, 
email or 
write to 
Say a 
Special Thank 
You at the 
address below. If 
your letter is printed, 
we’ll send them a bouquet 
from the House Beautiful 
range at Flowers Direct (0333 
003 0501; flowersdirect.co.uk).

SAY A SPECIAL 
THANK YOU

STAR 
LETTER 

Share with us
We love to hear from you via Facebook, Twitter, email or letter

You shared with us…
THE MOST PICTURESQUE STREETS IN THE UK?
Joanna Harmsworth… Mermaid Street in Rye! Been there, loved it! 
Mia Tepania… so enchanting so lovely such a beaut to look at 
Lynda Mills Mckinstry… wish I could live here… Maybe in the next life… 
Lidia Hamadeh… Very beautiful, gives me joy every time I look at it 
Sue Boatright Beach… It would be like living in a fairy tale! So nice 
Beverley Dimond… I love English houses and gardens 
Rebecca Wildenoer… I want to live on Mermaid Street 
Elizabeth Dumalo Alarcon… Love the atmosphere!

Sign up for House Beautiful’s free weekly e-newsletter by simply texting HB followed by your email address to 84499  
Texts to this number are charged at your standard network rate, never more. Standard network rates vary depending on your phone provider. By texting into this service you  

are opting in to receive messages from us by email and SMS. You can opt out from SMS by texting STOP to 84499 and from email by clicking ‘unsubscribe’

Save cash by 
sharing with 
neighboursA lighthouse 

home would 
have stunning 
views

Teaming up with 
neighbours to get work 
done at the same time 
is a good idea and can 
mean the difference 
between going ahead 
with much needed 
alterations or not.  
My neighbours and  
I pooled resources 
when we built our 
extensions. We used 
the same builder and 
each saved about 
£5,000. Well worth it! 
Beatrice Webb, Bodfari, Clwyd

Mermaid 
Street was a 
real favourite

SET 
WORTH 
£100

  facebook.com/HouseBeautifulUK      @HB      pinterest.com/house_beautiful 
  @housebeautifuluk      house.beautiful@hearst.co.uk      House Beautiful, Hearst Magazines House, 72 Broadwick Street, London W1F 9EP

CONNECT WITH HOUSE BEAUTIFUL
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WHAT’S HOT

BOHO SPRING
Bring the new season into your home with bold and stylish citrine 

‘Pair citrine with  
Indian-inspired  

prints, mango wood and 
off-white ceramics for a 
relaxed, bohemian feel.’

KIERA BUCKLEY-JONES, 
INTERIORS EDITOR

INTRICATE 
BEAUTY  
Sanderson’s Java wallpaper 
in Linden/Gilver is a modern 
interpretation of Balinese 
tie-dye ikats, and has the 
appearance of a textured 
fabric, £45.75 a roll, Jane 
Clayton. Rockett St George’s 
round wooden chopping 
board, £32, is hand carved 
from mango wood 
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1 Introduce a graphic pattern for a retro touch. Beech leaf cushion, £25, Dickins & Jones at House of Fraser 2 A simple pendant  
light would look stunning hung over a dining table. Pols Potten Flask ceiling light in wood, £363, Amara 3 Display spring blooms in  
the Large bottle vase, £24, Next 4 Add depth of colour to your table setting with the Madras tumbler in Honey, £34, Table Fetish  

5 The Indian-inspired Devora console is also available as a headboard and bedside table, £299, Marks & Spencer 6 Put a family photograph  
in the Large Herringbone frame, £25, Graham and Green, and it would make a thoughtful gift for Mothers’ Day on Sunday, 6 March  

7 The Burnham Windsor chair in ash by Matthew Hilton is a statement design with an oversize frame, £1,074, Heal’s 8 Update your kitchen 
with the Essentials embossed storage jar, £8, BHS 9 Put fruit in this small Vence olive wood bowl, £14, Urbanara

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE 
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Rectangular milled oak  
board, £95, Tom Dixon

Board in bamboo with jute string 
for hanging up, £14.99, H&M 

Hampson Woods London  
plane platter, £40, John Lewis 

SERVING 
BOARDS

1 CLASSIC DESIGN
Enjoy teatime with Denby’s 
Monsoon kitchenware 
collection, which comes in  
a range of colourful, eclectic 
patterns inspired by archive 
collections. This blue and white 
Tangier small jug costs £14.50. 
2 PLANT PRINTS
Garden pots and botanical  
designs have inspired 

3 of the best… 

Take your pick from subtle paints, botanical prints and stylish chopping boards

DESIGN NEWS

NEW LOOKS

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

HOT PICKS

MissPrint’s Hot House screen-
printed wallpaper. It comes in 
five colourways including Blue 
Room (front) and Marina, and 
costs £64.95 for a roll. 
3 TURN IT ON
Switch on the light with barely  
a flick of the wrist by twisting 
the base of Joel Hoff’s table 
lamp designed for Wrong for 
Hay. Just turn a little more to 

increase brightness. It comes in  
black, silver, orange or green.
4 STYLISH COMBINATION
These simple yet beautiful 
copper and ceramic vases are 
the handiwork of London-based 
designer Hend Krichen. Part of 
the Tunisia Made collection, 
they celebrate Tunisian skills  
and craftsmanship. Tall vase (at 
back), £195, small vase, £95.

2

4

BOOK CLUB
If you’ve ever wondered how 
the chicest retailers decorate 
their houses, The Shopkeeper’s 
Home by Caroline Rowland 
(£25, Jacqui Small), provides 
some answers. It’s packed with 
inspirational tips on home 
decorating from east London  
to Stockholm and California.

MIDNIGHT BLUE
Twilight forests and 
shades of indigo inspired 
the digitally printed 
designs in Ciara Phelan’s 
Blue House collection at 
Kith & Kin. Lampshades, 
from £42, and cushions, 
£56, come in four 
patterns, including 
Clustered Blue (above). 

TEAM COLOURS
Blue Kale, Dandelion Puff and 
Aloe Spike are among the 12 new 
colours from Paint by Conran, a 
subtle yet vibrant range from Sir 
Terence Conran in partnership 
with Master Printmakers. Upper 
wall in Highland White Sedge 
and lower wall in Cottage 
Garden Mon Amie, both, £36  
for 2 litres of emulsion.

3

1
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BARGAIN NEWS

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

NEW IN

NORDIC EFFECT
Featuring stylish shades 
of mustard and ochre 
with accents of black, 
white and charcoal, 
Copenhagen is the new 
Scandi-inspired home 
range from By Sainsbury’s 
and includes tableware, 
bedlinen, stationery and 
lighting. Grey shade 
lamp, £18; oak veneer 
letter rack, £12; and 
multicolour oak veneer 
storage drawers, £18.

ACCENT PIECES

1 METAL WORK
Fill this geometric teal wire bowl 
with oranges and lemons for an 
eyecatching display, £18, from 
the Juxtapose collection at 
Linea, House of Fraser.
2 IN PRINT
Brighten up your home with  
the colours of spring by adding 
this vibrant orange cotton and W
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WARM HUE
Give your home 

a rose-tinted glow with 
this brushed copper 

angled floor lamp, £139, 
Barker & Stonehouse

wool blend petal print cushion 
to your sofa. It’s £18 from Next. 
3 GREEN CRAFT 
Ian Mankin’s recycled brushed 
cotton throws (160cm x 190cm) 
feel and look luxurious. Woven 
on jacquard looms in Lancashire, 
they come in a choice of colours 
including Plain Rose (above) with 
blanket stitched edges, £69.50. 

Treat yourself…
...to a touch of Midas luxury  
with a retro Rose Gold phone. It 
also comes in Brushed Brass or 
Chrome, Concrete Grey, French 
Blue, English Mustard, Petrol 
Blue, Swedish Green and Phone 
Box Red, £64.95, Wild & Wolf.

A round-up of the hottest homewares – all at great prices

4 TOP TABLE
Splash fresh colour into a gloomy 
corner of the room with this 
Niven side table (H40cm) in  
red lacquered wood with 
contrasting powder-coated 
metal green legs, from £35, 
Habitat. Co-ordinating side 
tables are also available so you 
can mix and match colours.

31

4
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1 A faceted Rocher dining chair is perfect for a modern interior, £145, Ligne Roset 2 Concrete looks paper-light when crafted into these 
geometric pots, from £14, Design Vintage 3 Hang a Moth origami lampshade, £48, Furnish, above the dining table 4 Its folded design 
gives this Tab lamp by Flos, £205, Heal’s, a contemporary edge 5 Interesting but understated, the ceramic Karlsson Origami wall clock, 

£42, Red Candy, would look great in the kitchen 6 Simple ceramics, such as this Groove angular vase, look stunning as standalone pieces, 
from £18, Quince 7 This clever Geo Origami cushion cover can be moulded into different shapes, about £44.44, Mikabarr at clippings.com  
8 Ideal for having on the hall table for holding keys, this Crab storage tray is made of aluminium foil, £54.10 by Linadura at Made In Design  

9 Inspired by traditional Japanese paper-folding techniques, this Prismatic table by Vitra is neat and chic, £433, Skandium

PLEAT & FOLD
Combine white sculptural furniture with geometric accessories for a crisp modern look

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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DECO UPDATE

TERRIFIC TILES
Bring pattern and texture to your bathroom wall with these stunning designs

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

1 The Vienna Sacher Blanco Decor tiles, £37.40 a sq metre, from The London Tile Company, have a variety of textures 2 Glass Aurora Asgard 
brick mosaics create a striking feature, £174.82 a sq metre, Fired Earth 3 With a wood-effect finish, The Baked Tile Company’s Hexagon porcelain 
tiles, £55.20 a sq metre, can be used where wood would be impractical 4 Mix the Quintessential Gloss in Cream, £92.97 a sq metre, Topps Tiles,  

with other colours in the collection 5 Inga Sempe’s Tratti range, from £137.40 a sq metre, Domus, has eight designs 6 Lindsey Lang’s Chevron 3D 
cement tiles, £185 a sq metre, are inspired by the London Underground 7 Choose a darker palette for a cosy feel with the Taupe brick, £29 a sq 

metre, Utopia 8 Original Style’s Tumbled Marble Grigio brings a rustic look, £69.95 a sq metre 9 Artisans of Devizes’ lattice encaustic tiles, £90 a 
sq metre, come in six colours 10 The Marrakech Bellisa is an affordable £14.99 a sq metre, Tile Mountain 11 Modern marble is available in custom 
sizes and finishes. Carrara polished marble, from £100 a sq metre, Stone Age 12 Seasons Meadow Grasses brick, £99.26 a sq metre, Marlborough

1 2
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S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N

Pattern play
Take advantage of this season’s vibrant prints and use  

them to stunning effect in every room

Marvellous mix 
Create a riot of exuberant 
colour and pattern on your 
table with a mix and match 
selection of floral designs



Bright tapestry THE KEY TO THIS 
COLOURFUL LOOK IS TO LAYER INTRICATE  
PATTERN ON PATTERN WHILE KEEPING 
THE BACKDROP UNDERSTATED

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E



New tradition IN SIMPLE BLACK AND WHITE, 
THIS VINTAGE-STYLE PRINT FABRIC LOOKS CHIC 
AND CONTEMPORARY. IT SERVES TO HIGHLIGHT 
THE BRIGHT TABLEWARE AND FURNITURE



S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N
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On show
Turn your hallway into a 
gallery space with a display  
of eyecatching artwork in  
matching white frames

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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Chaos effect 
Spots, stripes, ikat prints and 
colour block all work together 
beautifully when united by  
a harmonious palette



S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N

Perfect prism CREATE A WALL  
OF WONDER WITH A GEOMETRIC  
PAPER. ECHO THE DESIGN WITH 
FURNITURE IN GRAPHIC LINES

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N

Where to buy everything

New tradition
Tablecloth in Mademoiselle Black, £29.16 a metre, The Swedish Fabric 
Company. Vintage glass-fronted armoire, £795, Homebarn. Hester 
green and red stackable chairs, £85 each; Talia spindle-back chair,  
£95; all Habitat. Loire blue bead chandelier, £295, Graham and  
Green. Dinner plate, £20; side plate, £14; mug, £12; bowl, £14;  
all Sissinghurst Castle dinnerware range at Anthropologie. Jugs and 
vases (l-r): jug, £23; Porthos concrete vase, £22; Aramis concrete 
vase, £22; all Holly’s House. Iffley jug, £25, Habitat. Clear glass jug 
with white rim, £28.50, Holly’s House. Skoja glasses in Turquoise and 
Light Green, 50p each; Ikea. Small tumbler in Cobalt, £5.95, Graham 
and Green. In armoire: Norse dessert plates, £12 each; cupcake 
stands, £16 each; all Anthropologie 

On show
Tokyo bench, £350, Graham and Green. Hat and coat stand, £30, 
Ikea. Peru kilim rug, £139, Marks & Spencer. Prints (l-r): Braille Limited 
Edition print, £75; Milima Birds print, £75; both Kitty Mccall. Colour 
Map, £50, A Rum Fellow. All framed in Ribba (50cm x 70cm), £12  
each, Ikea. Cushions (l-r): Chixoy brocade cushion, £255; Ocosito 
cushion, £140; both A Rum Fellow. Aztlan black and white cushion, 
£49, Graham and Green. Basket, £28.85, Design Vintage. Indian 
throw (in basket), £135, Do South

Marvellous mix 
Tablecloth in Mademoiselle Black, £29.16 a metre, The Swedish Fabric 
Company. Porthos large concrete vase, £22, Holly’s House. Embossed 
enamel plate in Aqua, £19.50, Bohemia. Dinner plate, £20; bowl, 
£14; both from Sissinghurst Castle dinnerware range at Anthropologie. 
Tumbler in Cobalt, £5.95, Graham and Green 

Bright tapestry
Tamar sofa in Linwood Pitaya, from £1,645, Content by Terence 
Conran. White beaded chandelier, £495, Graham and Green.  
White Marble coffee table, £298, Holly’s House. Home Sweet  
Home rug, £635, Graham and Green. Agnes bright stripe cotton  
rug (left), £95, Habitat. On side table (l-r): Toto vase, £30, Habitat. 
Ceramic jug, £23, Holly’s House. Fluted vase, £14.50; tall ceramic 
vase, £15; ceramic white vase, £12.50; all Design Vintage.  
Cushions on sofa (l-r): Peruvian cross stitch print cushion, £35, 
Marks & Spencer. Serpiente cushion, £180; Volcan ikat square 
cushion, £95; Cumatz cushion, £225; all A Rum Fellow. Peruvian 
birds cushion, £19.50, Marks & Spencer

Chaos effect 
Curtains in Ombra Vermillion, 9000/04, £80 a metre, Romo. Canopy  
in Zita, Multi J813F-01, £89 a metre, Jane Churchill. Harper footstool  
in Mantaro Multi, £279, Marks & Spencer. Duvet cover, £195 for 
kingsize; Oxford pillowcase, £37.50; both The Linen Works. Square 
cushions in Raspberry and Light Blue, £35 each, Graham and Green. 
Bolster cushion in Rossini, Multi J826F-01, £89 a metre, Jane  
Churchill. Bedside table, Etched Iron Table, £78, Design Vintage,  
is similar. On shelf: Ceramic bottle vase, £12.50, Design Vintage. 
Roebuck antlers on Shield, £69, Graham and Green. On bedside  
table: Anglepoise lamp, £175, Design Vintage. Alben vase, £30, 
Habitat. Drinking glass, Bobbles Hand Blown Drinking glass, £7, 
Homebarn, is similar. On footstool: Woollen Pom cushion, £48, 
Anthropologie. Washed linen throw, £175, Holly’s House 

Perfect prism
Walls in Geometric II, Prism 105/9040, £92 for a 10m roll, Cole and 
Son. Ruffin console table, £795, Graham and Green. On console table 
(l-r): White fluted vase, £14.50, Design Vintage. Fluoro Abstract print 
by Vintage by Hemingway, £55, Habitat. Ribba frame (61cm x 91cm), 
£15, Ikea. Festina Splash bowl by Pols Potten, £60, Heal’s. Toto vase, 
£30, Habitat. Point Duchesse pitcher, £38, Anthropologie. Deedy 
vase, £25; Suton vase, £25; both Habitat. Tall ceramic vase, £15, 
Design Vintage. Taka tall vase, £35, Habitat HB ST
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S O F A  D E S I G N E R S

ON THE SOFA
From versatile modular styles to button-back seating in rich velvets and  

tactile leather – the exciting trends as revealed by the experts

Pasquale Natuzzi’s 
favourite, the Tempo 
sofa, with feet in a  
dark grey powder-
coated metal finish, 
from £3,600, Natuzzi
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C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

PASQUALE 
NATUZZI,  
25, grew  
up in Bari, 
Southern 
Italy, and 
studied 
economics  
in Milan but 

broke off his studies after two 
years to join the business, founded 
by his father, also Pasquale.

What or who inspires you? Clever 
people who break rules. Steve Jobs is 
a good example. He was a visionary 
who changed everything by thinking 
unconventionally. It’s only when 
talented people think outside the box 
that you get change and innovation, 
which is what I try to emulate. 
What’s your home like? I live with 
Lilo, my chocolate-brown Labrador,  
in an early-19th-century building in 
central Milan. With the help of an 
architect, I’ve completely modernised 
the two-floor apartment. We kept 
the fabric of the building intact and 
created a simple, minimal interior 
with bold accent pieces. The walls are 
Armani grey leather, the floors are 
wenge wood and there are Corian 
surfaces with embedded rechargeable 
technology and scratch-resistant 
surfaces. The furniture is all Natuzzi 
of course! My favourite is our lovely 
Tempo sofa (left). 
Favourite object in your home and 
why? An amazing, gigantic sculpture 
made from volcanic black stone by 
Fabrizio Plessi, a famous Italian artist. 
It goes all the way up through the 
middle of the apartment to the ceiling 
– it’s like a tower, with the stairs 
going up, wrapping around it. 
The new big trend Boundaries in 
our lives are becoming increasingly 
blurred as homes have to function  
as places to both live and work. 
People are adapting to living in 
smaller houses in big cities. The 
challenge is to develop compact and 
multifunctional furniture – modular 
sofas that become beds, or can 
accommodate tables, as well as 
surfaces with rechargeable 
technology. These are some of the 
innovations we’re thinking about. 

TOP TIP Comfort. A sofa is like a 
bed – you’ll spend a lot of time on it, 
whether flopping after a long week 
at work or relaxing with family and 
friends, so make sure you buy one 
that you find really comfortable. 

ITALIAN STYLE

PERFECT BLEND
PHILIP WATKIN, 56, 
originally studied 
industrial design 
and worked as a 
furniture designer 
for Contessa 
Upholstery in Leeds, 
until he joined  
DFS in 2003. 

What or who inspires you? When I was 
studying in Newcastle, I drew inspiration from 
my surroundings. The city is so rich with 
architectural history and there’s the beautiful 
Northumbrian coastline nearby. Nowadays  
I’m inspired by fabric: we source prints from 
all over the world, and a new colour, design  
or manufacturing technique will often dictate 
how I design the style and shape of a sofa.
What’s your home like? I’ve lived with  
my wife in a late-Georgian vicarage in 
Leicestershire for more than 20 years. We’ve 
restored it, using dead flat paints to create a 
harmonious look, while staying true to its 
original features. I chose the Chiltern Grand 
sofa, which resonates with the feel of a village 

vicarage, especially when accessorised with 
Harris Tweed scatter cushions to create a snug, 
cosy setting. We’ve just added the Sophia 
armchair from our House Beautiful collection 
which, with its soft-hued pearly colourings, 
works perfectly with our neutral bedroom. 
Favourite object in your home and why? 
My new Aga in ash grey. It’s a great example 
of how I like to fuse the traditional – the 
cooker – with the contemporary – the colour. 
The new big trend Hand-crafted traditional 
methods such as deep buttoning and quilting 
and the use of quality fabrics such as velvet 
and wool. Lots of DFS sofas were influenced 
by this trend, from the grand Oskar, with its 
deep leather seats and button-back detailing, 
to the Bailey in lush velvet, and contemporary 
Chesterfields such as the Trafalgar range. 
Another trend is ‘luxe leather’. 

TOP TIP Families with young children should 
look for a sofa that has removable covers in  
a darker fabric. For something that blends 
practicality with style, flat-weave designs are  
a good choice because they combine natural 
cotton with manufactured fibres and hold their 
shape well.

The on-trend Zinc 
corner sofa in 
blue leather with 
a button back, 
£2,795, DFS
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PAUL TANNER, 36, 
studied industrial 
design and worked 
for Habitat and 
made.com before 
joining Marks & 
Spencer in 2012. 
He’s now buyer  
for its Loft range.

What or who inspires you? From history, 
Dieter Rams, Robin Day, Charles Eames and 
Eileen Gray. From the modern day, a host of 
names including Sean Dare, James Harrison, 
Ben Fowler, David Irwin, Kirsty Whyte,  
Daniel Schofield and Bethan Gray. I’ve been 
lucky enough to work with some of these 
contemporary designers so have viewed their 
processes first hand. You can see how the 
past influences the present, with design 
being an evolution rather than imitation.
What’s your home like? Small! I live with 
my girlfriend, who also works in the furniture 

COMPACT LIVING

The versatile 
Whitby modular 
sofa in Blush pure 
Belgian linen, 
£2,180, sofa.com

NATURAL BEAUTY
EMMA WILLIAMS, 38,  
started her career at Laura 
Ashley and has worked in  
the home interiors industry 
for 17 years, for such 
companies as Nicole Farhi 
Home, Ligne Roset and 
Harrods. She joined  
sofa.com in autumn 2014.

What or who inspires you? My time at Harrods opened 
my eyes to early-20th-century design classics by Charlotte 
Perriand, Eileen Gray, Arne Jacobsen and Charles and Ray 
Eames. I’ve always been interested in this revolutionary 
period and the influence of the Bauhaus movement. 
What’s your home like? I live with my husband and two 
children in West Horsley, Surrey. Last year we bought a 
tired, post-war, family home with a view to redeveloping  
it and injecting it with character. My style is eclectic and  
I want my home to feel inviting and comfortable. Our  
rooms are painted in shades of grey and limestone. I also 
love reclaimed wood surfaces with all their deep grain 
and imperfections, and natural marble and limestone. 
Favourite object in your home and why? I have a 
collection of sculptural, pod-shaped vases made by Saint 
Verde glass studio in South Africa. They’re curvaceous 
and smooth as pebbles, and complement the reclaimed 
woods in my home beautifully.
The new big trend Modular sofas, due to the popularity 
of open-plan living spaces. We’ve adapted some of our 
existing models, such as the Holly, into chaise and corner 
versions. Our Whitby model (right) is incredibly compact 
and versatile as it can be configured in several ways.

TOP TIP Ask yourself, do you want a formal or relaxed 
space? For a tidy look, choose a button or fixed back. 
For a more slouchy feel, a piece with a feather-wrapped 
base and back cushions will work better.

Great for 
first-time buyers, 
the Malmo corner 
sofa in Veela 
linen, £799, the 
Loft range, Marks 
& Spencer
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LAURA 
BARNARD, 29, 
studied history 
and politics and 
worked in a  
law firm as a 
paralegal before 
joining Arlo & 
Jacob in 2014.

What or who inspires you? My mum. 
She introduced me to the world of design 
and ignited my passion for paisley and 
Liberty prints. She made me see that design 
is in everything, from kitchen utensils to 
great buildings. My other inspirations are 
the furniture section in the V&A museum 
and antiques shops in west London.
What’s your home like? I’m attracted  
to colour and pattern. I live in a rented 
Victorian house in Fulham with two  
actors, which makes for an interesting mix 
of styles, from period pieces to modern 
accessories. It’s filled with secondhand 

books, paintings and mounted 
photographs, large mirrors, Anglepoise 
lamps, Babycham glasses, 1960s side 
tables and the odd piece of painted 
wooden furniture.
Favourite object in your home and 
why? My beautifully crafted Victorian 
mahogany D-end table, which I use as  
a dressing table. I like to put objects in 
places they’re not traditionally built for. I 
bought it from an antiques shop for £65 
and it’s one of my most treasured pieces. 
The new big trend Leather sofas have 
been in demand this year, which is why 
we’ve introduced a leather range. The 
leathers wear beautifully and look just  
as good on our traditional sofas as they  
do on more contemporary styles.

TOP TIP Think carefully about where your 
sofa will be placed. Does it complement 
other furniture? Are you able to easily move 
around it without knocking into the side 
table? Does the style suit the space? Will  
it fit? 

Arlo & Jacob’s 
Knightley, from 
£930, illustrates 
Laura’s love  
of colour

industry, in west London and we’ve sacrificed 
space for location. Our style is minimal and 
functional. The flat is like a showroom for the 
brands we’ve worked with over the years, 
from Habitat, M&S and Heal’s, to made.com 
and Normann Copenhagen. There are Ercol 
and G Plan pieces too that we bought at car 
boot sales and from charity shops.
Favourite object in your home? My Robin 
Day sofa. I helped develop it at Habitat and 
it’s moved with me four times over the  
years. It’s very simple, as the best designs are.
The new big trend Designs with a retro 
twist remain popular. Our new Loft range 
(left) has proved a hit with customers buying 
their first homes. The shapes are modern yet 
timeless so can be taken on to people’s 
second homes. We’ve also seen strong sales 
in corner sofas. Perhaps with the housing 
market improving, people are buying larger 
properties and using them as room dividers.

TOP TIP Look for a range so that you can 
add to your sofa in the future if you move 
somewhere bigger. C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

PATTERN PASSION
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JAMIE BORMAN, 44, started 
out as an illustrator and 
joined Sofa Workshop in 
1997. Today he’s in charge 
of the brand’s content and 
creative strategy, working 
closely with the product 
team to develop design 
briefs for new models.

What or who inspires you? My mum – she’s a true 
reclamation hero and the most creative person I know. 
Her home is a treasure trove of new and old, and she’s 
always painting or making something. My dad’s an 
architect, so my love of all things structural and sleek 
comes from him. I like reworking mid-century modern 
pieces with new, beautiful fabrics. We’ve introduced 
this look into the range recently and we’re delighted 
at how well it’s been received.
What’s your home like? I live in a Victorian end of 
terrace house in West Sussex with my wife and three 
sons. Inside is a mix of new and old, with feature 
wallpaper of old botanical drawings and bright accent 
colours dotted around. Our family sofa is the Tom 
Foolery corner group in a textured grey.
Favourite object in your home and why? The  
Miss Behaving chair in a light pink wool from our  
new Moon wool fabric collection. It’s a mid-century-
inspired piece and unbelievably comfy.
The new big trend Our more traditional pieces are 
doing well but reworked in beautiful velvets and 
graphic prints. For instance, our new Ives chair 
covered in Liberty’s Secret Garden collection Jeffery 
Rose Tree. I feel as though we’ve invented a classic! 

TOP TIP Consider your routine and the style and 
shape of sofa that will work best for your lifestyle. HB

FABRIC CHOICE

LIVE IN 
THE HOME 

OF YOUR 
DREAMS!

Designed with you in mind, the eight 
houses in our collection of bespoke 
modular homes reflect the same elegance, 
style and practicality that are the essence 
of the House Beautiful brand. 

There are two ways to buy. If you 
already own a plot of land you can 
custom build your choice of home from 
scratch with help from our experts. 

If you’d prefer to buy off-plan from a developer, watch this 
space and visit housebeautiful.co.uk for information about 
new developments near you.

Julia Goodwin, House 
Beautiful Editor and 
Creative Director for 
House Beautiful Homes

To find out more about our premier collection of stylish modular 
custom-built homes: Visit housebeautiful.co.uk to register  
your interest and we’ll keep you informed about developments 
going up in your area; mail homes@housebeautiful.co.uk;  
Phone 01903 755015 to talk to the House Beautiful Homes team.

CUSTOM-BUILT 
CONTEMPORARY

STYLISH

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

Tom Foolery 
three seater, 
£2,365, Sofa 
Workshop
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Father’s pride 

WORDS JANET MCMEEKIN  PHOTOGRAPHY RICHARD GADSBY

FAMILY 
ENTERPRISE 
Erica’s father Peter 
helped her create  
a stunning home

Converting a dilapidated barn into  
a magnificent family home was an 
absorbing project for a daughter 
and her architect dad



EXTERIOR
The barn has been 
transformed into a 
fabulous home, 
complete with a 
green oak frame 
extension that 
replaces the prefab 
milking parlour

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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Interior designer Erica Vandersteen and her 
lawyer husband Robert will never forget the 
day they moved into the bare bones of their 
barn conversion. ‘It was absolute chaos,’ says 

Erica, who’s in her 50s. ‘As we stood in a barn that 
was nowhere near completion, surrounded by a  
sea of boxes and with three young children, Robert  
and I knew only too well that we had our work  
cut out for the next few years.’

Despite the enormity of the project that faced 
them, the couple remained relatively unfazed, 
knowing this would be a golden opportunity to 
create a unique family home.

For many years, Erica and her late architect  
father, Peter, had discussed the possibility of  
working on a project together. ‘I grew up in the 
contemporary 1960s home that my father built,’  
she says. ‘I was very close to him and a huge admirer 
of his work. It was our dream to join forces and create 

something special and the barn gave us that chance.’ 
Back in 1998, Erica, Robert and their children were 

shoehorned into a tiny thatched cottage in the West 
Sussex village of Singleton. ‘Although it was pretty, 
we needed more space,’ says Erica. Through the 
grapevine she heard that a large barn, dating from 
1777, was up for sale in nearby Midhurst, and she 
couldn’t resist taking a look.

Driving along the winding country lanes towards 
the property, she was taken with the enchanting rural 
location. What she wasn’t prepared for was the state 
of the barn. ‘It was daunting,’ Erica says. ‘Inside, it  
was a metre high in straw and dung, and it was 
surrounded by a huge concrete hardstanding with  
an unsightly prefab milking parlour to one side.’

Looking beyond the mess, however, she was 
bowled over by the magnificent vaulted ceiling  
with its ancient beams, as well as the beautiful  
views over the 

GARDEN ROOM 
‘I felt the new garden room 
was crying out for a bold 
colour,’ says Erica. ‘I painted 
it orange and loved it.  
After a few years I decided 
to ring the changes with  
a coat of grey, but it  
didn’t work so I went back 
to Fired Earth’s Festival 
Orange.’ Erica’s father 
designed and made the 
Formica coffee table. The 
woodburner is from  
The Stove House and the 
Italian sofa is from Marac

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E



KITCHEN
Erica’s love of clean  
lines and understated 
Scandinavian style is 
evident in the uncluttered 
family kitchen. The unit 
and chairs are from Ikea, 
and the French farmhouse 
table was bought in a junk 
shop and stripped back to 
reveal the original pine

‘We wanted the beams and stone to take 
centre stage in a fit-for-purpose family home 

with a contemporary feel,’ SAYS ERICA

H O M E  L I F E
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adjacent fields. ‘It was an exciting moment standing in 
a barn that dated back so many centuries,’ says Erica. 
‘My father was a very experienced architect, with 
projects including major racing stable developments  
in Newmarket and Ireland, so I had no doubt that this 
could be an ideal project for us.’

The sale went to sealed bids and Erica and Robert 
lost out. ‘However, a few weeks later, we got a call to 
say that circumstances had changed and as we were 
cash buyers, the barn was ours,’ she says.

The couple were delighted and over the next  
few months Erica and her father found themselves 
spending hours together, painstakingly drawing up 
plans to convert the property. ‘We shared a love of 
timber and natural materials and wanted the beams 
and stone to take centre stage in a fit-for-purpose 
family home with a contemporary feel,’ says Erica. 
‘We were fortunate that the beams were in 
remarkably good condition.’ They were also 

determined to replace the milking parlour with a 
smarter structure, sympathetic to the barn.

Having agreed that a new green oak structure 
would be ideal, the pair approached The Green Oak 
Carpentry Company, based near Liss in Hampshire, 
who built them a cosy garden room that overlooks  
the landscaped garden. ‘I love this space with its 
woodburning stove and bright orange wall. Adding 
the hay loft-style doors on the wall was one of my 
father’s ideas and it works very well, injecting an extra 
rural element that catches the eye,’ says Erica.

Once the couple were satisfied with the design  
and planning permission had been granted, work on 
the conversion began. ‘It was no mean feat,’ says 
Erica. ‘Digging up the hardstanding was a huge job, 
requiring 120 skips to take away the masses of 
unwanted concrete.’ 

In October 1999, with the main structural work 
completed, 

SNUG 
With a soothing palette  
of pale blues and creams, 
the snug boasts a handy 
second staircase that leads 
up to the first-floor living 
room. The Sulu reclaimed 
stool is from Nkuku and 
the sofa is from Ikea

HALL 
‘My father designed this 
wall with three flues for 
the inglenook, living room 
fireplace and the kitchen’s 
gas-fired Aga,’ says Erica. 
The ottoman is covered  
in Abraham Moon’s 
Huntingtower fabric

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E



‘Our journey wasn’t the easiest since we 
couldn’t afford to do everything at once, but 

patience and perseverance paid off,’ SAYS ERICA

H O M E  L I F E

LIVING ROOM
Bluebellgray cushions add 
vibrant splashes of colour 
against the beautiful, 
ancient beams
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the family moved into what was virtually a shell. 
‘There was no upstairs and we were living in just 
two bedrooms with one bathroom and an extremely 
basic kitchen,’ says Erica.  

As the years wore on, the five-bedroom house 
finally began to take shape. ‘Our journey wasn’t  
the easiest since we simply couldn’t afford to do 
everything at once, but patience and perseverance 
paid off,’ Erica explains. ‘We hired tradespeople 
when we had enough money to finance various jobs.’

As the rooms were finished, Erica began designing 
the interior areas. ‘I had decided on a neutral palette 
that would let the architectural features shine 
through, with the addition of colourful accents and 
textures to create a warm, homely feel,’ she says. 
These days there are four children in the family – 

Verity, 23, Seth, 21, Thea, 18, and 15-year-old 
Finlay, who arrived in the midst of the build. 

The barn isn’t just a magnificent showcase for 
Erica’s interior design business, Hessian & Clay, it’s 
also the fruition of her and her father’s dream. ‘I was 
devastated when my father passed away in 2014,’ 
she says. ‘But I’m very grateful that he saw the 
project through and was able to share so many 
happy times here with us all.

‘He adored our children and I know he’d be  
very proud that Verity is following in his footsteps  
by embarking on a career in architecture. I’m sure 
her decision has been partly inspired by our passion 
for this very special family home.’  HB

Find out more about Hessian & Clay at  
hessianandclay.com or call 01730 810242

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

FINLAY’S BEDROOM  
A red, white and blue 
scheme features an 
American flag bought 
during a family holiday. 
The bed is from John Lewis 

GALLERIED LANDING 
The recess, where Erica’s 
ceramic pot is displayed, 
has been painted in Fired 
Earth’s bold yellow colour, 
Hustle at 5pm

FAMILY BATHROOM 
Combs collected during 
trips to East Africa 
decorate the walls. The 
fittings are Ideal Standard
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Hive of industry
A happy accident combined with months of frugal living helped 

one Newcastle couple buy the home of their dreams
WORDS KAREN WILSON  PHOTOGRAPHY KATIE LEE

LIVING ROOM 
Nic chose a Farrington leather 
sofa and footstool and a 
cowhide rug from Barker & 
Stonehouse. Tactile cushions  
in velvet and sheepskin soften 
the look, and the eyecatching 
mirror came from Fenwick  
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HOME PROFILE

WHO LIVES HERE
Nic Smith, 38, head of 
culture at Virgin Money, 
her husband Noel, 36, a 
business development 
manager for a bank, and 
their son Blake, two
THE PROPERTY
A detached three-storey 
new-build with five 
bedrooms on the outskirts 
of Newcastle, Tyne & Wear
PRICE £375,000
MONEY SPENT £40,000
WHAT IT’S WORTH NOW
£400,000

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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W hen an estate agency accidentally put a ‘For 
Sale’ board in Nic Smith’s garden, it proved  
to be a lucky mistake that would lead to her 
finding a brand new home. ‘Having lived in our 

three-bedroom townhouse for nine years, we’d had it valued, 
but decided against selling as its price hadn’t recovered 
enough from the recession,’ explains Nic. 

However, that didn’t stop Nic and husband Noel looking 
around to see what property was on the market. They’d visited 
a Taylor Wimpey site at the North East’s biggest new housing 
development, Newcastle Great Park, and found a five-
bedroom house that appealed to them. ‘The plot we liked had 
a southeast-facing rear garden and a west-facing balcony at 
the front from where we’d be able to enjoy the sunset, so it 
offered the best of both worlds,’ says Nic.

This house whetted their appetite for moving, but they 
weren’t sure they’d be able to make the finances work. ‘Then 
one of the local estate agencies put up a board in our garden 
by mistake and our neighbour’s daughter saw it and asked if 
we’d consider renting our house to her!’

The couple jumped at the chance as it meant buying the 
new build became a possibility. But first, they had to save up a 
10 per cent deposit. ‘We C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

ON THE TABLE
Bone china butterfly plates 
and a French striped 
Provence tea towel from 
Re bring colour to the 
rustic dining table
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N E W  B U I L D

DINING AREA
A wall was knocked down 
between the kitchen  
and dining room to make 
a large open-plan space.  
Nic loves entertaining  
and chose a sturdy 
Arizona dining table  
and Jensen chairs from 
Barker & Stonehouse
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felt it was worth stretching ourselves even if it meant eating 
baked beans for a year! Christmas was cancelled and we lived 
by a spreadsheet, renting a small flat for nine months to save 
money,’ laughs Nic. ‘We couldn’t justify any unnecessary 
spending that could count towards another brick in the wall.’

Living so frugally proved worthwhile as they managed to 
save £50,000, which covered their £37,500 deposit, plus fees, 
stamp duty and a little extra for furniture and decorating. 

After getting the keys to the new house in June 2015, the 
first room they decorated was Blake’s bedroom. ‘His toys had 
been in storage for nine months so when we unpacked them 
he ran round the room screaming, “toys, toys!”,’ says Nic.

Next they had a wall knocked down between the kitchen 
and dining room. ‘I wanted a big, sociable, open-plan space,’ 
Nic explains. ‘It’s great for entertaining and family life as it has  
two sets of patio doors into the rear garden.’

They also put in underfloor heating and extra-thick grey 
porcelain floor tiles throughout the ground floor, on both  
the floor and skirting boards. ‘I wanted something childproof 
that could take lots of knocks, and my seven-year-old nephew 
is in a wheelchair so it’s more practical for him,’ says Nic. 

The house is practical for Nic too, as there’s plenty of  

space for her to be able to enjoy her hobbies. ‘I love cooking 
and making preserves, so it’s great to have a big fridge and 
double oven,’ she says. ‘I also make jewellery and accessories 
that I sell at fairs, so I’ve turned one of the first floor rooms  
into a craft room.’

As they let their previous home fully furnished, Nic and Noel 
needed to go shopping. ‘It was a great opportunity to start 
from scratch and invest in good quality pieces.’ After making 
lots of Pinterest boards and spending a few afternoons at 
department store Barker & Stonehouse, they decided on an 
industrial-meets-retro look.

‘I didn’t want anything too glossy and shiny, so downstairs 
we’ve gone for a combination of distressed leather, wood  
and matt finishes,’ says Nic. 

The master bedroom, which has an ensuite bathroom and 
walk-in wardrobe, has also been transformed with new wood 
effect porcelain floor tiles and a super-kingsize bed with a 
velvet button-back headboard. ‘Now that we have Blake I 
wanted our bedroom to be a real haven, like a luxurious hotel 
suite where we can chill and watch TV,’ Nic explains. 

Nic also bought vintage Danish and G Plan furniture online 
via Gumtree and eBay C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

DRESSING TABLE
Nic had her G Plan 
dressing table 
upcycled by a local 
company. The Primrose 
Vintage jewellery box 
was from TK Maxx

BEDROOM
Having paid just £80 for 
a pair of G Plan bedside 
tables on eBay, Nic then 
had them repainted. 
The grey floor lamp is 
from made.com 

N E W  B U I L D
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and then commissioned a local business, Revamped Home 
Furnishings, to give the pieces a new twist. ‘Seeing what the 
owner Kelly can do has really inspired me. I would love to learn 
to be as skillful myself,’ she says.

Now they’re settled in, the couple love living in Newcastle 
Great Park. ‘When I was younger our house was burgled and 
for years I hated being on my own, but it feels really safe and 
quiet here,’ says Nic. ‘Blake’s nursery is just a 10-minute walk 
away, there’s a school around the corner and you can step out 
of the door and onto a lovely bridle path.’

Their next projects will be putting up some driftwood 
wallpaper in the main bedroom, creating a picture wall up the 
stairs, and adding more splashes of vibrant colour throughout 
the house. And as they love entertaining, they also have grand 
plans for the top floor. One room has a balcony so it will 
become a party room/man cave for Noel with a pool table and 
secondhand bar, while the other is reserved for guests. 

‘Although the house doesn’t fully reflect my personality yet,  
it’s really starting to feel like home now,’ says Nic, ‘and I can’t 
wait to add more finishing touches.’ HB

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

CRAFT ROOM
Nic opted for white 
Laura Ashley furniture  
in her craft room, where 
she makes jewellery  
and cards

ROCKING CHAIR
A colourful striped 
cushion and a Fairtrade 
woven bag from Re bring 
an old rocking chair and 
bookcase to life

HALLWAY
The 1950s G Plan 
sideboard was 
bought at an 
online auction
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R E A D E R  H O M E

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

JUST  
THE RIGHT 

NOTE

HOME PROFILE
WHO LIVES HERE 
Laura Tippenhauer,  
30, a musician
THE PROPERTY
Ground-floor terraced 
two-bedroom flat in  
Leith, Edinburgh 
RENTAL £725 a month
MONEY SPENT £150

Adding soft colours and textures 
to a neutral backdrop helped musician 
Laura Tippenhauer make her rented 

flat feel like home

WORKSPACE 
The dining table 
doubles as a desk for 
Laura. The Byalex 
Neighbourhood chair  
is similar to these ones, 
found in a junk shop

WORDS FIONA REID  PHOTOGRAPHY SUSAN BURNELL
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DINING AREA
Laura created a 
dining and seating 
area at the back of 
the flat – it’s the 
perfect spot for her 
mother’s handmade 
dining table
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Even before she moved into her 
ground-floor flat in Edinburgh’s 
Leith area, Laura Tippenhauer 
knew it quite well. ‘Friends of mine 

were living here so I’d visited and always 
liked it,’ she says. ‘I was looking for a flat  
just as they were moving out, so the timing 
worked perfectly.’

Although Laura is only renting the 
two-bedroom property, there was quite a lot 
of scope for her to make her mark on the 
decor. ‘When you rent, there are always 
things you’d like to change but aren’t able 
to,’ she says. ‘For instance, if this were my 
flat, I’d open up the fireplaces and I might 
change the colour of the floors. So you have 
to close your eyes to some features that you 
inherit, and instead focus on the positive.’ 

In this flat the positives were large rooms, 
high ceilings, with lovely detailed cornice 
work in the bay-windowed sitting room  
at the front, and lots of natural light.  
And Laura’s first task was to redecorate 
throughout in neutral colours to enhance 
this light and create a calm backdrop for  
 

STORAGE
A secondhand chest 
of drawers has been 
painted white by 
Laura. She bought  
the tin boxes on eBay

MUSIC ROOM
The piano is topped 
with artworks 
including a large 
piece by her mother, 
Claudia Tippenhauer. 
Laura made the 
wall-mounted 
sound-absorbers

COSY CORNER
Laura made a ‘sofa’ 
from concrete blocks, 
timber and an old 
futon, and covered  
it with throws and 
cushions picked up  
at flea markets, Ikea 
and Zara Home

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E



T E R R A C E D  F L A T

KITCHEN
Original tongue-and-
groove panelling 
clads the walls. From 
the outset Laura liked 
the practical layout of 
the compact kitchen, 
particularly the bank 
of wall cabinets 
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her collection of furniture and objects. Laura 
also loved the flexibility the layout of this  
flat offered and she decided to part of the 
living room – the largest room in the house 
– as a studio.

‘Before I moved to Edinburgh a couple of 
years ago, I’d been working in Berlin as a 
composer, but here I started to assist in a 
music studio and had become more involved 
in sound engineering,’ she says. ‘I built this 
studio as I wanted to learn how to mix.’

By adding a bed by the living room bay 
window Laura created a second bedroom 
for when friends come to stay. She also 
turned the room at the back of the flat into 
a dining and seating area for herself.

Throughout Laura used neutral shades to 
create a serene backdrop that would form  
a relaxing home and work environment, and 
added interest with layers of soft textures. 

‘In Berlin I started to move towards this 
monochrome look, and here I’ve taken it 
further,’ she says. She’s even used some of 
her clothes as interiors accessories. ‘Things 
look completely different when you move 

BAY WINDOW 
The original working 
shutters close over 
the bay window at 
night. Laura used  
a simple Ikea bed 
layered with textiles

T E R R A C E D  F L A T

EXTERIOR 
Laura was delighted 
to find a historic 
property in Leith that 
she’d be able to put 
her mark on

‘I’m surrounded by individual pieces 
and personal touches that mean 

something to me,’ SAYS LAURA

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E
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T E R R A C E D  F L A T

to Italy and didn’t know where to put it,  
I knew just the place,’ she says. 

Likewise, the brass bedstead in Laura’s 
room dates from 1890 and originally 
belonged to her parents. Laura has layered  
the bed with a throw and a mix of vintage 
and new lace cushions to create a soft 
ambience. As the months go on she moves 
her soft furnishings from room to room. 
‘I’m always changing things around to 
create a new look,’ she says. 

The walls are hung with paintings by  
her mother as well as others, picked up 
over the years. These include an artwork  
by one of Laura’s professors from her art 
college days, which now hangs by the 
dining table. She also enjoys rehanging old 
prints with frames found in charity shops. 

‘Although I’m only renting this property,’ 
she says, ‘I’m surrounded by individual 
pieces and personal touches that mean 
something to me, and they have really 
helped the flat feel like home.’ HB

them elsewhere,’ says Laura and she enjoys 
seeing her existing pieces, many of which 
she’d found in Berlin flea markets, taking  
on new life in this new environment. 
‘Changing furniture arrangements gives 
everything a new lease of life.’

Laura has combined multiple charity  
and junk shop finds with occasional eBay 
purchases and the odd piece found 
discarded on the street and upcycled. For 
instance, there’s the pair of ‘very ugly lamps’ 
that featured metal dog sculptures. Laura 
threw away the lamps but kept the dogs, 
which are now on display as ornaments. 

She credits her artist and interior designer 
mother, Claudia Tippenhauer, for inspiring 
her. ‘I grew up with so many nice things 
around me,’ she says. 

One of her favourite pieces of furniture  
is the dining table her mother made using 
planks of rough timber combined with a 
bespoke metal frame. ‘I’ve always loved  
it and when Mum moved from Hamburg  

UPCYCLING 
By painting them 
white, Laura’s been 
able to make lots  
of disparate pieces, 
such as the wardrobe, 
glass case and iron 
bedstead, work 
together

BEDSTEAD
The antique 
bedstead originally 
belonged to Laura’s 
parents – lace 
cushions and a 
throw soften the 
look. The artwork is 
a print by Vilhelm 
Hammershoi 

BATHROOM 
A vintage lace 
curtain in the 
bathroom is typical 
of Laura’s style

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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R E A D E R  H O M E

Having rescued this house after years of neglect,  
one couple set about filling it with vintage buys,  
warm colours and their favourite oriental finds

WORDS KATE JACOBS  PHOTOGRAPHY RACHAEL SMITH

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

EASTERN 
PROMISE

EXTERIOR 
Flowering climbers 
help to screen the 
house from the road
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HOME PROFILE
 
WHO LIVES THERE 
Madeleine Tuinstra, 47, a 
government PR, and husband 
Ashley Ralston, 49, a graphic 
designer, and their children 
Max, 17, Ivy, eight, and  
kitten, Wanda 
THE PROPERTY
A late-Victorian terraced 
house in south east  
London, bought in 2013
PRICE £440,000
MONEY SPENT £35,000
WHAT IT’S WORTH NOW
£675,000

REAR LIVING ROOM 
The family use this space  
for work, homework and 
entertainment. Madeleine 
re-covered the tubular metal  
sofa that was bought at a  
Sydney auction 
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A fter 17 years as a student let, the house Madeleine Tuinstra 
and her husband Ashley Ralston were viewing was in a poor 
state, with fire damage, cracked windows and a leaky roof. 
The chipboard kitchen was turning to powder and in the 

second bedroom a spiral staircase led to an illegal loft extension. But 
the property was in a quiet tree-lined street in London’s Forest Hill, 
where prices were affordable, and the couple could see it had bags  
of potential. ‘It has high ceilings and big windows with lots of light  
and a good-sized garden,’ explains Madeleine, who, with Ashley,  
had undertaken serious renovation work on previous homes and was 
undaunted by the prospect of getting her hands dirty with this one. 
‘We were prepared for a big job, but it’s always more work than you 
think it’s going to be,’ she admits. 

Living in a rented house nearby with their two children Max and  
Ivy, they started ripping out walls and floors, but when they lifted the 
plywood floor in the loft, they discovered an unsupported concrete 
slab from the long-removed chimney breast. ‘The whole ceiling 
collapsed and we were lucky no-one was hurt,’ says Madeleine. To 
keep costs down, they did most of the work themselves, with help 

from friends. Between them they opened up the living room 
fireplace, stripped wallpaper, plastered and replaced skirting and 
architraves, as well as decorating inside and out. They even fitted 
three new windows, bringing light into the kitchen and utility room. 

Only when it was absolutely necessary did they bring in professionals 
– for the plumbing, new boiler and electrics. They also employed  
a builder for major structural work, which included taking down  
the supporting wall between the front and middle reception rooms.

In the kitchen, to create a light, airy, vintage feel and keep the 
budget under control, they opted for freestanding Ikea cabinets, and 
open shelving made by Ashley. ‘If we’d gone for standard-sized base 
units, we’d have ended up with a kitchen too narrow for the table  
and chairs,’ explains Madeleine. 

Having removed the spiral staircase, they sold it for a good price  
on eBay, and sealed up the illegal loft conversion. On the ground  
floor they restored the tiled floor in the utility room and added a 
downstairs toilet. ‘I think utility rooms are great for family life and  
very underrated in the UK – even small places in Australia have one,’ 
says Madeleine who, although C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

FRONT LIVING ROOM 
Vintage chairs in soft 
pinks and blues create a 
warm, relaxed look. The 
floral curtains are from 
John Lewis
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V I C T O R I A N  T E R R A C E

FRONT LIVING ROOM 
The dresser was bought  
in a junk shop and 
Madeleine painted it in  
a soft blue colour. The 
poster above the fireplace 
reflects the family’s love  
of Oriental pieces
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born in Ireland, lived in Sydney with Ashley before returning  
to Britain three years ago: ‘It’s good to have an extra sink and 
somewhere for tools, ironing, shoes and coats – everything  
you don’t want to put in the hall.’

One unexpected bonus was that the house came with a 
conservatory leading onto the garden. It was painted cream with 
yellow walls and featured a big 1980s fireplace, fake leaded windows 
and cracked glass. ‘We asked ourselves: is this something we can use 
and does it add value to our home? If it had been plastic, it would 
have had to go, but I could see some potential,’ explains Madeleine.

The couple replaced the glass and took out the fireplace. Then  
they painted the conservatory in the same blue-grey used on the 
woodwork elsewhere, to tie it in with the rest of the house. ‘We’d 
never have added a conservatory yet the whole family use it, as an 
extension of the kitchen and an extra living room. It’s a lovely place  
to sit, even on a rainy day,’ Madeleine says. 

Throughout the house she used a warm colour palette with lots of 
blush pinks and soft reds against soothing leaf greens. To add a 
contemporary edge there are 

V I C T O R I A N  T E R R A C E

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

KITCHEN 
This room has an 
informal, vintage feel 
with unfitted cabinets 
from Ikea and pretty 
finds on display. The 
Kinsei light is from B&Q

HALLWAY
Madeleine had painted the 
lower walls yellow, then 
decided it was too harsh, 
but left a dado-height 
stripe when she went  
over it with a grey paint
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accents of vivid yellow in the kitchen behind the range cooker, and 
in the hallway to create a dado rail effect.

Inspired by time spent in Indonesia and by Australia’s proximity  
to the Far East, there’s an oriental look running through the house. 
‘I’m attracted to that style, particularly combined with a 1930s feel,’ 
Madeleine says. Before they left Sydney the family got rid of many of 
their belongings, packing what remained into a container, which they 
finally opened once the house was finished. ‘We were amazed at  
how much stuff we’d kept,’ says Madeleine. It means that most of 
their furniture came with them from Sydney but they’ve added some 
items from local vintage shops, including the kitchen table and chairs, 
and the chaise longue in the conservatory.

It’s been a lot of work but they’ve given this property new life. 
Madeleine says, ‘I feel proud that, on a relatively modest budget,  
we’ve managed to create a warm and relaxed home.’  HB

V I C T O R I A N  T E R R A C E

BEDROOM 
A mixed-to-order grey 
green by Dulux has been 
used for the walls and 
wardrobe. Vintage 
suitcases are a great way 
to create stylish storage 
for out-of-season clothes 

BATHROOM 
Madeleine used tiles 
left over from a 
previous project and 
the blind was made 
from a tablecloth
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E X P E R T  A D V I C E

BRICKS 
TRADE SECRETS… 

From selecting colours to designing 
pattern with brick and mortar, the professionals 

share their expert knowledge

Exposed red  
brickwork enhances 
the warmth of natural 
wood finishes
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There are many ways of making exterior 
facing bricks, but the most common is by 
pushing the clay through a mould and then 
cutting the bricks with a tensioned wire, 
which creates a crisp edge. Stocks are 
pressed into moulds for a softer finish, and 
water can be added at this stage for an 
aged, streaked design. Handmade bricks 
have a textured, unique finish but are more 
labour intensive to produce.
Mortar is the cement and sand mixture 
that bonds the bricks together, and colours 
range from greys, cream and buff through 
to browns and red. Mortar joints are  
the spaces between the bricks, and also 
concrete or glass blocks, and they have quite 
an effect on the final appearance of the 
wall. The way it is finished by the bricklayer 
on the front edge creates the different 
finishes and also affects how the bricks wear. 
The most common joint styles are the 
bucket handle, where the mortar has a 
concave shape, and the weather struck, 
where the mortar is cut in a slope, allowing 
its surface to catch the light. Both are strong 
and weather-resistant. A flush joint is often 
used with textured and irregular bricks in 
moderately exposed areas, while raked 
joints accentuate the brick by recessing the 
mortar. This can leave the brick vulnerable 
so is best used with frost-resistant bricks  
or in sheltered areas. 

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

Dark bricks work  
well with metal and 
concrete for a stylish, 
industrial look 

LOCAL COLOUR

Smeed Dean Docklands Yellow Multi

St Ives Cream Rustica

Smeed Dean London Stock

Con Mosso

Staffordshire Smooth Blue Perforated

Telford Brindle

Durham Dark Multi Stock

Tuscan Red Multi

Olde Cheshire Red Multi

Sunset Red Multi

Olde Essex Red Multi

Durham Red Multi Stock

We recommend buying from an EU 
manufacturer as they all conform to 
European Standards. If there are any issues 
with the quality of the product, they will be 
much easier to resolve if your bricks have 
been sourced in the UK. Finally, buy the  
best quality brick you can afford so you can  
be sure your project is completed to the 
highest standard. 

IAN O’BRIEN, JEWSON

LASTING BENEFITS
Bricks are economical and durable in our 
damp climate and a facade built from brick 
should last about 70 to 100 years before 
it needs any maintenance. If a building is 
demolished, the bricks can be reused, so 
they’re a sustainable product.
Brick comes in a variety of shapes, 
colours and textures; brickhunter.com 
says it sells more than 4,700 types. There 
is such a huge range because originally 
they were made in different parts of the 
country from local materials. For instance, 
London Stock was made from London clay, 
which creates its distinctive yellow colour, 
while red bricks are more typically seen in 
the north of England and blue bricks in 
the Midlands area.
SIMON HAY, THE BRICK 
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

BACK TO BASICS



 Facing bricks are used on the exterior of a house or extension. 
They’re attached, or tied, to a timber frame or blockwork that  
provides the structure of the building.

Engineering bricks more commonly form the base of the walls 
below the ground and damp-proof course. They’re much stronger than facing bricks  
and are less likely to get damaged by frost.

Brick are usually a standard 65mm in height. 
Textures range from very smooth to rustic. 
 Prices vary significantly, from £250 per thousand for machine-made bricks to  

£600 plus per thousand for those made by hand.

Essential facts

BUILDING  
WALLS WELL

DEREK MARTIN,  
JD JOINERY AND  
BUILDING SERVICES 

Always use an expert. Remember,  
a good brick wall is reliant on a good 
bricklayer, so make sure you use a local 
builder with a solid reputation. Ask to 
see some of their recently completed 
projects to put your mind at rest.
To get the best advice go to an 
experienced brick supplier. They may 
do a site visit and if the bricks you 
want are no longer available they’ll be 
able to suggest alternatives. Try not to 
set your budget too low; some better 
quality bricks might cost a little more 
but will give a higher quality finish.
Your design will be a success if  
you select the right brick for the style 
of house. For example, textured 
handmade bricks are slightly irregular 
and individual and work well when  
a traditional or handcrafted finish  
is wanted, while the crispness of a 
dark-blue engineered brick is ideal for 
a clean-cut contemporary facade. Get 
advice from your architect and visit 
brick suppliers or builders’ merchants 
to look at samples. This will help you 
pinpoint exactly what you like and 
whittle down your choices.
If you’re trying to match an existing 
brick, then take a look at these 
websites, which all offer a free 
brick-matching service: brickhunter.
com; bricksmith.co.uk; and 
matchingbrick.co.uk. 
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GETTING THE DESIGN RIGHT
The pattern in which brick is laid can  
add to – or detract from – the overall 
appearance of your house or extension.
Bricks are laid in patterns called bonds. 
Look closely at existing walls and you’ll  
see that the width of bricks as well as their 
colours can form subtle but interesting 
patterns. The most common designs are 
English, Flemish and Stretcher – the latter is 
the most economical because it covers the 
greatest area with the fewest bricks. 
It’s not worth going for elaborate bond 
patterns unless it’s an essential part of the 
house or extension design, as that can add 
unnecessary cost and complications. The 
local planning department may have a say 
in the style and colour of the brick you use, 
so find this out as soon as possible. 
Using bricks that blend in with the  
local area is usually more acceptable to  
the planning department than having a 
contrasting finish. But it does depend on  
the context you’re building in – within a 
terrace, for instance, it’s likely you’ll need  
to match the brick of the other houses,  

EILIR SHERYN, ARCHITECT,  
VAN ELLEN + SHERYN 

while in more spacious surroundings, where 
each house is visually separate from its 
neighbours, that might not be necessary.
If your project needs planning permission 
you’ll need to show samples of the brick and 
have this approved before you begin your 
project. A rear extension within permitted 
development rights doesn’t escape the notice 
of planning as you must choose materials of  
a similar appearance to the back of the house. 
If in doubt, contact your local planning office. 
Usually they won’t specify a bond pattern or 
mortar joint (see Back to Basics on the 
previous page) but it may be a condition if 
your project is in a Conservation Area. 
Ask your bricklayer to build a sample  
wall panel, so you can see how it will look. 
This will also give you a quality benchmark  
to refer to during the project. Order the 
bricks well in advance, as some have a long 
lead time, allow for wastage and make sure  
they come from the same batch as different 
batches will vary slightly in colour. 

FOR STOCKIST DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

This new build in Suffolk  
has been clad with oak and 
handmade Suffolk Red bricks 
laid in a Monk bond design 

Architect, Eilir Sheryn’s 
home is clad in handmade, 
white-painted Dutch bricks 
and vertical zinc panels

Crisp grey bricks 
create a modern 
exterior
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BRICKS + MONEY
Stay up to date with the latest property and financial news

H O M E  A D V I C E
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TWITTER TALK
Know how to spot a  
scam email and protect 
yourself from cybercrime 
says Tony Neate, CEO  
of GetSafeOnline 

@HB: How will I know if  
an email is suspicious?
@GetSafeOnline: Be cautious, 
even if you recognise a sender’s 
name. Look out for lots of 
spelling mistakes or a subject line 
that doesn’t match the content
@HB: What else? 
@GetSafeOnline: Check the 
sender is who they say they are by 
hovering over their name to reveal 
the email address being used
@HB: What might it say?
@GetSafeOnline: It might ask 
you to click on a link, download 
an attachment, share personal 
details or forward the email. 
NEVER do any of these
@HB: Some scam emails look 
genuine. How can I tell?  
@GetSafeOnline: If you’re 
unsure, contact the supposed 
sender by another method. If  
it’s your bank, call them
@HB: If I’m worried, what’s 
the first thing I should do?
@GetSafeOnline: Speak to 
someone. Don’t let the email 
scare you into acting 
@HB: What about #Facebook? 
@GetSafeOnline: Making your 
profile private will help you stay 
safe. See #Facebook’s ‘tools & 
resources’ for guidance
@HB: And #Twitter?
@GetSafeOnline: Don’t give 
away personal details or post 
inflammatory comments. For 
advice, see #Twitter ‘support’
@HB: Where can I report 
fraudulent communications?
@GetSafeOnline: @VictimSupport 
& @actionfrauduk, the national 
fraud and internet crime 
reporting centre

Knowing how much energy you’re using makes it 
easier to control consumption. That’s the theory 
behind smart meters, and the Government wants 
providers to offer one to every household in 
Scotland, England and Wales by 2020. 

WHAT IS A SMART METER?
A smart meter sends readings of the gas or 
electricity you use back to your supplier via 
secure wireless technology – putting an end  
to the need for manual meter readings and 
estimated bills. It comes with a handheld display 
to show how much energy is being used along 
with the cost. There’s no need for a broadband 
connection as it works with a GSM (global 
system for mobile communications) SIM card, 
and sends its data via mobile GSM networks.  

‘Smart meters already installed will currently 
be using the supplier’s own communication 
systems,’ says Claire Maugham, director of policy 
and communications at the Smart Energy GB 
campaign. ‘Later in 2016, meters will talk to your 
supplier via a secure, national communications 
network called the Data Communications 
Company (DCC). This is a network being 
developed specifically for smart meter data.’

ARE THEY COMPULSORY?
No, but if your old meter is deemed unsafe  
or too old, you must accept a new model. 
However it can be set to ‘dumb’ mode if  
you choose not to share your data. 

IS MY INFORMATION SECURE? 
Concerns have been raised about the security of 
personal details. ‘Your energy supplier can only 
access the data they need to bill you,’ says Ann 
Robinson, director of consumer organisation 
uSwitch (uswitch.com). ‘However, you can opt 
in to letting them have more information, which 
they can use to help you reduce energy usage.’ 

SMART 
METERS... 
just how clever 
are they?

HOW WILL I SAVE MONEY?
There’s no upfront payment for a smart meter, 
but it is paid for through energy bills which, it’s 
argued, will help make savings long term. 

ANY DRAWBACKS? 
National plans are still in the early stages, and at 
the moment only two major energy companies, 
British Gas and E.ON, plus two smaller providers, 
Ovo and First Utility, are offering meters under 
the national roll-out programme. 

Some suppliers, such as EDF, are offering a version 
of the smart meters outside the national scheme 
as an ‘interim measure’, but there have been 
issues with the data sending technology. This may 
be superseded by the time of the national roll-out, 
and the meter may need to be reinstalled. Contact 
your supplier’s customer services for information. 

The technology can be confusing and it’s up  
to the individual engineer to explain it to you – 
some will be clearer than others. If in doubt, 
contact customer services. Even if you’re on a 
dual fuel deal, you need a meter each for gas 
and electricity, but only one handset. If you have 
different suppliers, you’ll need to arrange 
installation with each company. 

AND IN THE FUTURE? 
Data collected will be used to devise cost-effective 
tariffs, such as off-peak and personalised payment 
plans, and help providers plan energy needs. 

‘Smart meters will also be able to interact with 
smart appliances,’ says Claire Maugham. ‘For 
example you could programme your dishwasher to 
come on when electricity is cheapest or be alerted 
if you leave the heating or lights on by mistake.’
● For more information, contact your energy 
supplier directly, see smartenergyGB.org/
get-a-smart-meter or visituswitch.com

By the end of the decade every 
home will have one… 

Control how 
much you use 
and save 
money on bills

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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We own a second property that we rent out. We 
aren’t that keen to sell just yet as it’s our pension 
fund, but with tax-breaks for landlords being cut,  
should we let it go now?

When it comes to property, it’s important to take a long-term 
view. Prices fluctuate but over the long term they tend to rise.  
It’s never a good idea to try and sell quickly because you may 
need to accept a lower price than you would hope for.

Tax increases for landlords announced in the summer  
Budget will be phased in from 2017 and not fully implemented 
by 2020, so I’d caution against a knee-jerk reaction and selling 
up now. All higher-rate taxpayers who own buy-to-let properties 
with a mortgage will pay more tax. If you have a mortgage on 
your property, speak to your accountant about how you’ll be 
affected by the changes before making any decisions.

If you own this property as an alternative to a pension fund, 
you’ll be taking a long-term view anyway. Ask yourself where 
else you would invest your money with interest rates so low – the 
reason many people have turned to property in the first place.

Should we sell up 
before it’s too late?

PROPERTY FINANCE 
SPECIALIST
Melanie Bien
Money expert and founder  
of Bien Media

Many of this property’s 
Victorian features  
have been preserved, 
including high beamed 
ceilings, panelling and 
two mezzanines used  
as study and library 
areas. There are five 
bedrooms, a spacious 
linked dining room/
living area/conservatory 
plus outbuildings. 
Savills, 01738 477525

CONVERTED coach houses
WIGANTHORPE, NORTH YORKSHIRE

BLAIRGOWRIE, PERTHSHIRE

This period property  
was once part of the 
Wiganthorpe Hall estate 
and still shares six acres 
of parkland. There are 
four bedrooms – the 
master with ensuite 
– two further bathrooms,  
a kitchen with an Aga 
and a drawing room with 
a huge arched window.
Humberts,  
01904 611808

Coachman’s Cottage  
has been extended and 
modernised to create a 
family home with oak 
flooring and exposed 
beams. The drawing 
room has a vaulted ceiling 
and a woodburning 
stove. There are four 
beds, a kitchen/diner and 
a study/hobbies room. 
Strutt & Parker,  
01962 869999

UPPER CLATFORD, ANDOVER, HAMPSHIRE

HOUSEL BAY, THE LIZARD, HELSTON, CORNWALL
The Old Coach House 
originally belonged to  
a hotel, but today it’s a 
sunny three-bed home 
with views out to sea 
from the sitting room, 
which has a woodburning 
stove. The cottage has 
pretty gardens and is  
within walking distance  
of a secluded beach. 
Knight Frank,  
01392 241556

You’ll have to  
dig deep for a  
rural retreat

PROPERTY gossip
If you dream of escaping to the country in search of fresh air 
and open skies, be prepared to pay the price, as rural properties 
can be up to £80,000 more expensive than similar homes in 
towns and cities, according to research by the Halifax. 

The average premium paid is £43,490, but there are huge 
regional variations. Rural prices in the West Midlands, for 
example, are around 50 per cent higher than in its towns  
and cities, with buyers paying an average of £252,927 for a 
country property – £84,610 more than for an urban home. 

‘Homeowners are attracted by the prospect of a better 
quality of life, open space and a cleaner environment,’ says 
Craig McKinlay, mortgage director at Halifax. ‘However, this 
means that rising rural house prices are now a concern.’ 
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C hosen specially for you, our collection  
at Flowers Direct features four stunning 
bouquets, each one of which would 

make a gorgeous gift for your mum this Mothers’ 
Day, on Sunday 6 March. Select from exotic 
Global Textures, vibrant Fields of Gold, dazzling 
Warm White or our two special Mothers’ Day 
bouquets (see far right) in soft pastel shades. With 

Flowers are the perfect treat for Mothers’ Day – or any 
other day – especially with our fabulous 20% discount 

TO MUM 
WITH LOVE

GLOBAL TEXTURES
In this bouquet the traditional beauty  
of softly tinted roses is combined  
with the spectacular vibrancy of  
South African leucospermum for 
a surprising and modern display.

H O U S E  B E A U T I F U L  F L O W E R S  D I R E C T  C O L L E C T I O N

 This offer applies to 
the Flowers Direct House 
Beautiful collection only. 
To be sure of delivery in 
time for Mothers’ Day, 
order before 3pm on 
Friday, 4 March; the 
latest day for delivery  
of the bouquets will  
be Saturday, 5 March. 
Delivery is free.  
Products are subject  
to availability. For full 
terms and conditions, 
see flowersdirect.co.uk.

the 20 per cent discount for House Beautiful 
readers, each bouquet costs just £28 – or £36 
for the 14 rose Mothers’ Day bouquet – and 
arrives hand-tied and wrapped in brown paper. 
Quote promo code HB2016 on the basket page. 
To be sure of delivery in time for Mothers’ Day, 
visit flowersdirect.co.uk/housebeautiful and 
order before 3pm on Friday, 4 March. 
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FIELDS OF GOLD  
Vibrant and uplifting, this is a 
glorious mix of lisianthus and 
calla lilies in an elegant, long-
stemmed bouquet that would 
look fantastic in both traditional 
and modern homes. It’s the 
perfect way to bring a hint of the 
countryside to your interiors.

WARM WHITE  
A beautiful, full bouquet of 
gorgeous white roses, phlox and 
anigozanthos that will work as  
a stylish table centrepiece or a 
fabulous focal point in any room. 

WIN A MOTHERS’ DAY BOUQUET
Featuring lilac roses nestling amid sweet pink and white carnations and a 

froth of bright white phlox with its enchanting scent of spring, this special 
addition to the House Beautiful Collection at Flowers Direct  

is a wonderful way to thank mum for all she does. The limited edition 
Mothers’ Day bouquet is available in two sizes, and would normally cost 

£35 for 10 roses or £45 for 14 roses (pictured).  You can order the 
bouquets for the special price of £28 and £36 respectively until 3pm on 
Friday 4 March 2016 quoting promo code HB2016. With this exclusive 

competition, you have the chance to win one of 25 of the 10 rose Mothers’ 
Day bouquets. To enter and see full terms and conditions, visit  

https://comps.housebeautiful.co.uk /competition/mothers_day_bouquet_
housebeautiful. Closing date: midnight, Sunday 28 February.

25 
STUNNING
BOUQUETS

TO BE 
WON
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These interiors trends will help you revamp your 
living space and freshen it up for spring

S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N

New season looks

ART HOUSE
A neutral palette of grey walls and white 
painted floorboards creates the perfect 
backdrop for bold upholstery and an 
eclectic mix of furniture and accessories. 
Make it unique with a picture wall 
featuring a mix of modern monochrome 
prints and introduce subtle pattern with 
a two-tone rug and scatter cushions. 
Starrett chaise in Russet pure 
Belgian linen, £1,690, sofa.com
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‘Linen upholstery looks fabulous in earthy tones. Paired 
with grey walls this russet fabric brings a subtle hit of colour.’

EMMA WILLIAMS, HEAD OF BUYING, SOFA.COM

Bring spring indoors and pop a few 
blooms into this stunning Medicine bottle 

vase, £15, Kelly Hoppen 

Create a feature wall with a selection 
of two-tone prints. Artichoke, 

£15.06, Carlijnclaire at Etsy

Light up a dark corner with a design  
classic such as this Task Solo table lamp,  

£309, Original BTC

Enjoy an afternoon brew in this  
hand-thrown cup and saucer in stylish 

matt grey, £18, Sparrow and Co

Opt for a bold Leaf Print cushion but 
stick to monochrome for a versatile, 

understated look, £7.99, H&M

Extra storage is always useful and these 
seagrass baskets are practical and chic, 

£37 a pair, Murmur at Bedeck

Conran’s Duchess armchair has been given 
a makeover in Tori Murphy’s Boulder print, 

£1,235, Content by Terence Conran 

This wool and cotton handmade Uma 
rug, £245 from Loaf, brings to mind 
sunbaked Portuguese ceramic tiles 

With untreated leg ends, the &Tradition 
Hoof table, £299 from Houseology, would 

create a real style statement 



NEW MONOCHROME
Update this classic colour scheme with a 
few touches of yellow, from zesty citrine 
through to sunny saffron. Team a 
traditional button-back linen sofa and  
a sleek chair in burnished leather with  
a geometric woven rug for comfort and 
added texture. Finish with touches of 
polish in brass for an on-trend look that’s 
cool, contemporary and comfortable. 
George large sofa in Stoned Linen 
Slate, £1,399; Crane cushions (one 
showing reverse), £30 each; Citrine 
throw, £85; Abacus chair, £899; Zig 
Zag nest of tables, £219; Georgina 
metal bud vase, £20; Pineapple 
candle, £35; Regan Gold layered 
pendant, £120; Hexagonal tumbler, 
£30 for four; Gold wire storage 
basket, £60; Chevron throw, £75; 
Yellow gate print cushion, £30; 
Plantation Rug Company Belle 
monochrome rug, £150; all Living by 
Christiane Lemieux at House of Fraser 
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‘Contemporary living room furniture in cool grey is a great base  
for mixing monochromatic prints with pops of brass and fresh citrine.’ 

SUE ROBERTS, DESIGN DIRECTOR, HOUSE OF FRASER

This spiralling Cage pendant lamp 
is available in brass or matt black,  

£125, Bloomingville at Amara

 Add a cosy touch with a gorgeously 
soft lambswool Alassio throw, £95, 

The Fine Cotton Company 

Create highlights with metallics. These  
Brass lanterns, from £36 at Miafleur, are 

perfect for indoors or out

Serve drinks or arrange a group of candles 
on this Broadway round tray in Black on 

Linen, £30, Tori Murphy

Keep drinks cool with this quirky 
retro-style decorative Gold Pineapple 

ice bucket, £25, John Lewis

The Nadole bolster cushion, £115,  
Idyll Home, has a stunning hand-blocked 

print in on-trend grey and white 

Sit this neat Accents black and brass  
nest of tables next to your sofa, £299, 
Content by Terence Conran, John Lewis

Who could resist these lovely Njano baskets 
decorated with yellow and white beads? 

From £17.50-£40, The Basket Room

The bold angles and neat lines of this Profile 
chair in Yellow, £399, made.com, make it a 
great choice for modern and period homes



WORLD TRAVELLER
For a global-inspired scheme, choose 
exotic motifs and tribal prints in a mix of 
bold colours on a neutral background. 
Vibrant hot pinks help to really bring this 
look to life. Start with a statement rug to 
set the colour palette and layer the look 
with cushions, throws and an occasional 
chair. Showcase artwork or photos from 
your travels and team with lush plants 
and modern lighting for an eclectic edge. 
Jolie chair in Weave Multi, £499; 
Authentic Weave cushion, £12; 
Conran Dalton sofa, £2,099; Conran 
Dalton storage footstool, £469; 
Harper footstool in Mantaro Multi, 
£279; Peru kilim, £139; Chevron 
embroidered cushion, £17.50; 
Peruvian cross stitch print cushion, 
£35; all Marks & Spencer
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Add pattern to a sofa with Mariska  
Meijers’ Design Lab cushion in Electric  

Ikat Magenta, £80, sofa.com

Make a statement with this factory-style 
Large Spun Reflector in weathered 

copper, £689, Davey Lighting

A handmade large floor cushion in 
Pink, £95, Out There Interiors, is just 

perfect for laid-back living

Introduce a hint of distant deserts and 
give a succulent or cactus a happy home. 

Plant pot, £12.99, H&M

Make the room feel special with pops 
of richly coloured glass. Berry Bubble 

jug, £18, John Lewis

Arrange a group of plants on 
a metal tray, £25, Loaf, to create 

a gorgeous leafy display

A Chevron bamboo basket will make 
a great planter for indoor greenery, 

£82 for a set of two, Miafleur

Inject some colour into your scheme  
with a Tivoli armchair in Currant velvet, 

£429, Swoon Editions

This sweet-smelling candle comes in an 
eyecatching gilded glass. Pomegranate 

Cassis candle, £22.50, White Stuff 

‘Our Peru trend is full of colour, texture and pattern. We’ve used traditional 
South American prints and added a modern and contemporary twist.’ 

CLAIRE ROBERTS, PRINT DESIGNER, MARKS & SPENCER 

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE  FIND MORE DECORATING IDEAS AT housebeautiful.co.uk
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SENSE OF CALM
Combine pretty shades of grey and white for a 
pared-back sophisticated scheme. Add subtle 
pattern with a textured wool carpet combined 
with intricately patterned wallpaper and a 
simple geo rug. The Isles textured Berber 
carpet in Skye, £34.99 a square metre; 
Mountain rug (120cm x 170cm), £89; both 
House Beautiful at Carpetright

NEUTRAL 
GROUND
Refresh your floors this season with a 
natural carpet from the House Beautiful 
range, available exclusively at Carpetright
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LIGHT AND BREEZY
Team a textured wool carpet with soft 
putty walls for a fresh new season look. 
Choose a traditional deep-seated sofa 
in relaxed ecru linen and layer with 
cushions and a fringed throw in pale 
hues. A circular fresh white painted 
side table and a wooden chunky knitted 
low footstool complete the look. 
Earth’s Core textured carpet in Rock, 
£34.99 a square metre, House 
Beautiful at Carpetright

 Carpet collection 
available in selected 
Carpetright stores.  
For more info, visit 
carpetright.co.uk or 
housebeautiful.co.uk

FOR DETAILS OF OTHER PRODUCTS SHOWN HERE SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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Get the look Combine yellows, from pale lemon to golden buttercup,  
with soft grey and off-white. Geometric patterns and intricate repeats bring 
an element of contrast to an uplifting, sunny scheme

Stoneware plate, £22 
for two, Rockett St 
George. Aquarelle 
ivory-tipped cutlery,  
from £12 a piece; marble 
round chopping board, 
£38; both Holly’s House. 
Fabrics and wallpaper 
(l-r): Palmira in Yellow, 
£85 a metre, Lindsay 
Alker. Maya linen in 
Ochre; Hopscotch linen 
in Smoke; both £90 a 
metre, Rapture & Wright. 
Cole & Son Delano 
wallpaper 105/7031, 
£76 a roll, John Lewis. 
Paints (l-r): Kissing Gate 
Claypaint, £35 for 2.5L, 
Earthborn. Jet Stream 
interior matt, £36.50  
for 2.5L, Eicó Paints. 
Buttons, stylist’s own

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

MASTERCLASS
MOODBOARD

TAKE INSPIRATION FROM OUR COVER AND CREATE A 
CHEERFUL SCHEME THAT WILL LIFT YOUR SPIRITS
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Mrs B table, £2,615, Benchmark. Grey 
Walker chairs, £169 each, Holly’s House. 
Mustard lampshade, £12, Sainsbury’s. 
On dining table: Runner made up in 
Littlephant Waves Grey cotton canvas 
by Camilla Lundsten, £64 a metre, The 
Swedish Fabric Company. Yellow dinner 
plates by Orla Kiely, £12 each, Unique & 
Unity. Studio soup bowls in Yellow by 
Wonki Ware, £20 each; resin coasters 
by Corsi Design, £7.50 each; all The 
Conran Shop. Linen napkins in Dove 
Grey, £7.50 each, The Linen Works. 
Aquarelle ivory-tipped cutlery, from 
£12 a piece, Holly’s House. Elmore clear 
textured highball glass, £5; Elmore 
clear textured tumblers, £4 each; Agra 
Grey marble serving board, £25; 
all Habitat. Neu pitcher, £54, Smug. 
Espresso coffee maker, £26; coffee 
cup from Fat Ceramics Range by Piet 
Hein Eek, £9; both Rockett St George. 
On island: Balham medium Yellow 
storage jar, £15, Habitat. Vase, find 
similar by LSA International, £20, Heal’s. 
Handprinted stoneware plate, £22 for 
two, Rockett St George

Kitchen For a contemporary look, place a runner in a subtle geometric 
print across the width of the table at opposite place settings. Chunky 
crockery in simple shapes keeps the look informal
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Slick grey
This painted chair is 
both practical and 
stylish. J77 dining 
chair in Grey, £129, 
The Do South Shop 

S T Y L E  I N S P I R A T I O N
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Super bowl
A yellow interior and subtle 
linear pattern make this a 
perfect addition to your kitchen 
table. Bliss In The Woods 
bowl, £11, Unique & Unity 

Decorative appeal
Choose textured fabrics for 
curtains and blinds to add  
depth to your scheme. 
Millgate fabric in Olive,  
£33 a metre, Olivia Bard 

In the round
Liven up mealtimes with 
bold-patterned plates. 
This design is made from 
bone china in Stoke-on-
Trent. Halfway Round 
Yellow dinner plate by 
Edge of Home, £25, 
Unlimited 

Instant update
Rugs are perfect for adding 
colour and pattern to a 
room, and they look fabulous 
against white boards. 
Zamira Hex Multi rug in 
Mustard and Grey, from 
£165, Graham and Green 

Neat seat
Keep a couple of stools tucked 
away ready to pull out when 
unexpected guests arrive. Easy 
Maid three-legged stool, £233, 
John Lewis of Hungerford

Smart serve
Top the table with 
striped napkins and a 
runner. Multi-striped 
linen napkins, £5.49 
each, and matching 
runner, £13.99; both 
Linen Me 

Dinner time
Understated design makes 
this table a versatile choice 
for modern and traditional 
homes. It will comfortably 
seat six people. Oak White 
Fjord dining table, £229, 
made.com

Switch on
Versatile and decorative, 
this linen/mix shade can  
be used with a ceiling 
pendant and lamp base. 
Indah cylinder shade  
in Saffron, from £30,  
John Lewis

Bistro style
Opt for a design with wooden 
handles for something warm  
to the touch and oh-so-stylish. 
Pomax Nature cutlery, £77 
for a set of 24, Houseology
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Get the look Teamed with soft greys and white-painted walls and floors, zingy 
citrus yellow can be surprisingly calming in a bedroom. Make the bed the focal 
point with mix-and-match graphic patterned bedlinen, cushions and throws 

Construct fabric in Yellow (above), £74 
a metre, Kate Farley. Baker’s twine, 
£5.75, Merchant & Mills. Wallpaper: 
Mono in Sunshine (white dots on 
yellow); Mono in Chalk (white dots on 
grey); Edit (grey geometric print); all £44 
a roll, Prestigious Textiles. Bau Deco 
notebook, U-X, £6.76 (from a set of 
three); Geometric notebook set, £8; 
both Smug. Concrete succulent pot, 
£10, Geo-fleur at Etsy. Daisy Chain Clay 
paint (on left), £35 for 2.5L, Earthborn. 
Mister David Absolute matt emulsion 
(on right), £37 for 2.5L, Little Greene. 
House Geo yellow and white duvet 
cover and pillowcase set, from £25, 
John Lewis. Rhythm Yellow Ochre 
notecard, £2.50, Smug. Paintbrush, 
stylist’s own. French tableware mug, 
£20, Toast. Scissors, from Snip and 
Twine Gardeners Gift Set, £18, Rowen 
& Wren. Larksong fabric in Dove/
Honey (right), £38 a metre, Sanderson 
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Bedroom Create an eyecatching feature by hanging a couple of pendants 
by the bedside. Practical for reading, it also adds another layer of pattern 
and colour. Grey, white and yellow bedlinen looks fresh and chic

Mustard lampshades, £12 each; 
Mustard Geometric cushion, £14; 
Herringbone Stripe cushion, £12; 
Grey Herringbone bedlinen, from 
£15; Woven Stripe cushion, £10; 
Soft Grey knitted throw, £30; 
Herringbone Stripe throw, £14; 
all By Sainsbury’s 
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Mix and match
Pop a couple of these cushions  
on a plain sofa to add pattern and 
colour. Trio cushion in Mustard 
and Grey, £20, made.com

Double diamond
Made from soft, woven merino, 
this gorgeous throw has a 
different triangle design on each 
side. Isosceles Gold throw, 
£220, Niki Jones at Rume 

Double use
Stools are a great addition to a 
bedroom as they can double up as 
a seat and an impromptu bedside 
table. Walnut tripod side table/
stool, £199, Ethnicraft at The 
Do South Shop 

Handcrafted
With angled legs, 
integrated cut-out 
handles and a 
vintage-style grey 
wash, this neat piece 
has a versatile 
mid-century look. 
Morton chest of 
drawers, £349, 
Swoon Editions

Snooze time
Available in a great 
selection of fabrics, each  
of these beds is handmade 
and unique. Chrome 
Contemporary double  
bed, £845, Loaf 

Graphic 
elements
Reversible bedding in  
a geometric design will 
ensure your bed is the 
focal point. Elevation 
duvet cover and 
pillowcase set in Smoke, 
£35 for a double, House 
by John Lewis 

Design icon
Invest in a distinctive piece like 
this, and it will stand the test of 
time. VP3 Flowerpot table lamp 
in Yellow, £249, Scandi Living

Have a seat
Curved, compact and 
available in a whole range 
of colours, this upholstered 
chair is the ideal spot for 
curling up with a good 
book – or draping clothes 
on. Coco chair in Pebble 
Grey, £575, Oliver Bonas

Interwoven
Place laundry in this basket  
– it’s smart enough to keep in 
the bedroom and portable 
enough to carry to the washing 
machine. Yellow Teepee 
woven basket, £59, Ollie Ella

Perfect pleats
This bold and beautiful 
paper lampshade is pure 
folded fabulousness. Kura 
lampshade, £35, Habitat 
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FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE  FIND MORE INSPIRATION ON OUR PINTEREST BOARD AT pinterest.com/house_beautiful
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PERFECT
PAINTING
All you need to decorate your home

1 Knitted cotton cleaning cloths, £3.50 each, 
Re 2 Sandblaster dual angle sanding sponges, 
£3.50 each, 3M Direct 3 Enamel bowl from 
six-piece prep set, £64.99, Falcon 4 Wooden-
handled stripping knives, £3.39 for 1½inch; 
£3.99 for 3inch, Screwfix 5 Wooden-handled 
hammer, £52, Labour and Wait 6 Wallpaper 

samples from top: Plato, Keziah Day and Silver 
Feathers; all £89 a metre, Feathr 7 Mortimer 
Connexions by Coloroll in Yellow, £12.98 a  
10m roll, Wallpaperdirect 8 Elementary The 
Screwdriver no 1 & 2 giftset, £45, The Conran 
Shop 9 Carpenter’s 72mm square, £3.75, 
Silverline 10 Dot gloves, from 49p, Silverline  

11 Canvas zipper bag, £15, Labour and  
Wait 12 Picture pins with knurled head, £2.50 
for eight, Wilko 13 Paint chart, Little Greene 
14 Cotton twill dust sheet, £10.99, Homebase 
15 Paint stirrers, £1.48 for three, Decorating 
Direct, dipped in Polka Dot, Lily Lily Rose and 
Reading Room, from £35 for 2.5L claypaint, 
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Earthborn 16 Roller tray, £2.50; roller handle,  
£9, and roller sleeve, £5; all Farrow & Ball 
17 Synthetic brush three-piece set (in tray and 
paint kettle), £2.66, Silverline 18 Matt Furniture 
Lacquer, £4.99, Rust-Oleum 19 Paint kettle, 
£6.49, Homebase 20 Paint brush, as before 
21 Carmine 189 absolute matt emulsion,  

£37 for 2.5L, Little Greene 22 Small (100ml)  
pots of Chalk Paint in English Yellow and 
Province from Mini Project Pack, £29.99  
(includes 125ml clear wax, 125ml dark wax, 
small pure bristle brush plus paints), Annie Sloan  
23 Profinish paintbrush, £134.99 for set 
including case and comb, Lucas 24 Big round 

brush, £11.50, Present & Correct 25 Colour 
block pens, £3 each, Present & Correct  
26 Stenorace eraser brush, £6.50, Present  
& Correct 27 Folding ruler, £6.25, Old with  
the New at notonthehighstreet.com  

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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P A I N T  S H A D E S 

Industry experts explain how to use the new neutral hues 

Brushed Cotton 
emulsion, £21.98 for 
2.5L, Valspar from B&Q

SUBTLE SOPHISTICATION 
Create the perfect backdrop for your scheme 

Letterpress matt 
emulsion, £24.49 for  
2.5L, Dulux Mixlab

WARM WHITE
From bright to subtle, there’s a hue for every room 

Chalk a2 Alterior matt, 
£36.50 for 2.5L, 
Eico Paints

Letterpress (above) brings a 
sense of tranquillity. The trick is 
to layer paler shades tonally and 
create pockets of interest with 
darker hues. In a bright, south-
facing room it reminds me of 
cool pastures, and on a grey day 
the warmer ones ease the chill. 
MARIANNE SHILLINGFORD 
DULUX

Layer Yes Your Honour (above) 
with deeper neutrals, such as 
taupes and greys, to create a 
subtle yet warm palette. Use with 
black or charcoal and rough-
hewn materials for an industrial, 
utilitarian look, or with soft blues 
for a restful scheme. 
ROB WHITAKER  
FIRED EARTH

Teamed with different textures, 
muted tones, subtle patterns 
and wooden finishes, Brushed 
Cotton can create the ultimate 
Scandi-style space. But 
partnered with colour blocking 
and loud patterns, the look 
becomes high tempo and lively. 
KASIA WIKTOROWICZ 
VALSPAR 

Chalk is a no-fuss off-white, 
perfect for a minimalist look. By 
reflecting light, it brings instant 
brightness to a room and makes 
it look larger. Team with striking 
shades. For a kitchen, introduce 
stone surfaces and colour on 
units or splashbacks. 
RISHI SUBEATHAR  
EICO PAINTS

Yes Your Honour matt 
emulsion, £35.50  
for 2.5L, Fired Earth
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WARM OR 
COOL? 

Neutrals divide into warm or 
cool. Cool neutrals belong to the 

blue side of the spectrum and create 
a modern sophisticated look. 

Warms have their roots in 
browns and pinks and make a 

room instantly homely.

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE FIND MORE COLOUR INSPIRATION AT housebeautiful.co.uk

Old White Wall paint,  
£39.95 for 2.5L,  
Annie Sloan

Kissing Gate  
Claypaint, £35  
for 2.5L, Earthborn

KEEP IT COOL
Use shades with blue tones for a sophisticated look 

PARED-BACK PERFECTION
Understated tones create laid-back spaces

Manor White Low sheen 
emulsion, £42 for 2.5L,  
Konig Colours

Serpentine Absolute matt 
emulsion, £37 for 2.5L, 
Little Greene

Kissing Gate (above) is a soft 
grey with hidden hints of taupe 
and green. Brighten with fresh 
whites or yellow accessories 
in a living room scheme. Then 
paint the ceiling in Marbles or 
Picket Fence to complement 
the inviting tones.
EMILY MORGAN 
EARTHBORN

Sophisticated Serpentine 
(above) is often used with darker 
greys such as Toad and lighter 
shades like Fescue. Add black 
slate flooring for a sleek look or 
warmer, wooded finishes for a 
relaxed feel. This hue also works 
well with deeper, vibrant tones. 
DAVID MOTTERSHEAD
LITTLE GREENE

Old White is versatile because 
it contains no pigments and is 
a soft, slightly cool colour. Use 
alongside white furnishings but 
add textures or slight variations 
with greyer whites. Personally  
I love to see it used with my  
soft black colour Graphite. 
ANNIE SLOAN 
ANNIE SLOAN

Inspired by Regency house 
colours, Manor White is elegant 
with a gentle tint of green. Use 
with white on architectural 
detailing on a period property 
for a fresh yet nostalgic look. 
Pair with dark wood antique 
pieces or abstract sculptures.
VANESSA GALLOWAY  
KONIG COLOURS 
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D E C L U T T E R  I D E A S

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

BOOT CAMP

Sell through a site such as 
preloved.co.uk or ebay.co.uk. 

Clarks’ has recycling bins in 
more than 500 UK stores, with 
profits from recycled shoes going 
to Unicef-sponsored projects.  

Children’s charity Variety has 
around 7,000 shoe recycling banks in 
shopping centres. Worn-out shoes 
are recycled for insulation materials 
and good footwear is sent to people 
in need overseas; variety.org.uk. 

Ask if your local nursery or 
pre-school need spare children’s 
shoes and wellies for rainy days.

In the south of England, the 
United Shoe Recycling Company 
will collect shoes from your home 
or business, offer cash in return 
and send them to developing 
countries. Visit unitedshoe.co.uk  
or call 0800 234 6011.

PASS THEM ON SUPER STORAGE IDEAS

There’s a saying that you can never have enough shoes, 
but when there are so many pairs in your wardrobe that  
you can’t close the door, it’s time for a clear-out.  
Here’s how to make the parting easier  

The home edit
Advice and solutions to create a streamlined home

> Out of sight Hide at 
least 18 pairs of shoes 
neatly behind closed doors 
in this sleek cabinet. Stall 
shoe cabinet, £120, Ikea

l Branch line Increase 
the life of your favourite 
pair by maintaining their 
shape with the Wooden 
Shoe Tree, £12, M&S

< Up and 
over If floor 
space is limited, 
try this ceramic-
finish rack. It 
simply hangs 
over the top  
of a door with 
storage for  
up to 18 pairs. 
Over door shoe 
storage holder 
with 36 hooks, 
£11.99, 
Homebase
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Tidy your hallway 
and gain an extra 
seat too! There’s 
room for all sizes in 
the Shoe Storage 
Bench, £245, Within 

The pumps you wore at your 
wedding, the expensive pair of 
designer heels you splashed out  
on for a smart night out… Shoes,  
like other belongings, represent 
memories, which makes it hard to 
pass them on, says professional 
organiser, Vicky Silverthorn of You 
Need a Vicky (youneedavicky.
com). ‘With shoes, it could also be 
an expectation that we may need 
them one day. They might complete 
the perfect outfit, so we’re reluctant 
to lose them.’

Her advice is to lay out your whole 
shoe collection on the floor and 
select the ones you love and enjoy 
wearing. ‘With the rest, be honest,’ 

she says. ‘How long have you  
had them? Not worn them yet? 
Uncomfortable and difficult to walk 
in? Get your space back, lose the guilt 
of bad purchases and let them go.’

Then decide what to do with the 
shoes you have left. ‘Storing shoes 
can be a huge challenge. I keep 
mine in boxes, with a photo of the 
shoes inside stapled to the front,’ 
says Rachel Papworth of Green & 
Tidy (mygreenandtidylife.co.uk). 

‘If you really love them, why not 
put your killer heels on display?’ 
says Rachel. To ease the pain of 
parting with a favourite pair, take  
a photo and frame it, or make a 
feature of them in your bedroom. 
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PLAN YOUR
KITCHEN

Installing a kitchen provides an opportunity to shape your space efficiently
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There’s more to creating a 
kitchen than choosing the 
units and worktops. This is 
your chance to make the room 
work brilliantly, so that it’s 
perfectly practical. You could 
even extend it to create extra 
space for living, and forge a 
link with outdoors. 

Organising the space
Think about how you’ll use the 
room. Will you eat at a table or  
a breakfast bar? Do you need 
access to the garden? Would 
making small structural changes 
such as changing a window to  
a door make better use of the 
space? Do you want underfloor 
heating? Would you like a larger 
area? Can you knock a dining 
area through to your kitchen  
or build an extension?

Be realistic about what you 
can afford, and make sure you 
have the finances in place. 
Having an accurate idea of your 
budget will help your kitchen 
designer and builder, if you’re 
using one, come up with creative 
solutions. It’s wise to add at least 
10 per cent to the budget for 
unexpected extras. 

Good practice
Every project is individual, but  
a straightforward kitchen refit 
could take a week. Having 
building work or services moved 
will add to the time – a kitchen 
extension could take as much as 
12 weeks. If you’re demolishing 
a structural or supporting wall, 
you’ll need the advice of a 
structural engineer, and if the 
neighbouring property will be 
affected, you’ll need to contact  
a party wall surveyor. With 
extensions, it’s wise to speak at 

an early stage to your council’s 
planning department to ask 
what permission is needed. 

Depending on how the build 
is done, and how good you are 
at coping with dust, you may 
not need to move out while the 
builders are in, and being on 
site means you can keep an eye 
on the work. If you stay, it’s a 
good idea to set up a temporary 
food preparation area elsewhere 
with microwave, kettle and hob, 
and a place to wash dishes. 

Choosing the look
Flick through magazines such 
as House Beautiful and look 
online at kitchen company 
websites or sites such as 
Pinterest to see the latest trends 
to help you settle on a style. 

‘A key trend for 2016 is a matt 
finish for cabinets, offering a 
softer look that’s easy to live 
with but still has a sense of 
luxury,’ says Graeme Smith, 
from Second Nature Kitchens. 
‘Sophisticated greys and blues 
are leading the trend, as are 
kitchens with two or three 
colours used in the cabinetry. 
Worktops in paler tones, 
especially marble-effect finishes, 
are becoming more popular.’

Before you shop
Use an online planner to give 
you an idea of how your kitchen 
might look. For instance, 
Magnet’s version creates a 
virtual room to fill with cabinets, 
worktops and even lighting and 
chairs. Or try Ikea’s planner, 
which adds a detailed product 
list ready to take into the store. 

* Always plan your room around the ‘work triangle’ where the sink, 
cooker and fridge are at the three points and within easy reach of 
each other * In a narrow room, a galley kitchen with a single row of 
units works well. If you’re planning a double galley with two rows  
of units, make sure there’s 120cm between facing units so doors 
can open fully, and if you have a dishwasher, make sure there’s 
enough space for the door to completely drop down * L-shaped 
arrangements are a good use of corner space, while U-shapes  
are practical in medium or large rooms * An island works best for 
kitchens larger than 3.5m x 3.5m, since you’ll need around 1m 
space all around the unit, plus room for base units against the walls 

* You can never have enough storage. Units with pullout fittings are 
good for corners and deep drawers with shallow drawers concealed 
within work well as everything’s visible at once * For reliability, invest 
in appliances from big-name manufacturers. Check energy and 
noise ratings, and be clear about exactly what appliances you’ll use 
so you don’t get coerced into buying extra things you don’t need  

* Select a hardwearing, low-maintenance, non-slip floor. Porcelain 
tiles are practical and imitate stone and wood accurately, and also 
look for waterproof laminates and woods * Plan in heating and 
lighting – it’s disruptive to fit or alter at a later stage

The practical elements

Crisp white teamed with pale 
wood looks contemporary. 
Metod/Maximera base units 
and Märsta doors, Ikea

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE  
WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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A wall of symmetrically 
arranged units in sleek  
grey with soft-closing 
handleless and gullwing 
doors contrasts effectively 
with the double-level island. 
Pure kitchen, in Stove Grey 
and Birch, from £17,500, 
John Lewis of Hungerford

Choose a company that’s a 

member of the home specialist 

association KBSA. Find members 

at 01623 818808, kbsa.org.uk
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ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
KITCHEN 

APPLIANCES 
Choose the best designs to suit your cooking needs and lifestyle

Built-in appliances create  
a sleek look, perfect for 
contemporary kitchens. A 
statement extractor hood 
provides a focal point 
while removing cooking 
odours and steam. Kali 
cabinetry in Nordic Oak, 
from £16,800, Puro Design



O V E N S

1

4

1 Induction moment For those who prefer cooking with induction rather than gas, the Hi-lite 110 cooker from Rangemaster is a good 
choice, combining an 80-litre conventional oven and 73-litre fan oven with dual circuit grill and five-zone induction top. Shown in 
Monaco Blue, £1,949 2 Flavour safe This freestanding 60cm ZCI68300XA cooker, £949 from Zanussi, has an energy-efficient induction 
top and extra-large Thermaflow oven that allows you to cook pizza and pudding at the same time without transferring flavours 3 In the 
black A versatile, feature-packed range cooker with a five-zone induction hob, two ovens – one fan, one conventional – and traditional 
grill. There are catalytic liners for easy cleaning, a versatile storage area and a gloss black and chrome finish. Cookmaster CK100D210K 
£1,399.99, Leisure 4 Vibrant colour Perfect for smaller kitchens, the Richmond Mini Range 550DFW, £699, Stoves, combines a gas hob 
with a 39-litre top oven and 69-litre fan oven below with an easy-clean enamel interior and open-door grilling 5 Storage extra If you 
don’t have room for a large model, a 90cm-wide stove will still make an impression. The OR90SDBGFX3 dual fuel cooker from Fisher & 
Paykel, £1,999.99, has a large 85-litre electric oven, five-burner gas hob and powerful 3600W grill. There’s also a rotisserie and storage 
drawer 6 Red alert Ideal for families and making a cheery focal point, the gloss-red Delphi 110cm XG dual fuel range cooker, £4,299 from 
Britannia, includes a soft-close storage drawer, heavy-duty shelves, telescopic runners and a teppanyaki cooking surface 

* Choose from all-electric, 
dual fuel or an all-gas cooker 
Dual fuel offers a versatile mix 

* The latest designs have the 
option of an induction hob 
instead of gas or ceramic * 
Sizes vary so measure up the 
space available before you buy 
and think about whether you 
need one or two ovens. A fan 
plus a conventional oven offers 
the most flexibility * Extras 
include a storage drawer, 
telescopic shelving, rotisserie, 
meat probe, stay-clean oven 
liners, wok burner, chef top 
and griddle

FREESTANDING 
COOKERS

* Ovens at eye level are  
kinder on the back and knees 

* Automatic programmes take 
the guesswork out of cooking 

* Pyrolytic self-cleaning does 
the hard work for you * Do 
you need a single or double 
oven, a combination 
microwave or oven with steam 
for healthy cooking? A single 
oven with separate combi 
microwave is a good option

BUILT-IN OVENS

1 Super size Home bakers benefit from ovens with large capacities so the Megachef collection, £499 from Baumatic, is just the thing. 
The B630MC has a generous 65-litre capacity with 10 oven functions, LED semi-automatic programmer and pyrolytic self-cleaning 
2 Inspired by tradition Gorenje’s BCM547S12X, £729, is a combination microwave oven with grill featuring a large baking area and is 
modelled on a traditional wood-fired bread oven 3 Healthy living Steam cooking has many health benefits. Miele’s Generation 6000 
DGC 6860 XXL Pureline steam combination oven, £4,500, features an M Touch display for seamless navigation, 68-litre capacity, 
wireless food probe, more than 200 automatic programmes and sous-vide slow-cooking technology

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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* Induction works as an 
electromagnetic current below 
the surface that heats an 
iron-based pan when the two 
come into contact * This 
makes it very energy efficient, 
highly responsive and a safe 
choice as it’s the pan that 
heats up, not the hob * The 
latest features include zoneless 
technology, slide touch 
controls, pause and go 
functions and pre-programmed 
temperature settings * Check 
whether a pan is induction 
compatible by attaching a 
magnet to the base. If it sticks, 
it can be used * Ceramic hobs 
look similar and tend to be less 
expensive. They work by 
adjustable heat radiating up 
through the surface 

CERAMIC AND 
INDUCTION HOBS

* Many 70cm and 75cm 
hobs will fit into a 60cm slot,  
so it’s possible to swap an 
existing 60cm model for a 
larger surface with extra zones 

* Look for sturdy cast-iron 
pan supports – even better if 
they are removable for easy 
cleaning * A flame failure 
device will turn the gas valve 
off if the flame is accidentally 
blown out * Powerful wok 
burners are ideal for those 
who enjoy Asian-style cooking

GAS HOBS

1 All together now This induction hob has a large auto-sensing Freezone to hold up to three pans at once. You can even pre-programme the 
temperature for each pan and as you move it around the hob, the temperature setting moves with it. Maxisense Combi induction hob, £1,399, 
AEG 2 Out of the frame Caple’s C950i is a multi-zone frameless induction hob, £1,845, with four zones configured around a control panel. It 
has 11 power levels including keep warm and boost 3 Clever tech Touchslider operation allows you to easily operate the iQ700 Flexinduction 
hob, £1,233, Siemens. It has five zones, three of them flexible, 17 power levels and automatic pan recognition 4 Flexible friend Featuring 
different-sized zones including one extendable area, the EHF8748FOK ceramic hob, £499, Electrolux, gives great flexibility 5 Size matters 
With an easy-clean smooth ceramic surface, the HIC64402T ceramic hob, £178, Beko, has extended cooking zones for bigger pans 6 Be in 
control Part of Hoover’s smart Wizard range, the HESD4 flexi induction hob, £700, can be operated by tablet or smartphone through the 
Wizard app, which indicates the precise temperature of each zone as well as remaining cooking time and even tracks energy usage

1 Traditional piece For iconic vintage style, the SR975PGH 70cm Victoria gas hob, £339 from Smeg, has a powerful 4.95kW dual-flame 
three-way ultra-rapid burner for speedy heat-up and fast cooking 2 Spacious option Stainless steel has a professional look ideal for 
classic or contemporary kitchens. Whirlpool’s GMA9521/IX, £249.99, is a generous 90cm wide and has five gas burners 3 Energy-saving 
attraction The Luce GX751FGK, £549.99, Hotpoint, is a five-burner 75cm gas hob with Direct Flame technology for even heat across the 
pan’s surface. It’s energy saving too compared with a standard gas hob, and comes in a contemporary black glass finish

H O B S
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* Every kitchen needs efficient 
extraction to reduce cooking 
odours and steam * Work out 
the minimum extraction rate 
required by measuring the 
room’s length, width and 
height, then multiplying these 
together to get the cubic 
capacity. Multiply this figure by 
12 to give you the minimum 
rate needed, which is 
measured in cubic metres  
per hour (m3/h) * Extraction 
hoods remove stale air 
through a vent and the further 
it is from the vent, the more 
powerful the motor will need  
to be * If there’s no access  
to an outside wall, a 
recirculation hood uses a 
charcoal filter to purify air 
before returning it to the room

EXTRACTOR 
HOODS

* These designs fit flush to 
the ceiling for an unobtrusive 
look and work particularly well 
in contemporary kitchens * 
The motor and components 
can either be hidden above 
the ceiling or you can build  
a box section lowering the 
ceiling, which can create a 
feature in itself * Whatever 
extractor you choose, it 
should always have a gap of 
between 40cm and 75cm 
between hood and hob

CEILING 
EXTRACTION

1 All square The Cube pendant, £749 from Best (also available in white), comes with four operating speeds and built-in halogen lighting.  
It also has remote control, a 480 m3/h extraction rate and 49-66dB rating 2 Colour to suit Nuance, £1,300 by Elica, is a wall-mounted 
extractor designed to look as if it’s peeling off the wall. It can also be painted to match your wall colour and comes with a high-absorption 
grease filter and LED strips 3 All white In fresh white glass, the JLHDA624 chimney cooker hood, £499 from John Lewis, has touch control 
with three power levels and an intensive setting. It also includes energy-efficient LED lights 4 Cream dream In a glossy finish, the Tjanlig 
wall-mounted extractor, £350 from Ikea, has a large round extraction area and dishwasher-proof grease filter 5 Flat screen With a light 
dimmer to soften the mood during mealtimes, the Bosch DWK098G61B chimney cooker hood in black glass, £949, has four speeds plus  
an intensive setting, touch control and automatic stop after 15 minutes 6 Space age Make a statement in an open-plan space with Neff’s 
D99L20N0GB ultra-contemporary stainless-steel hood, £1,745. It removes 98 per cent of cooking odours thanks to the Cleanair filters

1 Fully integrated For discreet looks, the Campo II ceiling hood, £4,800, Blanco, is fully recessed into the space above the hob. It uses 
powerful and efficient perimeter extraction method 2 Flatlining A flush-fit ceiling extractor creates an uninterrupted line of sight across 
the kitchen and is perfect for a central island with hob. EVX100SS from CDA, £790, has soft touch and remote control, four halogen lights, 
Clean Air function and a 30-minute timer 3 Easyfit option Suitable for kitchens with limited space or restricted ceiling height, the 
Galaxy Slim FX1000 ceiling hood, £1,619 from Franke, has four speeds plus an intensive setting



These on-trend styles are perfect for 
a space you’ll love to spend time in

LATEST LOOKS
UPDATE

Mixed and match  Update classic Shaker-style cabinets by painting the base units in a deep shade. Second Nature’s Fitzroy kitchen, 
from £10,000, is painted in Hartforth Blue  Retain a sense of space by choosing a paler Partridge Grey for the wall cupboards  Combine 
different work surfaces in one kitchen. Mixing areas of practical quartz with warm timber will create a softer, less stark look  White painted 
walls and a pale floor are the perfect foil to the dark units. Choose a scrubbable kitchen paint for the walls, such as Little Greene’s Loft White 
Intelligent Emulsion, £43.50 for 2.5L – it has a beautifully matt finish  Lay bleached or white oiled wood on the floor. Try Fired Earth’s 
Coastline Seashell engineered oak, £74.94 a sq metre  Copper accents bring this kitchen right up to date. Hang a trio of Plumen-style 
pendants low over the central island, create a practical splashback with a brushed copper sheet and accessorise with copper kitchenware
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Cool classic  Three blues, from pale duck egg to darkest 
midnight, are combined to highlight the different work and 
storage areas in this custom-designed modern kitchen, £60,000 
from Edmondson Interiors  Keep the walls white, adding interest 
and texture with matt brick-style wall tiles finished with a grey 
grout  Warm up the cool shades of blue with wood

Modern minimal  Team glossy lime green units with acres of 
white for a fresh scheme. Fulham bespoke kitchen, from £40,000, 
Hub Kitchens  Soft-close handleless units create a streamlined 
clutter-free finish  Turn any small or awkward spaces into extra 
storage for books by adding chunky floating shelves  A plain white 
composite worktop serves to highlight the bold coloured units

COLOUR BURST

A mix of bright painted units, coloured splashbacks and bold 

accessories create an uplifting space to cook in

Streamlined chic  Team the palest grey gloss units with a 
lemon yellow glass splashback for a hit of understated colour. 
Java Ash kitchen, from £7,100, Caple  Complement pale grey 
units with a darker grey composite worktop  An undermounted 
sink and squared-off mixer tap create a contemporary feel  
Paint a built-in feature wall in chalkboard paint, £11.99 for 750ml, 
Homebase, adding custom-made holes to store bottles

Nearly neon  Ditch classic kitchen colours in favour of 
something brighter and more vibrant – this fuchsia painted island 
is a stunning focal point. Linear kitchen available in any colour, 
from £18,000, Harvey Jones  Paint the other units in a pink-based 
grey to tone but not distract from the island  Keep the floor simple 
and practical with oversized off-white tiles. Try Regal Vanilla matt 
tiles, £40 a sq metre, Topps Tiles C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

S T A T E M E N T  S T Y L E
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WHITE NATURALLY

Space-enhancing white units teamed with metallic 

accents and rich-toned woods create a modern setting

Natural mix  Glossy white units with a standout dark walnut-
toned breakfast bar and stools update this popular look. Esker 
kitchen, from £3,826, Wickes  Match the walnut bar with a feature 
wall in wood-effect wallpaper. Try Wood Panel Chocolate, £19.99  
for a roll, Albany, hung horizontally for a modern feel  Hang a row 
of copper pendants over the island unit. For similar, try Habitat

New sculpture  Choose a wow-factor island unit with barrel-curved 
drawers. Leaving the end as open shelves provides space to display 
china or store books. Remo kitchen, from £13,000, Second Nature  

 Make a feature of your extractor by choosing a statement design 
such as the Charm by Elica, £1,549, John Lewis  Contrast ice white 
units with a warm earth-coloured feature wall and floor

Industrial edge  Get that warehouse feel by papering one  
wall in your kitchen with a distressed brick-effect mural, such  
as Galerie’s Factory 2 collection 445404, £538.95 for nine panels  

 A professional-style range, pullout tap and square stainless-
steel sink add to the industrial feel  Replicate the look of a 
poured concrete floor with a practical and inexpensive vinyl. Try 
Concrete Grey, £28 a sq metre, The Colour Flooring Company 

Simply defined  Small details can make a kitchen. Here the 
sculptural wooden handles transform a simple white design. 
Contour Chalk White kitchen, from £185 for a base unit, Linda 
Barker collection for Wren Kitchens  Matching the handles to  
a wood-effect splashback behind the sink area pulls the scheme 
together  The right lighting makes a kitchen more practical to 
work in. Place downlighters under cabinets to light up a worktop
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Dark luxury  Incorporating a curved rich, stained-oak peninsula 
unit in an open-plan living space makes it feel less austere. Bespoke 
oak kitchen, from £30,000, Woodstock Furniture  Avoid stark 
contrasts by choosing a coloured Corian worktop that blends with 
the stained-oak units  Integrated appliances are hidden away

Honest craft  Let wood be the star of the show and create an 
urban rustic kitchen with natural and black-stained sawn timber 
units with a natural oak worktop, Sebastian Cox kitchen, from 
£15,000, Devol  Less is more, so instead of handles go for 
functional copper-lined fingerholes on cupboards and drawers

WONDERFUL WOOD

Use woodgrain finishes to bring more depth of character,  

additional texture and enduring style to your kitchen

New rustic  Gnarled, aged wooden cabinets have natural 
character, with exposed knots and cracks that contrast beautifully 
with the super-modern shape and style of the kitchen. Classic FS 
Xylo kitchen, from £15,000, Leicht  Slim profile legs on the island 
unit make it appear to float, so it works as a great transition piece 
where a kitchen opens up into a living space

Bright highlight  Enjoy darker wood tones in a smaller space by 
combining with light-reflecting white cabinet doors. House kitchen, 
from £1,840, John Lewis  Add red highlight panels behind open 
shelving and the hob for a splash of colour  Mix wall cabinets  
and open shelves for a contemporary and relaxed feel  Recessed 
handles work well in small kitchens as they create a less cluttered look

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

C L A S S I C  S T Y L E
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Smart fittings complete a well-considered kitchen

ALL THE  
ESSENTIALS

114 housebeautiful.co.uk

A dash of colour  
can transform a  
room. Pure kitchens 
from John Lewis of 
Hungerford start  
at £17,500
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1 Line up A series of polished 
metal lamps spaced evenly 
above the dining table gives 
meals in the kitchen a sense  
of occasion. Fit a dimmer 
switch to adjust the level of 
light. Stanley medium pendant 
lights in hammered copper, 
£366 each, Original BTC 
2 Hot spots In an open-plan 
kitchen, layer the lighting to 
create zones and atmosphere 
and to give clear light for food 
preparation. Lights under the 
wall cabinets illuminate the 
hob and add drama when 
other lights are off or dimmed. 
Urbo kitchen designed by 
Roundhouse, from £35,000
3 Bright and airy Designed  
to look and perform like a 
statement pendant light,  
this cooker hood is the ideal 
fitting to hang over the hob  
on a kitchen island. Vintage 
four-speed cooker hood in 
stainless steel with timer 
control, £1,849, Best Hoods
4 Low level Lights fitted 

under base units give the 
illusion that the cabinets are 
floating and their gentle, 
reflected light provides a 
relaxing ambience after dark 
when other lights are dimmed. 
Light fittings are supplied as 
part of a Masterclass Kitchen, 
which costs from £7,500 
5 Inside story Interior drawer 
lights that turn on and off 
automatically when needed 
make it easy to find what 
you’re looking for. Omlopp 
LED lighting strip for drawers 
in aluminium colour and 
lengths of 56cm and 76cm, 
from £25, Ikea
6 In the spotlight A ceiling 
fitting with multiple adjustable 
spotlights provides illumination 
where it’s needed and accents 
the areas and objects you want 
to highlight all around the 
room. Thea six-spotlight 
ceiling plate in satin nickel, 
£80, John Lewis

BRIGHT IDEAS

1 2
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1 Natural asset Top an island 
with a wooden surface. An 
occasional application of oil will 
keep it looking good. American 
Black Walnut island worktop 
(1800mm x 900mm), £850, 
Bordercraft
2 Well kept Wooden worktops 
look good in a traditional 
kitchen but require more care 
than others. Protect from heat 
and mop up spills to avoid 
damage. Oak worktop with 
inset pan rest comes as part  
of a 1909 kitchen by Second 
Nature, from £20,000
3 Smooth talk For a durable, 
low-maintenance surface in  
a wide choice of finishes – from 
primary colours to natural 
stone effects – synthetic 
materials are hard to beat. The 
best can be made with integral 
sinks and drainers. Corian 
worktop in Lava Rock, from 
£310 a metre, Dupont Corian
4 Urban option Concrete 
surfaces strike the right note in 
an industrial-style kitchen but 

some can chip and stain easily. 
Look for purpose-made 
worktops, strengthened and 
finished to wear well without 
losing their elemental look. 
Concrete by LCDA worktop 
large enough to cover a small 
island unit costs about £3,500, 
from Holloways
5 Stony looks If you like the 
appearance of stone but want 
an easy-care option, consider  
a synthetic alternative. Unlike 
the real thing, solid surface 
worktops are not porous so 
won’t etch or stain but have 
the same speckled look that 
conceals marks. Minerva 
Desert Rock solid surface 
worktop, from £250 a linear 
metre, Sylmar Technology 
6 Environmental study 
Recycled glass worktops 
combine waste glass with resin 
to produce a smooth, tough 
surface that sparkles with flecks 
of colour. Made to order 
worktops in custom colours are 
from £420 a metre, Resilica

WORKTOP WONDERS
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1 Multiple choice A tap that 
delivers filtered cold and 
boiling water as well as regular 
hot and cold saves energy by 
boiling just as much water as 
you need. Omni four-in-one 
two-lever stainless-steel tap, 
£1,350, Franke 
2 Off the wall Installing a 
wall-mounted mixer tap means 
the area around the sink stays 
clear and uncluttered. A swivel 
spout allows you to direct the 
water where you need it. Axor 
Uno single-lever kitchen mixer 
in chrome or stainless steel, 
from £756, Hansgrohe 
3 A new angle Complete your 
kitchen with a statement tap. 
Must-have features for a 
contemporary look include a 
slim spout, minimal controls 
and a brushed-metal finish. 
Linear Flair dual-lever monobloc 
tap in chrome and brushed 
nickel, from £154, Abode 
4 Chef’s special Taps with  
a flexible spray fitting make 
food preparation and cleaning 

tasks much easier. Choose a 
professional style with a visible 
hose or one that conceals it 
neatly inside the spout when  
not in use. Cook chrome kitchen 
mixer with swivel spout and 
pullout spray, £650, Crosswater 
5 In the round A separate sink 
for preparing veg is a useful 
addition to a kitchen island. 
Fireclay is a traditional material 
for sinks and has a highly  
glazed easy-to-clean surface. 
The Classic Round ceramic sink 
can be inset or undermounted, 
£285, Shaws of Darwen 
6 Cover up Covering the sink 
bowls with flush-fitting panels 
leaves surfaces neat and tidy 
when they’re not in use – a real 
benefit in a small or open-plan 
kitchen. Samoa granite double 
sink, £443, with glass covers 
and stainless steel draining 
basket, £84, Carron Phoenix

JUST ADD WATER
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PLAN YOUR

Whether you want a sanctuary or a wow factor space, design 
your perfect room with the help of this expert advice

Missoni towels, from 
£13; Uchino waffle 
slippers, £30; both  
Amara. For a similar  
bath, try Clearwater 
Patinato Natural  
Stone bath, £1,954,  
UK Bathrooms

BATHROOM
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Bathrooms are leading the  
way in cutting-edge design, 
with sleek basins, digital 
showers, indulgent baths  
and the latest technologies 
supplying light and sound. 
Thanks to innovative thinking 
by manufacturers, fixtures 
and fittings are more practical  
than ever, making it easy to 
have an efficient space that’s 
perfect for relaxing in. 

How to start
Draw up a wish list of all the 
things you want from your 
space. Use House Beautiful, 
housebeautiful.co.uk and 
bathroom company websites  
to see what’s new and what you 
can afford. There’s no substitute 
for visiting a showroom though, 
where you can see and touch  
the ceramics, cupboards and 
worktops, and see lighting, taps 
and showers being used. 

‘Many people want to 
recreate elements of the spa 
experience within their own 
homes,’ says Helen Shaw, 
marketing manager at Roper 
Rhodes. And with low-energy 
LED lighting and wireless 
Bluetooth speakers streaming 
music, the bathroom has 
become a place to linger at  
the end of a long day. 

Getting the plan right
Once you know what you want, 
make a rough pencil sketch of 
the room and where you’d like 
to place things. Don’t forget you 
need space to move around the 
room – allow 100cm in front of  
a bath and 70cm in front of the 
loo. Once you’ve measured  
up, use one of the new online 
planning tools to check if it  
will work. For instance, Ideal 
Standard’s 3D bathroom design 
tool will create a virtual view  
of the room. 

The most important  
element in a bathroom that 
always affects the design is  
the position of the plumbing, 
especially the soil pipe, which 
needs a short, straight run. In 
an existing scheme this may 
limit the layout options unless 
you want to spend a lot of 

money moving it. Even if you’re 
converting another room into  
a bathroom, there could be 
constraints on where the soil 
and water pipes can go. In both 
cases, it’s always best to take 
your sketch to a designer early 
on for advice, before you set 
your heart on a particular look. 

When setting your budget, 
include tiles, flooring, lighting 
and furniture, and add around 
10 per cent for contingencies.

Smart fittings
Freestanding baths come in 
beautiful organic shapes to 
create a focal point in the  
space, and add to the sense  
of glamour with a sparkling 
floor-mounted tap. For a 
spacious look, select semi-
recessed basins and wall-hung 
loos – look out for ‘short-
projection’ fittings that don’t 
intrude so far into the room. 

‘Using a run of slim-depth 
fitted furniture paired with a 
semi-countertop basin can give 
a small room a very streamlined 
look and is incredibly space-
efficient,’ says Helen Shaw. Even 
the loo is benefiting from smart 
new designs. ‘Our new models 
with Aquablade flush the bowl 
in an innovative way with less 
splashing and reduced cleaning 
time,’ explains Leanne Martin, 
category manager for bathing 
and wellness at Sottini.

Shower power
The dream solution to great 
showering is a wet room. This 
needs a lot of preparation work 
as walls and floor areas need to 
be waterproofed. 

An easier solution that works 
just as well is a low-level tray 
surrounded by a frameless 
enclosure or panel, creating a 
walk-through or walk-in shower 
for a barely there look. 

‘Showers with body jets are 
great for pampering, and 
chromotherapy showerheads 
that incorporate colour-
changing LEDs create a relaxing 
ambience,’ says Helen Shaw. 

Don’t forget to check whether 

your boiler can cope with a 

powerful new shower

* Switching from a radiator to underfloor heating can 
free up wall space, though it’s still well worth fitting a 
wall-mounted heated rail to keep your towels warm and 
help them dry off * Underfloor heating comes in two 
versions; electric is good for small areas and comes as 
a mesh of electrically heated wires or cables that are 
simple to lay and fit beneath tiles. The second ‘wet’ 
version uses hot water from your boiler, circulating it  
in pipes beneath the floor * If you’re also planning to 
upgrade your boiler, look for one with added features. 
For instance, when teamed with the Greenstar CDi 
Compact combi boiler (around £1,000 plus installation), 
Worcester’s new Wave Smart Thermostat, £250, 
allows you to manage and change your heating and hot 
water setting from your smartphone or tablet using a 
wireless internet connection * For safety, bathroom 
lighting is given IP ratings, which denote how close the 
fitting can be to wet areas, so check the details with an 
expert before you buy * Look out for low-energy LED 
lighting, now used to make mirrors sleek and practical. 
They can be easily operated by no-touch infra-red 
switches too * Choose a mirrored cabinet with built-in 
heated demister pads to ensure the glass remains 
steam-free even if the room gets humid

Creating a cosy room

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE  
WHERE TO BUY PAGE

Cult rain 
shower, £325; 
Futurion 
shower 
enclosure, 
£1,318; 
shower tray, 
£635; all 
Villeroy  
& Boch
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ULTIMATE GUIDE TO
BATHROOM 

FITTINGS
Get the basics right by choosing the best

The Kartell by Laufen 
collection includes 
washbasin bowl, £433, 
white glossy drawer, 
£493, medium cabinet 
with open side, £687, 
and the ‘Max Beam’ 
stool, £185
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1 Right angles Stick to rectangular shapes for clean lines and a contemporary look. Star 58 washbasin, £320, Catalano 2 Nature trail 
Inspired by a 16th-century Turkish design, Botanical Study features a floral pattern on the Conical Bell vessel basin, £1,261 at West One 
Bathrooms 3 Take to the floor Make a statement with a tall, freestanding basin. The Norm design has a single tap hole and costs £1,600, 
GSI Ceramica 4 Crystal clear Glass basins are great for small bathrooms and ensuites, as their translucent quality helps create a feeling 
of space. Bagno Ischia shallow countertop basin, £249, Ripples 5 All things bright Bring a burst of colour into the room with a bold basin 
– ideal for children’s bathrooms. This Fun tabletop design in white and green ceramic costs £432 from Aston Matthews and is also 
available in yellow and orange 6 Flower power Create a focal point with a smooth work surface topped with a colourful or delicately 
decorated countertop basin. Farmhouse Touch basin, £627, Villeroy & Boch 7 Something asymmetric A basin with an integrated shelf 
on one side is handy for toothbrush and soap and perfect for smaller spaces. Tuna countertop washbasin from Laufen’s Ilbagno Alessi 
collection, £780 8 Chateau elegance For a touch of French flair in a period setting, the new Versailles small console with slim legs would 
be just perfect. It costs £1,060 and also comes in a black legged version for an extra cost, from Fired Earth

* Freestanding vanity units 
and consoles have an unfitted 
feel that suits both classic and 
contemporary schemes * 
Wall-hung basins create  
a feeling of space, leaving the 
floor area clear, and making  
it easier to clean * Look for 
unusual materials, colours 
and shapes to make a 
statement in an otherwise 
neutral decor * Countertop 
designs sit on a work surface 
or vanity unit for a modern 
vessel basin look * If in  
doubt about which basin is 
compatible with existing 
plumbing, consult a plumber 
to talk through the options. 
Moving pipework will be  
more costly and messy

BASINS

* For small spaces choose  
a hinged, quadrant or bi-fold 
door * Larger areas can 
benefit from a walk-in option 
with a single or double panel 
to prevent water splashes * 
Sliding doors are a space-
saving solution, with several 
overlapping panels that 
extend to the full width of the 
entry space * Frameless 
designs offer a clean, modern 
finish, while polished nickel is 
ideal for a classic setting

SHOWER 
ENCLOSURES

1 Perfect entrance A hinged shower door is ideal for alcove shower spaces, while a polished nickel finish adds a touch of luxury.  
Matki Eauzone Plus shower door, £1,528 2 Curved opening Quadrant shower doors slide open, which makes them useful in smaller 
bathrooms with little space for an outward opening. Mira Leap enclosure, from £300 3 Step this way Walk-in shower enclosures  
offer plenty of space and are good for all abilities, especially when teamed with a flat surface shower tray. Aquaglass+ 8mm mirrored 
walk-in panel, from £385, Frontline Bathrooms C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E
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MONO BASIN 
MIXERS

BATH TAPS 
AND FILLERS

1 New look With black set to be big news in brassware, the Cyclo basin tap, £284 from Abode, is bang on trend with its chrome and black 
design 2 Fair and square Suitable for use with high- and low-pressure systems, the Paleto polished chrome monobloc mixer comes with 
a click-clack waste and costs £300 from Utopia 3 Ultra modern Go for sleek designer style with the Hansgrohe Axor Starck V basin 
mono mixer, £745.20 at CP Hart 4 Water-saving winner Finished in sparkling chrome, the Eurosmart Cosmopolitan single-lever basin 
mixer, £124.80 from Grohe, incorporates Ecojoy technology for minimal water consumption 5 Pleasingly simple The award-winning 
Memoria range created by Christophe Pillet is celebrated for its modern, elegant form. The basin mixer tap with pop-up waste costs £559 
from Vitra 6 No burner With a temperature limit stop, which makes it a safer option, the Melange small basin mixer, £231.20 from Ideal 
Standard, also comes with an eco flow regulator

1 Something old, something new Blending classic and contemporary styling, the Antler three-hole bath mixer comes in  
a chrome finish and costs £157 from Just Taps Plus 2 Futuristic brilliance Let technology make life simpler with a digital bath  
fill from Aqualisa. The Rise delivers thermostatically blended water through a sleek overflow filler, so there’s no need for taps.  
Priced from £503, it also comes with remote control for an extra £120 3 Standing tall A centrally placed freestanding bath will  
need a floorstanding tap. The Axor Citterio E is a thermostatic bath and shower mixer, £2,166 by Hansgrohe

* A mono mixer tap is a 
contemporary choice offering 
a  hot and cold selection from 
a single fitting * Taps made of 
brass with a chrome finish are 
highly durable and have a 
quality look * Find out what 
water pressure your home 
has before choosing a 
compatible tap. To save 
water, investigate options with 
a built-in aerator or eco flow  

* Open spouts and waterfall 
fillers create an ultra-modern 
feel with a designer edge and 
can easily update a tired, 
old-fashioned basin * 
Crosshead designs and pillar 
taps have a more traditional 
feel, ideal for a period setting

* Before you buy, check 
measurements carefully to 
make sure the spout will reach 
easily over the edge of the 
bath * When the bath doesn’t 
allow for tap holes, consider  
a floorstanding bath mixer or 
wall-mounted taps  

* With a digital bath fill, you 
needn’t worry about the risk of 
overflowing. Just programme 
in the desired depth. If the hot 
water runs out, then the bath  
fill will simply stop 
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* The average bath size is 
1700mm x 700mm but you’ll 
need to factor in additional 
space for a freestanding tub 
with enough room to walk 
around it * You can buy 
shorter-length designs for a 
smaller bathroom, such as 
1500mm or a slipper style  

* Cast iron looks grand and 
traditional, especially with claw 
feet, but it will be heavy so 
flooring may need to be 
reinforced. Acrylic is much 
lighter and less expensive 
while offering a similar look  

* Rolltops are a classic that 
will never go out of style,  
while pebble shapes and 
rounded edges offer a more 
contemporary feel

* Consider whether it’s worth 
splashing out on added  
extras such as whirlpool jets, 
chromotherapy lighting and 
built-in headrests * Massage 
jets are the perfect way to 
unwind after sports and 
exercise and can also help 
relieve problems associated 
with poor circulation * Top-of-
the-range designs even come 
with built-in MP3 players so 
you can listen to your favourite 
tunes as you soak

FREESTANDING 
DESIGNS

HI-TECH 
FEATURES

1 Super sleek Sit back and relax in the gently curved Amalfi bath. Made of Quarrycast, a stone resin, it costs from £2,975, Victoria + 
Albert Baths 2 Bold colour A cast-iron bath can be updated with a bold choice of paint colour for the exterior. The Liffey bath, £3,570, 
Drummonds 3 Enduring warmth Generous proportions and a seamless finish make this Nouveau an ideal choice for a modern 
bathroom. Two layers of Lucite acrylic keep bath water warm longer. £1,299, Alternative Bathrooms 4 In the frame The Bettelux  
Shape range places the bath in an open steel frame, with the bath enamelled both inside and out. Additional frame colours are available. 
From £6,348, Bette 5 Golden wonder Metallics are still popular in interiors so check out the Lyddington bath, £2,100 from Heritage 
Bathrooms, which is made from lightweight acrylic and hand-coated in a gold finish 6 Coming up short Even smaller bathrooms can 
have room for a freestanding bath if you choose a shorter length. Slipper bath (1500mm x 700mm), £279 at bathrooms.com

1 Bubbling up Relax and unwind after a hard day with the Cooke & Lewis Airspa Wellness Spa System, £348 at B&Q. It features 12  
air jets set into the base to create bubbles at the touch of a button 2 Safe and sound With easy access for all ages and abilities, the 
Twyford All Family Bath, £618, has a wider edge, movable headrest, removable and reversible seat and built-in handgrips and elbow 
supports 3 Massage parlour The Seaside tub, £12,108 by Teuco, has a hidden jet system as well as a super-silent whirlpool, four  
specialist massage programmes including anti-cellulite and after-sports, and chromotherapy lighting W
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Revamp your bathroom with a beautiful 
and contemporary new scheme

LATEST LOOKS
UPDATE

Naturally sleek  Give traditional stone a fresh look by teaming it with modern wall-hung vanity units in a glossy black finish. Waterside 
600 wall-hung black unit with granite worktop, £1,077, Bathstore  Go for broke and use the same carrara marble-effect tiles on the floor 
and walls for an indulgent look  His and hers twin countertop basins add to the sense of luxury and mean there’s no waiting to brush 
your teeth. Karl round washbasins, £99 each, Bathstore  Cherry wood accessories are perfect accents in a cool, monochrome bathroom, 
adding just the right amount of warm contrast. A sculptural stool, soap dish or picture frame are all that’s needed  Keep the flow running 
throughout the bathroom with as few breaks in the floorline as possible. For instance, choose a wet room-style shower with a minimal 
glass screen over a level tray. Playtime walk-in shower screen, £579, Bathstore
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Modern mix  Add ample storage to keep your room clutter-free. 
Choose a wall-hung vanity unit and tall cupboard. Tonic II Column 
unit, £700; vessel basin, £275; basin shelves, £1,020; all Ideal 
Standard  Mix classic and contemporary and team a traditional 
parquet-style floor with a modern suite  Create depth in an 
all-white bathroom by painting one wall in a darker shade

Smart set  Choose a chrome and porcelain vanity unit with 
plenty of hidden storage as the focal point, keeping the remaining 
decor pared back. Cape Cod vanity unit by Duravit, £1,345, CP Hart  

 White oiled oak flooring brings a spa feel. Create the look with 
bathroom-friendly laminate such as Quick-Step’s Tennessee Oak 
Grey, 11.99 a sq metre  Paint walls in a pale grey such as Little 
Greene’s French Grey Pale Intelligent emulsion, £43.50 for 2.5L

SIMPLY STYLISH

Revitalise white fittings with stunning tiles,  

statement furniture and fresh paint shades 

New geometrics  Wall-hung drawers provide lots of storage 
while not appearing to take up much space – a definite winner in  
a small bathroom. Scheme gloss white vanity unit, £549; ceramic 
basin, £400; both Roper Rhodes  Use a geometric tile design in 
graduating shades of grey to add pattern and interest to the wall 
behind the basin  Keep the floor plain with large-scale square 
tiles in the palest grey. For similar, try Mandarin Stone

Barely there Team white tiles and white paint on the walls.  
An off-white such as Benjamin Moore’s Ballet White emulsion, 
from £17 for 0.94L, is warm and welcoming  Brick tiles bring  
a modern utilitarian look. Mix small mosaic-style tiles on the 
floor with a larger format on the walls and use grey grout for a 
contemporary finish  Create extra storage with a recessed shelf 
above the basin and in the shower C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  S T Y L E
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NATURAL ELEMENTS

Mix warm-toned woods, soothing colours and tactile 

finishes to create a relaxed spa bathroom

Sauna style  A wall-hung vanity unit and storage cupboard 
increase the feeling of space, and a rich walnut finish is warm  
and inviting. Celeste 110 vanity unit and basin, £1,374; Celeste 
tower unit, £749; both Bauhaus  Create the look of a modern  
spa by cladding one wall with narrow lengths of horizontally  
hung walnut panelling in a matt finish 

Beach-house vibe  Bigger is definitely better with your 
shower. Keep it bathed in light with a two-sided glass enclosure. 
Edge Triple slider shower enclosure with end panel, from £634 for 
900mm, Simpsons  Cheat the look of limewashed wood in the 
shower with practical wood-effect ceramic tiles. Try Arteak 
Almond, £18 a sq metre, porcelainsuperstore.co.uk

Mid-century makeover  Get something unique and turn a 
vintage-style sideboard into a vanity unit with a simple, square 
countertop sink. Try the Verano, £64.95, Better Bathrooms  
White wall tiles create a clean finish and this updated brick shape 
has a retro-style picture edge. Hemline, £80.67 a sq metre, Topps 
Tiles  With pure white tiles on the walls, go for something in  
a warmer shade, such as a lovely soft honey hue, on the floor

Neo cubism  Slimline fitted furniture provides efficient storage. 
My Plan 600 polymarble basin, £129; 400 Mirror cabinet, £99; 400 
Tall Store floor unit, £248; all Bathstore  Contrast pale honey-
toned oak-effect units with charcoal-painted walls and graphite 
wall tiles for maximum impact  Save space with a radiator that 
doubles up as a full-length mirror  Using grey grout with white 
square floor tiles will add to the angular, graphic feel
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BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL

Go wild with jungle-inspired tiles, be brave with the deepest, 

darkest paint shades and indulge in a showstopping bath

Form and function  Make a statement in an ensuite with some 
creative tiling in an on-trend herringbone design, with random grey, 
black and yellow tiles  Keep the floor clear with a wall-hung sink 
unit with storage in a glossy grey finish. Solo unit in quartz with 
basin, £510, Bauhaus. Pier Basin monobloc tap, £165, Crosswater

Brilliant boho  Make a traditional copper bath the star of your 
bathroom. For similar, try the Marseille Cyprium bateau bath, 
£2,495, The Cast Iron Bath Company  Paper the walls in a 
trailing floral pattern and paint the skirting in black eggshell. 
Gypsy Garland wallpaper, £52 for a 10m roll, Vanessa Arbuthnott 

Green oasis  Embrace the trend for all things 1970s and make  
a feature of your bath surround with leaf-patterned tiles. Jungle 
Animalier porcelain tiles, from £130 a sq metre, Reed Harris  Keep 
the rest of the decor pared back, adding subtle pattern to the floor 
with graphic herringbone-style tiles in cool white  Another 
space-enhancing trick is to hang a cut-to-fit mirror above the basin

Dark materials  The darker the better is the current trend for  
wall colours, and this works beautifully in a bathroom, creating a 
dramatic space in which to unwind. Choose a deep midnight blue 
such as Fired Earth’s Carbon Blue eggshell, £50 for 2.5L  Mid-tone 
grey stone-effect tiles will add texture and subtle pattern. Mixara 
marble-effect porcelain plank tiles, £95 a sq metre, Topps Tiles

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

S T A T E M E N T  S T Y L E
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Practical and stylish fittings and finishing 
touches to complete your scheme

ALL THE  
ESSENTIALS

Godmorgon 
washstand,  
Aldern bamboo 
countertop and 
Tornviken basin, 
£235, Ikea
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C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

1 Open-ended For year-round 
use, choose a towel radiator 
that can be heated electrically  
in the summer months. Keys II 
towel warmer, with six, eight or 
10 square section rails, forms 
part of a central heating system, 
or opt for a dual fuel or electric 
version, from £371, Vogue 
2 Slimline tonic Choose a  
sleek, contemporary design to 
complete a modern bathroom, 
and for a perfectly coordinated 
scheme, look for models that 
can be ordered in a range of 
coloured and metallic finishes. 
Giuly steel towel rail (H1500mm 
x W520mm), £1,687, Iconic
3 Take to the floor Great for a 
traditional bathroom or period 
restoration, a floorstanding 
warmer that’s part column 
radiator and part rail helps to 
heat the bathroom too. Empire 
towel warmer in chrome or gold 
finish (H945mm x W675mm), 
£450, MHS Bathrooms
4 Three tiers A towel stand 
with graduated rails can be 

HANG IT UP

1 2

placed close to the wall, making 
it a good choice for a small 
room. The L908 towel rail 
(H881mm x W645mm) comes  
in chrome, polished nickel, 
polished brass, stainless steel 
and antique gold, from £771, 
Samuel Heath
5 Eco chic A sustainable choice, 
bamboo accessories look extra 
chic and modern in a white 
bathroom where their natural 
tones bring a touch of warmth. 
Arena floorstanding towel rail in 
lacquered bamboo (H800mm x 
W650mm), £93.50, Ziggiziggi
6 Perfect clarity Wall-mounted 
holders can be placed exactly 
where they’re needed and  
a pared-down design won’t 
compete for attention with 
other fittings. These individual 
Kartell rail towel holders  
(30cm, 45cm and 60cm long) 
come in clear plastic or four 
semi-transparent colours,  
from £54, Amara 
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1 Off the wall Wall-hung 
storage that leaves the floor 
clear gives an impression of 
space in a small bathroom. 
Scheme 800mm wall-mounted 
unit, £499; worktop, £169; 
basin, £250; all Roper Rhodes
2 Open view Freestanding 
shelves are a simple-to-install, 
easy-access storage provider 
and when they’re made from 
wirework, the contents are easy 
to see. Low Wire steel storage 
unit (H65cm), £125, Loaf 
3 Double up Dual-purpose 
furniture is especially useful in  
a small room, so look for pieces 
with storage potential. This 
bamboo revolving mirror and 
storage unit has shelves on  
one side and a dressing mirror 
on the other. Arena Revolve 
(H140cm x W28cm x D18cm), 
£389, Heal’s
4 Basket case A large laundry 
bin is an essential piece that can 
add to the room’s visual appeal 
too. Graphic printed laundry 
basket woven from millet grass 

and plastic threads (H58cm x 
41cm dia), £149, West Elm
5 Under cover Store small 
items such as make-up, cotton 
wool balls and soaps in lidded 
containers to keep them in 
pristine condition. Silk Route 
small canister basket, £15, 
Marks & Spencer
6 Roll on Don’t hide spare loo 
rolls away – store them on a 
shelf, cleverly arranged for  
decorative potential! Cloud toilet 
paper shelf, £89, Lime Lace
7 Waste collection A chic 
waste bin, colour matched to 
other accessories, will give the 
bathroom a designer finish. 
Umbra Woodrow wooden bin, 
£20, Red Candy
8 Multi-storey storage When 
space is tight, compact storage 
allows you to keep cleaning 
products separate from 
toiletries and provides a useful 
extra surface. Copper finish 
Componibili storage unit with 
sliding doors (H58cm x 32cm 
dia), £192, Graham and Green
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1 In line Lamps that minimise 
glare cast a flattering light. This 
one has translucent diffusers 
along both sides so can be  
used above or at either side  
of a mirror. Cabus bathroom 
fluorescent wall light in chrome, 
matt white or copper, from 
£345, Christopher Wray
2 Brilliant effect A smart 
combination of fittings creates 
layers of light for function and 
effect. Pendants are an unusual 
alternative to mirror lights,  
wall fittings illuminate the 
countertop and concealed LED 
strips light up the lower shelves. 
Penne pendant lights, £619 
each; Contour HD24 LED strip, 
£117 a metre; Oslo external 
washing light above basin, 
£168; all John Cullen Lighting
3 See clearly Glass shaded 
lights seem to sparkle more 
brightly. Choose clear glass for 
brilliance and textured or tinted 
for a more diffused effect. 
Dalby light in fluted, clear or 

antiqued glass on a fabric flex, 
from £378, Drummonds
4 Twinkle, twinkle A sparkling 
chandelier is a glamorous focus 
for the bathroom but for safety 
choose one that’s purpose-
made to withstand steam and 
splashes. Vara nine-light 
bathroom chandelier with 
chrome frame and glass beads 
and drops, £216, Litecraft
5 Top down For a clean, 
minimal look, choose 
functional, no-frills fittings  
that provide clear illumination 
but blend discreetly into 
surroundings. A white ceiling 
light has the perfect camouflage. 
Kos metal ceiling light with 
IP65 rating, £45, Habitat
6 Ship shape Put the finishing 
touch to a coastal-themed 
bathroom with lamps designed 
in nautical style. Churchill wall 
or ceiling light in nickel or 
antiqued brass finish with 
frosted cover (20cm dia),  
£265, Jim Lawrence
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1909 Kitchens 01325 505539; 
1909kitchens.co.uk
Abode 01226 283434; abode.eu
AEG 0344 561 3613; aeg.co.uk
Albany 01323 411080; albanypaint.co.uk  
Alternative Bathrooms 020 3375 9002; 
alternativebathrooms.com  
Amara 0800 587 7645; amara.com
Aqualisa 01959 560010; aqualisa.co.uk
Aston Matthews 020 7226 7220; 
astonmatthews.co.uk 
B&Q 0333 014 3098; diy.com
bathrooms.com 0845 833 4441
Bathstore 0800 023 2323; bathstore.com
Bauhaus 0345 873 8840;  
bauhaus-bathrooms.co.uk 
Baumatic 0118 931 1110; baumatic.co.uk
Beko 0845 600 4911; beko.co.uk
Benjamin Moore 01753 575756; 
benjaminmoorepaint.co.uk
Best 0844 463 9705; besthoods.co.uk
Bette 0844 800 0547; bette.co.uk
Better Bathrooms 0333 777 4777; 
betterbathrooms.com
Blanco 01923 635200; blanco.co.uk
Bordercraft 01981 550251;  
bordercraft.co.uk
Bosch 0344 892 8979; bosch-home.co.uk
Britannia 0844 463 9705;  
britannialiving.co.uk
Caple 0117 938 1900; caple.co.uk
Carron Phoenix 01324 638321;  
carron.com
Cast Iron Bath Company (The)  
01723 585896; castironbath.co.uk 
Catalano 020 8685 6815; catalano.co.uk
CDA 01949 862000; cda.eu
Christopher Wray 020 7013 0180; 
christopherwray.com
Colour Flooring Company (The)  
020 7254 3526; colourflooring.co.uk
CP Hart 0845 600 1950; cphart.co.uk 
Crosswater 0345 873 8840;  
crosswater.co.uk 
Devol 01509 261000; devolkitchens.co.uk
Drummonds 020 7376 4499; 
drummonds-uk.com
Dupontcorian 0800 962 116; corian.co.uk
Duravit 0845 500 7787; duravit.co.uk
Edmondson Interiors 01580 212934; 
edmondsoninteriors.co.uk
Electrolux 0344 561 3613; electrolux.co.uk
Elica 01252 351111; elica.co.uk
Falcon 0800 806 6261;  
falconappliances.com
Fired Earth 0845 293 8798;  
firedearth.com 
Fisher & Paykel 0800 088 6605; 
fisherpaykel.com
Franke 0161 436 6280; franke.co.uk

Frontline 0845 470 2424; 
frontlinebathrooms.co.uk
Galerie Wallcoverings 01892 700730; 
galeriehome.co.uk
Gorenje 020 8247 3980; gorenje.co.uk
Graham and Green 020 8987 3700; 
grahamandgreen.co.uk
Grohe 0871 200 3414; grohe.co.uk
GSI Ceramica 020 8685 6815;  
gsiceramica.co.uk
Habitat 0344 499 1111; habitat.co.uk
Hansgrohe 01372 465655; hansgrohe.co.uk
Harvey Jones 0800 389 6938; 
harveyjones.com 
Heal’s 020 7896 7451; heals.com
Heritage Bathrooms 0330 026 8501; 
heritagebathrooms.com
Holloways of Ludlow 020 7602 5757; 
hollowaysofludlow.com
Homebase 0345 077 8888; homebase.co.uk
Hoover 0344 499 5599; hooverwizard.com
Hotpoint 0344 822 4224; hotpoint.co.uk
Hub Kitchens 020 7924 2285; 
hubkitchens.com
Iconic 01342 305579; iconicradiators.co.uk
Ideal Standard 01482 346461;  
ideal-standard.co.uk 
Ikea 020 3645 0000; ikea.co.uk
Jim Lawrence 01473 826685;  
jim-lawrence.co.uk
John Cullen Lighting 020 7371 5400; 
johncullenlighting.co.uk
John Lewis 0345 604 9049; johnlewis.com
John Lewis of Hungerford  
0700 278 4726; john-lewis.co.uk
Just Taps Plus 01895 442211;  
justtapsplus.co.uk
KBSA 01623 818808; kbsa.org.uk
Laufen 01530 510007; uk.laufen.com
Leicht 00 49 7171 4020; leicht.com
Leisure 0845 600 4918; leisurecooker.co.uk
Lime and Lace 01423 900522; limelace.co.uk
Litecraft 0161 359 4777; litecraft.co.uk
Little Greene 020 7935 8844; littlegreene.com
Loaf 0845 468 0697; loaf.com
Mandarin Stone 01600 715444; 
mandarinstone.com 
Marks & Spencer 0333 014 8000; 
marksandspencer.com
Masterclass Kitchens 01443 449499; 
masterclasskitchens.co.uk
Matki 01454 322888; matki.co.uk
McCarron & Company 01380 859299; 
mccarronandco.com
Mercury 0800 806 6261; 
mercuryappliances.co.uk
MHS Bathrooms 01268 546700; 
mhsradiators.co.uk
Miele 0330 160 6600; miele.co.uk
Mira 0844 571 5000; mirashowers.co.uk 

Neff 0344 892 8989; neff.co.uk
Original BTC 01993 882251; originalbtc.com
Puro Design 020 7462 0002;  
puro-design.com
Quick-Step quick-step.co.uk 
Rangemaster 0800 806 6261; 
rangemaster.co.uk
Red Candy 0121 224 7728; redcandy.co.uk
Reed Harris 020 7736 7511;  
reedharris.co.uk
Resilica 01273 511564; resilica.com
Ripples 0800 107 0700; ripples.ltd.uk
Roper Rhodes 01225 303900;  
roperrhodes.co.uk 
Roundhouse Design 020 7297 6220; 
roundhousedesign.com
Samuel Heath 0121 766 4200;  
samuel-heath.com
Second Nature 01325 505539;  
sncollection.co.uk
Siemens 0344 892 8999;  
siemens-home.co.uk
Shaws of Darwen 01254 775111; 
shawsofdarwen.com
Simpsons 0345 873 8840;  
simpsons-enclosures.co.uk
Smeg 0844 557 9907; smeguk.com
Sottini 0800 834 226; sottini.co.uk
Stoves 0844 815 3740; stoves.co.uk
Sylmar Technology 01773 521300; 
minervaworksurfaces.co.uk
Teuco 01279 771159; teuco.com
Topps Tiles 0800 783 6262;  
toppstiles.co.uk
Twyford 01270 879777;  
twyfordbathrooms.com
UK Bathrooms 01765 694720; 
ukbathrooms.co.uk
Utopia 01902 406402; utopiagroup.com
Vanessa Arbuthnott 01285 831437; 
vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk
Victoria + Albert 020 7351 4378; 
vandabaths.com
Villeroy & Boch 020 8871 4028; 
villeroy-boch.co.uk
Vitra 01235 750990; vitra.co.uk
Vogue UK 01902 387000; vogueuk.co.uk
West Elm 0800 404 9780; westelm.co.uk
West One Bathrooms 020 7720 9333; 
westonebathrooms.com
Whirlpool 0344 815 8989; whirlpool.co.uk
Wickes 0330 123 4123; wickes.co.uk 
Woodstock Furniture 020 8876 0131; 
woodstockfurniture.co.uk
Worcester 0330 123 9339; 
worcester-bosch.co.uk
Wren Kitchens 0345 127 7008; 
wrenkitchens.com
Zanussi 0344 561 2612; zanussi.co.uk
ZiggiZiggi 01923 268849; ziggiziggi.com
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G ive your home and garden a stunning update 
with this exclusive 20 per cent discount from 

luxury online homewares retailer Roman at Home.
From the kitchen to the bathroom and bedroom 

– Roman at Home offers a wide range of furniture and 
accessories for every room. Choose from towels and 
bathrobes made from 100 per cent Egyptian cotton, 
to doormats, wall plaques and more. 

To help you make the most of your outdoor space, 
you can also select from a range of outdoor furniture 
and accessories, including picnic baskets and blankets. 
Explore the entire Roman at Home range online at 
romanathome.com.

Bring a touch of style to your interior and garden this spring

ENJOY 20% OFF AT  
Roman at Home

This Contemporary 
Rattan Furniture set, 
£224.50, works well 
in a conservatory  
or garden

Visit romanathome.com and enter code HB20 at the checkout 
to claim this exclusive online discount
TERMS AND CONDITIONS This discount is available from 4 February to 6 March 2016. This offer cannot be used  
in conjunction with any other offers. The discount is not applicable on postage costs. If the product is returned the 
refund will be for the price paid.

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR 20% DISCOUNT
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PAINTED 
ELEGANCE

A cosy and elegant living room  
scheme was given a whole new look 
inspired by a stunning wedding gift.  

Melanie Alsford, 37, her husband Richard, 
40, and their sons Luca and Leo, moved a 

year and a half ago into their detached 
four-bedroom Victorian house  

in Hampton, Middlesex. They created  
a relaxing space in a mix of refreshing  

blues and classic neutrals.

ACTION PLAN 

REMOVE EXISTING FIREPLACE AND SHELVING

RE-PLASTER AND PAINT ROOM GREY AND WHITE

BUILD CUPBOARDS AND SHELVING

LINK TEXTURES AND COLOURS TO PAINTING

BEFORE

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

SOFA
A mix of patterned 
and plain cushions 
brings colour and 
texture to the 
neutral upholstery



SHUTTERS
Neat white half- 
height shutters let 
in the light while 
providing privacy

FOOTSTOOL
Covered in pale blue 
linen, the stool doubles 
up as a coffee table

WALLS
A pale, warm grey 
creates a calming 
backdrop

FITTED 
FURNITURE
Cupboards and 
floating shelves 
have been built 
into the alcove

CURTAINS
Melanie chose the 
curtain fabric to 
add a touch of 
glamour and had 
them made full 
length to the floor 
to emphasise the 
room’s height

TRAY
A decorative tray 
makes an eyecatching 
display

CARPET
Textured carpet 
gives the room  
a sumptuous  
cosy finish



IN
DETAIL

THE NEW LAYOUT
The bay window has become a focal point  

136 housebeautiful.co.uk
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Grey-top bamboo coffee 
tables, £219 for two, 

Scandi Living

Clovelly wall mirror, £98, 
One World Trading Co

Paint ........................... £91
Upholstery  ............ £2,055
Carpentry............... £2,000
Carpet ...................... £750
Stove 
including fitting ...... £2,500
Shutters .................... £445
Curtains ................. £1,000 
Total ..................... £8,841

WHAT IT COST

GET THE LOOK

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

What was the house like  
when you moved in?
It was mostly in good condition,  
but we were excited about giving  
it our own style. One of the first 
projects was the living room, which 
needed plastering and painting, as 
well as new windows and floors.
How did the work start?
As the old fireplace and built-in shelves made the room seem smaller, 
we had them removed. The walls were replastered and painted grey 
with white above the picture rail. Then we had bespoke cupboards 
and shelving built either side of the chimney breast. The new 
windows warmed things up as the room had been cold and damp 
before. A new radiator helped too. We splashed out on a luxury grey 
and white wool carpet that makes the room feel sumptuous and cosy. 
As we already had the neutral sofa and tan leather armchair it was 
then about adding the accessories to pull the look together. 
Tell us about your inspiration for the scheme
As a wedding gift we were given a beautiful artwork painted by my 
husband’s cousin, Patricia Cordoba. She used aqua and gold leaf to 
create a large dramatic piece. It was a brilliant starting point for the 
entire scheme as I adore its turquoise, midnight blues and metallic 
shades. A painted decorative mirror over the fireplace reflects the 
colours across the room.
What were your ideas for the windows?
I wanted half-height shutters, but I was keen to add floor-to-ceiling 
curtains to soften the look. The fabric has a linen appearance with 
elaborate silver motifs, so looks natural and ethnic and works well 
with both my antique and contemporary pieces.
Was there anything else you had to buy?
Rather than having a coffee table, we opted for a large footstool 
to create an impact, and added a couple of trays for drinks and 
ornaments – and there’s still plenty of room for us to put our feet up. 
We decided on a stove and chose a gas, woodburning-effect version 
that comes with a remote control for instant warmth, making this 
the perfect room to snuggle up at the end of a busy day!

 Contact Melanie at Cocoon Home Styling on 0779 867 4224 W
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Walls painted in Cornforth White Estate emulsion, £38 for 2.5L; 
bookshelves painted in Pointing Estate eggshell, £53 for 2.5L; both 
Farrow & Ball. Weston Hammer Denver 113-03 carpet, £44.99 a sq 
metre, The Prestige Flooring Co. Curtains made up in Adagio 
Mercury, £25 a metre, John Lewis. Curtain making, £240, Eyles & 
Boo. Large square footstool in Teal textured linen, £365, sofa.com. 
Similar Jonesy medium sofa, £1,195, Loaf. Similar leather armchair, 
£495, Attic. Shutters, £445, Nigel Hare Joinery. Gazco Stockton gas 
stove, £2,500 including fitting, TFS Woodstoves. Silver table lamp, 
£80, The White Company. Barometer Anglepoise lamp, £49, Ikea. 
Crested painted mirror, £195; tealights and decorative wooden 
tray from a selection at Attic. Embossed metal tray, £24.95, Pale 
and Interesting. Salsa Slate blue cushions, £20 each, John Lewis. 
Striped and textured cushions, £85 each, Anthropologie. 
Multicoloured weave blanket, £70, Zara Home. Darlington Little 
Gems conical cobalt vase, £20; turquoise vase, £20; both Heal’s HB

Bailey semi-aniline leather 
armchair in Lustre Cappuccino, 

£1,000, John Lewis

ARMCHAIR
Throughout the 
room Melanie has 
teamed old with 
new against a 
neutral backdrop

STOVE
The stove works 
on gas and is 
remote controlled

This artwork 
inspired the 
scheme
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SLEEK LUXE
The Premium Leather Collection Chaser 
footstool, £469 from Furniture Village, is 
versatile and has a timeless retro design

ALL-ROUNDER
Invest in an ottoman and gain an elegant foot 

rest, extra seating, and a low table in one. 
Oxford Ottoman in Dove Grey, £365, Within

DREAM JEANIE
Classic in shape and style, the Charming 

Charles armchair, £949 from Sofa Workshop, 
has been updated with denim fixed covers 

LITTLE BEAUTY
With petite dimensions and a curved back, 
the Polly armchair, £700 from Laura Ashley, 
would be a cheerful accent to a quiet corner 

SETTLE DOWN
The Grantley armchair in Mineral Lagoon, 

£720, Arlo & Jacob, has an Aquaclean finish 
so everyday stains can just be wiped away 

Revisit a traditional style or 
opt for a modern take on 

button-back furniture 

Button
LOVE

SOFA SQUARED
A simple frame and angular design are the 

base for subtle button details. Ladbroke, from 
£827, Sofa Pronto at Sofas & Stuff

LUSCIOUS LEATHER
Loaf’s new Butterbump sofa is a stunner, with 
smooth curves and a deep button back. From 

£1,495, it’s available mid-February

TALL AND HANDSOME
Perfectly placed buttons and a high 

wingback frame make The Goldie in Sky, 
£600 from sofa.com, a stylish choice

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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L O F T  M A K E O V E R

An attic has been transformed into  
a bright and modern guest bedroom, 
ensuite bathroom and office space.  
Molly Curtin, 40, created the rooms  

in the loft of the five-bedroom London 
Victorian terrace home she shares with 
her 42-year-old husband John and their 

two children, Charles and Ellie.

BOARD
ABOVE

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

WALLS
White paintwork 
gives a sense of 
space and light
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ACTION PLAN 

PLAN HOW TO DIVIDE THE SPACE

MOVE WALL TO ACCOMMODATE SHOWER

CREATE AS MUCH STORAGE AS POSSIBLE

USE A CARIBBEAN-INSPIRED COLOUR SCHEME

BEFORE

SHELVING
Built-in storage 
makes the most  
of every inch

DESK
The base, bought 
separately, was 
painted with chalk 
paint, then a 
wooden floorboard 
top was added



Why did you convert the attic?
We needed more space and it seemed the easiest way to get it. Our 
Victorian terrace had three bedrooms but there was little room for 
guests once our second child was born. As we wanted our families  
to feel they always had a place to stay, we decided on the conversion.
Was it a long job?
It took four months once planning permission was secured. The 
builders entered from the roof until the new stairs were built. We 
lived in the house during the build and endured a few weeks of  
noise and dust but nothing too disruptive.
How did you plan the layout?
As we were working within an existing space, the architectural plan 
was relatively simple. The rooms could really only take on one layout 
so it became important to utilise any ‘dead’ space, which we did by 
installing a linen cupboard on the landing and adding built-in  
shelves into the gap by the chimney breast.
The colour scheme is very cheerful
Our priority was to keep everything light so we used a cool white  
on the walls and ceilings. I love the vibrant turquoise, orange and 
pink shades seen in the Caribbean, so used them here. They really 
stand out against the white background and make the space feel 
bright and welcoming. I’m studying interior design and I also use the 
guest room as my office so I wanted a clean backdrop against which 
I could experiment with new textures and colours. 
What about the furniture?
The loft now functions as my office as well as a guest room so  
I needed to include a desk and space for files. I chose a classic  

chair and a wooden table rather than a standard desk to keep it 
looking warm and welcoming and not too office-like for when it’s 
used as a bedroom. I like to add a comfy chair in bedrooms too, 
because it makes the space feel more like a proper guest suite  
rather than just a place to crash!
Did the limited space pose any problems?
As is often the case with loft conversions we found we were 
constantly stealing a centimetre here and there in order to fit 
everything in, and this was especially true for us as we were keen to 
have an ensuite bathroom with a full-sized shower. We didn’t want 
our shower to look like an afterthought so had to get creative to 
make it work, including turning the stud walls to cheat a few extra 
centimetres and gain the necessary opening. The other potential 
problem was temperature control. We were concerned because it 
can get very warm up here in the summer, but dual-aspect windows 
in the bedroom mean there’s a lovely breeze.
How did you decide on the window treatment?
We wanted the space to be as light as possible so bought simple 
white blackout blinds made specifically for Velux windows, which  
we slide down at night. As the space isn’t overlooked, we left the 
main window uncovered to retain an airy feel.  
Are you happy with the end result?
It’s a real challenge getting a small room to do double duty, to 
function as a restful guest bedroom and a vibrant workspace, but  
I think we’ve achieved it. When there are no guests, it’s a great place 
to work. And it doesn’t just make paying bills a more pleasant task 
– the light and colours inspire me to be creative, too! 

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL SAYS…
‘A lot has been fitted into this space but it doesn’t look cramped, thanks to the crisp  
white walls, wooden floors and minimal window decorations. Bright colours stand 

out against the simple background and bring the room alive.’
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ARMCHAIR
Comfy seating  
gives guests a place 
to relax and read 
away from the rest 
of the house

CUSHIONS
Splashes of orange 
and turquoise 
provide a zesty 
contrast to the  
pure white 
paintwork



Paint .............................£130
Wood flooring ...............£648
Furniture .......................£972
Sanitaryware ..............£1,444
Tiles ..............................£693
Carpet ..........................£400
Total .........................£4,287

WHAT IT COST

Finley bedside table,  
£99, Marks & Spencer  

Orla Kiely Reversible  
Flower Spot cushion,  
£46, Unique & Unity 

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

IN
DETAIL

GET THE LOOK

THE NEW LAYOUT
Clever planning has created a space for a full-sized shower

SHOPPING LIST 
BEDROOM Walls painted in  
Lead II matt emulsion, £65 for  
5L, Paint Library. Oak Natural 
pre-lacquered wood flooring, 
£42.50 a sq metre, Natural Wood 
Floor Company. Similar sheepskin 
rug, £39, City Cows. Similar 
kingsize bed, Special 1000 
Pocket Memory divan set, £450; 
Vitra Eames DSW office chair, 
£332; Soft & Silky Egyptian 
cotton double duvet cover, £70; 
fitted sheet, £40; pillowcases, 
£15 each; all John Lewis. 
Bedside tables, £40 each; 
Ektorp Tullsta armchair, £80; 
Ektorp Tullsta chair cover, £30; 
all Ikea. The Hunza cushion in 
River, from £40, sofa.com. 

Orange Newport cushion, 
bought in America. Turkish 
Hammam blue throws, £22 
each, Joyful Living. Anglepoise 
Original lamp, £180, eBay. 
BATHROOM Mino 800 basin 
and vanity unit in Nebraska 
Oak, £169; Blade basin mono 
mixer, £99; Euro Mono 
wall-hung WC, £149; Blade 
shower valve, £239; Liquid 
Hinge 900 shower door, £659; 
Surface square 900 shower 
tray, £129; all Bathstore. Similar 
wall tiles, Regional Reflections 
Annan tiles, £59.99 a sq metre; 
similar floor tiles, Sandwave 
Ivory tiles, £55.50 a sq metre; 
splashback in Tumbled 
Travertine Brick Mosaic, £138 a 
sq metre; all Topps Tiles HB

Anglepoise 
Type 75 
mini desk 
lamp, £95, 
Design 55

L O F T  M A K E O V E R
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BATHROOM
Molly wanted to 
create a relaxing 
hotel spa feel, so 
chose white walls, 
dark wooden finishes 
and large-format, 
sand-coloured tiles

SHOWER
The shower was 
positioned behind 
the bathroom 
door to make the 
most of the space
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TAKE FIVE
The Lexon Buro office accessories set, £75, 
Selfridges, has everything you need to do 
the job and keep your desk nice and neat

STACK AND SLIDE
Removable trays mean all your important 

papers are easily accessible. Skagerak Dania 
letter tray, £99, Amara

BRIGHT STACK
Tidy your desk and turn all those bits and 

pieces into a colourful display. Hay Box Box 
Desktop set of five, £39, Cos

SAVE THE DATE
A stylish and practical addition to any 

workspace, the ThreeSixFive calendar, £24.95 
from Homearama, has a retro feel

ON FILE
Using colourful, patterned storage brightens 

up and personalises a home office. 
Raindrops magazine file, £7, Paperchase

Stylish pieces for a  
multi-functional and more 

efficient home office 

Job
DONE

BOXED UP
Each box in the Manhattan desk organiser, 

£36, from Great Little Trading Company, can 
be moved and stacked to adapt to your needs

CLOCKED IT
Keep on time with the Lovebird Weather 
clock, £275, Loaf. A built-in barometer 

prompts images to change with the weather

SEE THE LIGHT
Put your work in the spotlight with the  

small but perfectly formed Peeta orange 
metal and wood desk lamp, £30, Habitat

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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K I T C H E N  M A K E O V E R

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  N E X T  P A G E

A state-of-the-art kitchen and an open-plan 
extension have made a huge difference  
to the way one family enjoys this home.

Carolyn Dean, 42, and her husband Grahame, 
50, live in a modern, five-bedroom house near 
Esher in Surrey with their children Lucas and 
Amber. They’d never liked their small dark 
kitchen, which was located at the end of the 

hall, and felt that an extended open-plan, 
multi-purpose space would be far more 

practical and introduce much-needed light.

FANTASTIC
LIGHT

ACTION PLAN 

REMOVE INTERNAL WALLS 

MOVE LIVING ROOM WALL TO CREATE SPACE

BUILD REAR EXTENSION WITH SLIDING DOORS

INSTALL NEW KITCHEN

BEFORE

ACCESSORIES
Pieces in vivid red 
and orange inject  
a burst of colour 
against the white 
background
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UNITS
Flat-fronted, glossy 
white cupboards with 
integrated handles 
were chosen for their 
minimalist, space-
enhancing looks

FLOORING
Wood-effect porcelain 
tiles contrast beautifully 
with the white units

LIGHTING
Pendants add 
drama over the 
breakfast bar and 
are complemented 
by flush-fitting 
ceiling LED lights

WORKTOP
Different thicknesses 
of durable, low-
maintenance quartz 
have been used on  
the food preparation 
and eating areas of 
the island 

BREAKFAST BAR
There is enough 
space for the whole 
family to sit here 
together
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THE NEW LAYOUT 
The three-metre-long island is the focal point  
and includes the hob, breakfast bar and storage

IN
DETAIL

What prompted you to install a new kitchen?
Although our house is a good size, we’d always felt the downstairs 
was badly designed, with a series of small, dark rooms and a kitchen 
too small to sit in and eat. We wanted to be able to keep an eye on 
the children when preparing food, so a new, extended open-plan 
kitchen and living area seemed the ideal solution.
Talk us through the essentials for the new room
It had to be modern, streamlined and light. I wanted plenty of storage 
and an island with a breakfast bar where the children could eat. 
Islands are such sociable places – everyone congregates around them.
Did you find it easy to choose a kitchen company?
We hired an architect to work on the plans for the extension, and after 
doing some research, Grahame and I agreed that an Alno kitchen 
would be perfect in terms of looks and price. I saw an advert in a local 
magazine for a stockist, Lime Showrooms, and booked an appointment. 
They planned the kitchen and helped us reconfigure the area. For 
example, they suggested opening up the dining room into the kitchen. 
How did you decide on the layout?
Working out the function of each part of the open-plan space  
was relatively easy. We wanted the living area to connect with the 
garden, so it’s in the new extension. A couple of steps create  
a natural division between this section and the kitchen. The main 
question was where to position the island without disturbing the 
thoroughfare from the hall. I think we got it just right.
What about storage?
As well as the bank of high cabinets housing the ovens, larder  
and fridge-freezer, we also went for low-level fitted units, with  
pan drawers and shelves inside, that don’t intrude into the room. 
How long did the work take?
About five months. Digging the foundations for the extension took 
longer than expected as there were unexpectedly deep tree roots  
to deal with. And the sliding doors didn’t arrive on time.
Is there anything you’ve learned that you’d like to pass on?
Don’t get pendant lights put in until you’ve decided on the exact 
position of the table. We had them installed in the dining area, then 
tweaked the table’s position and had to pay more to get them moved.
Any areas where you managed to keep costs down?
We opted for a countertop coffee machine, which is far cheaper than 
having one built in and means we can easily upgrade in the future. 
And Grahame is particularly pleased with the floating shelves next 
to the sink, which cost just £10 each!

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL SAYS…
‘A new living and kitchen space is given 

individuality with the bright pops of colour 
set off by a dark floor and crisp white units.’  

SHOPPING LIST 
Walls painted in Grey Steel 4 matt emulsion, £21.99 for 2.5L, Dulux. Alno 
Starline high-gloss white units, from £594 each; Bianco Carrara quartz 
worktop, from £432 a metre; Franke Mythos stainless-steel sink, £579; 
Franke Minerva 3-in-1 tap, £916; Neff gas hob, £781; Neff Series 3 pyrolytic 
single ovens, £699 each; compact steam oven, £729; microwave, £652; 
Neff built-in fridge, £862; freezer, £424; Miele wine fridge, £1,744; 
Siemens dishwasher, £626; floor tiles, £80 for a 0.9 sq metre pack; 
Kundalini Padma pendants (above breakfast bar), £414 each; all Lime 
Showrooms. Airflow extractor, £144, Extractor Fan World. Fusion bar stools, 
£49.99 each, Bar Stools. Lack shelves, £10 each, Ikea. Newton sideboard, 
£599, Dwell. Fantasy dining table, £857, London Furniture Online. White 
DAW chairs, £49 each, Cult Furniture. Nonla pendant lights (dining room), 
£220 each, Paul Crofts Studio. A Modo Mio Fantasia coffee machine, 
£169.99, Lavazza. Orange Beauty vase, £24.95, ziggiziggi.com  HB

WHAT IT COST
Units ........................£20,708
Worktops . .................£5,067
Appliances  ................£7,216
Extractor fan  ................£144
Sink and taps  .............£1,495
Flooring .....................£1,998
Total .......................£36,628

GET THE LOOK

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

E6 coffee machine,  
£599, Jura

Verner Panton Orange Flowerpot 
pendant light, £179, Rume

Orange 
Twigs 
cushion, 
£51, In 
Spaces

EXTENSION
Paris sofas from 
Dwell are positioned 
to make the most of 
the garden view

Sign up for House Beautiful’s free weekly e-newsletter by 
simply texting HB followed by your email address to 84499  

Texts to this number are charged at your standard network rate, never more. Standard 
network rates vary depending on your phone provider. By texting into this service  

you are opting in to receive messages from us by email and SMS. You can opt out from 
SMS by texting STOP to 84499 and from email by clicking Unsubscribe
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SPINNING AROUND
Ball bearings in the lower tier of this design 
allow both the seat and footrest to turn 360 

degrees. Revolver stool, £135, Viaduct

WORK OF ART
Make a statement with the colourful  

and quirky interwoven Kartell Masters  
chair, £243 from Design 55

MODERN MASTERPIECE 
A staple design in many modern kitchens, 
this curvy piece is now an affordable style 

statement. Fusion bar stool, £29.99, Dunelm

CLEAN LINES
Romanian brand Ubikubi’s Atelier bar stool, 
made from solid oak, offers pared-back style 

with good support, £403, Lagoon

RETRO REVIVAL 
For a modern twist on mid-century style, 
consider this sophisticated Black Walnut 
Swivel option, £145, Alexander & Pearl

Elevate your kitchen  
dining experience with a 

bar stool to suit you

New
HIGHS

SMOOTH OPERATOR 
Dine in comfort with the Zenith, £54.53, 

Wayfair. Adjust to your preferred height and 
relax into the upholstered seat and backrest

FUNKY NUMBER
Bring a flash of colour to a room in a  

neutral scheme with this Ercol Originals bar 
stool in vibrant Mandarin, £240, Nest

COMFY COUNTRY
The Suffolk High Back, £275 from Neptune, 
comes in a range of subtle shades perfect 

for an elegant, country-style kitchen

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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R E A D E R  C O M P E T I T I O N

Sleek and featuring the latest cooking 
technology, Leisure’s new range cooker 

with five-zone induction hob has been 
designed to offer keen cooks the benefits  
of instant heat, greater energy efficiency, 
easier cleaning and safety. Now House 
Beautiful readers have a chance to win one 
of four Leisure Cookmaster CK100D210K 
range cookers, worth £1,400 each. 

Guaranteed to fit seamlessly into any 
kitchen, the cooker’s clever technology  
uses electromagnetism to heat each pot on 
the hob individually, rather than the whole 
cooking zone. When the pot is removed, 
the current is broken and the hob 
automatically switches off.

This model features one fan and one 
conventional oven, as well as a traditional 
grill cavity, storage compartment and a 
programmable timer for the main oven.  
The ultimate in low maintenance, it also 
incorporates cook clean catalytic liners that 
absorb grease and burn it off when the 
oven is used at high temperatures.

For more information, as well as recipes 
and stockists, visit leisurecooker.co.uk.

FOR A CHANCE TO WIN text HBWIN followed by a space and then your answer to  
the question below and your name and address to 87088 (£1.50 plus usual network 
operator rates) or call 0905 789 0102 (80p a min plus your telephone company’s  
network access charge) and give your answer. Calls should last no longer than two 
minutes. LINES CLOSE 31 MARCH 2016. Or post completed coupon to House  
Beautiful/CPHSBN15857, Worksop S80 2RT for receipt before 5 APRIL 2016

QUESTION How many zones does the induction hob have?

ANSWER  _____________________________________________________________________

Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________ Postcode _________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Email address _____________________________________________________________ Telephone _______________________________________________

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Calls from mobiles and other networks may cost more. If you phone or text your entry after 
the advertised closing date, you won’t be entered but you will be charged. Entry is open to residents living in mainland UK. 
Only one entry per household. The winners will be selected at random from all correct entries after the closing date. Service 
provider: Spoke (0333 202 3390). No purchase is necessary. The prize is as stated and is not transferable. RRP £1,400. The 
prize includes delivery but not installation. Existing fittings will not be removed. No cash alternative. Prizes are subject to 
availability, and in the event of a prize being unavailable, the promoter and prize supplier reserve the right to offer an 
alternative prize of equal or greater value. For full terms and conditions turn to p10. DATA PROTECTION We will use the 
information you supply to process your competition entry. For our privacy policy, visit hearst.co.uk/dp

The fabulous new Leisure Cookmaster with induction 
hob combines style with effortless cooking

4
EACH WORTH 

£1,400

TO BE 
WON

WIN a state-of-the art 
range cooker



NEW CONNECTIONS 
These latest-release gadgets and home appliances combine  
stylish design with ultimate convenience in every room

1 INTELLIGENT WASHER  
AND DRYER 
Controlling appliances in the 
home with a smart device is the 
latest in hi-tech convenience. 
Whirlpool’s Supreme Care FSCR 
12441 washing machine and 
HSCX 10441 tumble dryer, 
priced £899.99 each, both offer 
this time-saving and brilliantly 
practical function. 

Using an app, you can set  
a wash cycle, start and stop the 
appliance, check its progress and 
be notified when the wash has 
finished. There’s a feature that 

then enables the washer to 
automatically notify the dryer 
when a spin is finished, so it  
can then preselect the perfect 
drying cycle ready for you to 
add your clothes.  

2 CONVENIENT WIRELESS 
CHARGING 
The Corian Charging Surface 
banishes the need for messy 
smartphone and tablet cables, 
which can clutter up plug 
sockets and tabletops. Thanks 
to induction technology, your 
device can be simply placed on 

1 2 3

4 5

6

152 housebeautiful.co.uk

H I - T E C H  I D E A S

SMART LIVING
The latest in clever home technology and the most stylish gadgets around

the right ‘hot spot’ on Corian’s 
smooth and sleek kitchen and 
bathroom worktops, vanity 
units, table or desk surfaces  
to be charged. Prices start  
from around £250 as part of  
a Corian worktop, which costs 
from £310 for a linear metre. 

3 A SLEEK TV 
Created by French designers 
Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, 
the Samsung Serif TV has been 
designed with style in mind. 
The TV has a single frame with 
a side profile that mirrors the 

152 housebeautiful.co.uk

silhouette of a capital ‘I’, and  
a small shelf on top. It comes 
with four attachable tubular 
legs and has a fabric-covered 
back panel that conceals all  
of its ports and cables for a 
sleek and compact appearance 
from every angle. 

When you’re not watching 
your favourite films and 
programmes, you can use the 
TV’s Curtain Mode to create an 
abstract pattern on the screen, 
which acts as a backdrop for 
the menu, a Bluetooth speaker 
and a clock. Available in three 
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Gone are the days of confusing instruction 
manuals or the need to stretch the budget 
paying for professional installation for those 
wanting a multi-room audio network in 
their home. Setting up systems that allow 
you to enjoy the same music wirelessly in 
several rooms at the same time, or different 
songs in individual rooms simultaneously, 
is now simpler than ever. A range of easy-

MAINSTREAM MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

LATEST
TREND

l You can tailor the light  
of the Philips Hue Beyond 
LED lamp, £300, to suit your 
mood, choosing from a huge 
range of colours. It also works 
as an alarm and timer and 
can be controlled via an app.

l The Harmonia Scent  
Hub by Amora is an 
aromatherapy diffuser that 
also features ambient 
mood lighting and it works 
as a Bluetooth speaker too, 
£75, Ashleigh & Burwood. 

l How about a sleek and 
stylish lamp that’s a hatstand? 
The Chapo, around £214 by 
Philippe Starck, can also be 
used as a charger to a range 
of smartphones and tablets 
through its USB port. 

3 OF A KIND... MULTI-FUNCTION LAMPS

sizes at Heal’s, it costs from 
£499 for the 24inch HD screen. 

4 VIEW FILMS VIA A TABLET  
If you love watching movies at 
home but don’t want to take  
up room with a clunky home-
cinema projector, then Lenovo’s 
portable Yoga Tab 3 may be  
just the ticket. As well as being  
a powerful 10inch Android 
tablet – with up to 18 hours of 
battery life in one charge and  
a 13-megapixel camera – it 
features a built-in projector that 
can beam images as large as  
70 inches onto any surrounding 
surface. It costs £399. 

5 A MUSIC SYSTEM THAT 
TICKS ALL THE BOXES 
Perfect for homes where space 
is tight, the Technics Ottava 
Sc-c500 is a neat all-in-one 
audio system with superb 
sound quality. The main unit 
measures a slim H9cm x 
W36cm x D25cm, and comes 
with two compact and 
attractive speakers. You can 
access your music from a range 
of sources, including an online 
network, CD, USB memory 
device, smartphone or tablet. It 
costs £1,699 from John Lewis. 

6 ULTIMATE CONTROL 
Being able to see how well your 
food is cooking inside the oven 
without having to open the 
door is a possibility with AEG’s 
latest design. The Procombi 
Plus Smart Oven is the world’s 
first steam oven with an 
integrated camera that lets you 
control its functions via an app 
on your smart device. It gives 
you an overview, feedback  
and full control of the cooking 
process, whether you’re at 
home or out and about. 

It’s a great idea if you’re 
baking and don’t want to 
disturb the rise of your cakes 
and ideal if you’re entertaining 
as it means you won’t have to 
keep leaving the dining table to 
check the progress of your food. 

You can start your oven via 
the app, respond instantly to 
change the temperature and 
humidity level and switch 
functions with a simple touch  
or swipe. It costs £1,499.

to-use out-of-the-box solutions is available 
on the high street to suit a selection of 
design tastes, feature requirements, price 
points and sound-quality expectations.  
For instance, Philips’ new Izzy wireless 
multi-room speaker, from £99.99, lets you 
connect up to five Izzy speakers at the tap 
of a button over Bluetooth with no router, 
password or app required. 





 

Turn the page to find 
out how one couple 
created an eco home 
for their future

MOVING IN
MOVING UP
MOVING ON
This month we share imaginative solutions to help 
people on the housing ladder take the next step

Even when you’re a homeowner, 
buying the next house up isn’t 
always easy. Restrictions on 
lending mean bigger mortgages 

may be difficult to come by, and a shortage 
of housing for empty nesters to move on to 
has resulted in fewer family-sized homes 
coming onto the market. Here, experts 
share their views on how to increase 
available housing, and overleaf one couple 
reveals how they used their skills to create 
the perfect home for the future.

BUILD WHERE PEOPLE 
WANT TO LIVE
We’re urging government to ensure 
land is controlled locally and  
can be brought forward to meet  
the needs of local people at a  
price they can afford. We should 
prioritise suitable brownfield land, 
but it can’t be the only solution as 
there’s only enough to meet need 
for the next four or five years.  
ANNA BROSNAN, HEAD OF 
CAMPAIGNS AT THE NATIONAL 
HOUSING FEDERATION

LOCAL CONTROLS
I suggest putting elected councils 
back in the driving seat, with the 
tools and financial resources to 
plan for their towns and cities, and 
to make development happen. 
Councils should be in control  
of planning their cities, not the 
Treasury or house-builders.  
LORD RICHARD ROGERS,  
ARCHITECT AND HOUSING 
CAMPAIGNER

BE INNOVATIVE
Introduce Pink Zones – named 
because we want a dilution of  
the red tape which shackles 
development. Pink Zones will bring 
landowners, developers, councils 
and local residents together to 
create new communities supported 
by a raft of social, retail and leisure 
amenities. It’s a bottom-up 
approach as opposed to an edict 
handed down from Whitehall. 
Britain used to be adept at these 
sorts of imaginative schemes, yet 
since the Second World War we 
seem to have lost the knack of 
building attractive communities.
KEITH BOYFIELD, RESEARCH FELLOW, 
CENTRE FOR POLICY STUDIES

BLUE SKY
More innovation in house-building 
is long overdue. It’s essential that 
we move beyond the traditional 
system of taking 20 weeks to build 
a home, assuming the British 
weather holds up of course.  
BRANDON LEWIS, MINISTER OF 
STATE FOR HOUSING AND PLANNING

THINK INDIVIDUALS
When local authorities are drawing 
up their local plans it’s imperative 
they include more smaller sites and 
not just a few large ones, which 
inevitably take years to build out. You 
can’t build out a site for 5,000 houses 
instantly, or indeed put them up for 
sale in a local market all at once. 
STEVE TURNER, SPOKESMAN, THE 
HOME BUILDERS FEDERATION
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PERFECTLY PASSIVE 
Using their professional skills, this couple designed and built a fabulous 
house that’s both hi-tech and ecofriendly

LIVING ROOM
Large glass panes allow 
for beautiful garden 
views. The sofa is from 
sit.eu and the cushions 
are from Cargo

S E C O N D  S T E P P E R S
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They met by accident in a wine bar in 
London’s Covent Garden, when they  
were both waiting for people who didn’t 
turn up. But when it came to designing 

their dream family home, Steffi Sutters and her 
architect husband Trevor left nothing to chance. 
Meticulous planning, passion for design and creative 
skills have paid dividends and now they have a 
stylish, environmentally friendly home they can’t  
bear to be away from.

After marrying and having two children, Charlotte 
and Toby, now grown up, the couple moved to 
Putney in 2000. Trevor built his architect practice  

and over the years Steffi learned about planning and 
project management, so the idea of building their 
own home was a natural next step. They’d been plot 
hunting for almost a decade when a friend showed 
them a property in Putney that was almost begging 
to be knocked down. 

Owned by an elderly widow, the detached house 
looked dated and the garden so was overgrown it 
was impossible to judge its length. It took eight 
months to buy the house, with the sale going to 
sealed bids, but they landed it in August 2012. 
‘Once people hear that an architect is interested,  
it goes crazy,’ says C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

ECOFRIENDLY DESIGN
Building their own home 
was a natural step for 
Steffi and Trevor 
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Steffi, who’s now a  
local councillor. 

Keen to build from scratch, before buying the 
property they put in pre-applications with planners 
for a new build, a crucial move if you plan to knock 
something down and want to avoid a very expensive 
mistake. Having received outline approval, they 
submitted a full planning application the minute 
they completed the sale. 

It wasn’t plain sailing though. There were more 
than 60 objections from neighbours, including 
claims of bats in the rafters! There weren’t, but  
as bats are protected, this had to be investigated.

Planning eventually went through, with just  
some reduction to the roofline, and work began  
in April 2013. Demolition took six weeks, laying  
the foundations another four, and then the timber 
frame went up like a rocket, with building work  
completed in October 2013.

There was still no kitchen when they moved in,  
but the overall stress of the project was slightly  
offset thanks to a clever bargain they struck with  
the buyers of their old home. This couple couldn’t 
quite afford the asking price, so in exchange for a 
reduction, they let Trevor and Steffi rent their old 
place back from them during the build. Being able  
to stay put with all their belongings until the new 
house was ready was a huge help. 

The modern house is built to Passivhaus principles, 
maximising energy efficiency and reducing its 
ecological footprint. It’s incredibly hi-tech and 
strong on green credentials. There’s underfloor 

heating throughout, as well as an integrated sound 
system. The couple have had an air-source heat 
pump installed to keep the temperature consistent, 
along with 27 argon-filled double-glazed windows 
at a cost of £67,000, which is a moderate sum for  
these huge energy savers. 

A ventilation system, rainwater recycling, closable 
external window louvres, internal blinds and a 
‘green’ roof continue the ecofriendly theme. ‘We 
wanted a fully sustainable house,’ says Trevor,  
‘and we’d never go back.’ 

With two separate rooms at the front, the ground 
floor is semi open-plan, and runs out to a landscaped 
garden designed by Trevor, who’s passionate about 
every detail of planting and paving. ‘There’s a logic to 
architecture,’ he says. ‘You must organise things so 
they’re kind to the eye, so they flow, so you don’t 
have to scrutinise them.’ With its lollipop olive trees, 
Tibetan cherries and pleached limes set behind 
English lavender and box, the garden has an effortless 
mix of formal structure and charm.

That formula is replicated throughout the house. 
In the master suite a moderate-size bedroom opens 
on to a terrace that connects, on its other side, with 
a huge walk-in bathroom and dressing room. The 
bathroom has a blue limestone floor. 

From the wraparound roof terrace, there’s a 
spectacular panorama of London that takes in the  
BT Tower, the Shard and Canary Wharf. Despite  
the planning and building stress, the couple love  
their finished home and Trevor admits,‘Wherever  
we are, we can’t wait to come back.’  HB

LIVING AREA
Underfloor heating  
and an air-source  
heat pump keep the 
temperature consistent 

EXTERIOR
The modern exterior 
sits well among the 
surrounding period 
properties

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

 Have you or your family 
had to think outside the 
box to move up the 
housing ladder? Email 
house.beautiful@hearst.
co.uk with the subject line 
‘How Britain Lives’

 Visit housebeautiful.co.
uk/homes for information 
about the House Beautiful 
range of modular, custom-
build homes FE
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Q & A  A D V I C E

 We also answer questions 
on eco design, mortgages, 
gardening, architecture, 
interior design and more. 
Email your questions to 
house.beautiful@hearst.
co.uk, post to House 
Beautiful, 72 Broadwick 
Street, London W1F 9EP,  
or tweet @HB using 
#asktheexperts

BUILDING
Tommy Walsh
TV’s best known builder 
and DIY expert

CONSUMER
Teena Lyons
Journalist helping to solve 
readers’ consumer and 
financial problems

CLEANING
Helen Harrison
Home economist and 
former member of the 
Good Housekeeping 
Institute 

Email, post or tweet your questions to our panel and we’ll answer in a future issue

ASK THE EXPERTS 
MEET THE PANEL

Installing decking on legs is a cheap and easy way to 
level out areas of your garden that rise or fall steeply. 
Decking also works really well on flat gardens as a way of 
creating height and structural interest. As with all outdoor 
structures, safety and weatherproofing are top priorities. 

The design and materials of the framework that lies 
underneath your decking will have a huge impact on 
how well it lasts. If you want to position it next to your 
house, fix a 4in x 2in pressure-treated wall plate 2in 
below your door threshold with chemical or rawl bolt 
fixings and build your decking framework from this to 
ensure it’s stable and level. 

Use 6in pressure-treated timber for the frame, 
morticing and supporting it with 4in x 4in pressure 
treated posts. To avoid the wood rotting prematurely, 

sit the posts on top of concrete block pads instead  
of sinking them into the ground. 

There are three common types of decking  
panels: expensive hardwood, affordable pressure-
treated softwood and composite decking. I’d 
recommend the composite decking as it’s made from 
recycled timber and plastic, which makes it splinter-
proof, rot-free, practically maintenance-free and it’s 
guaranteed for 25 years. 

Any fixings should be coated so they’re suitable  
for the outdoors. Use special decking screws from 
Spax as they allow for movement without splitting 
the wood. And reduce the chances of people slipping 
by building handrails and installing anti-slip strips 
that slot into the decking panels. 

TOMMY WALSH SAYS

Avoiding the 
pitfalls of 
decking
My partner and  
I would love to have 
some decking in  
our garden in time for 
summer. I understand 
it to be a fairly simple 
DIY job to install, but 
am worried it will be 
slippery in wet 
weather and may rot 
quickly. What’s your 
advice?

Use the right 
materials and 
your decking 
will stay safe 
and smart
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Coloured 
cast-iron pots 
stand the  
test of time

By ceramic, I’m guessing you 
mean the type of vitreous 
enamel-coated cast-iron pots 
and pans made by companies 
such as Le Creuset. This sort of 
cookware is extremely tough 
and hardwearing but over time 
stains can build up. 

If the staining is mild, you  
may be able to remove it with  
a simple combination of 
bicarbonate of soda, water  
and elbow grease. Apply a 
couple of tablespoons of soda  
to the stained surface and use  
a slightly damp non-scratch 
nylon scouring pad to scrub all 
over the affected area. Rinse 
thoroughly and leave to dry. 

If this doesn’t do the trick,  
try this tip from Le Creuset’s  
own website: Fill the affected 
pot with one part enzyme- 
based detergent (such as Biotex 
stain-removing powder, available 
from Sainsbury’s and Waitrose) 

and three parts water. Bring  
to the boil and leave boiling for 
10 minutes. Allow to cool, then 
discard the solution and clean 
the pot as normal with 
washing-up liquid. Rinse with 
clean water and once dry, 
restore the shiny finish of the 
enamel by applying a light 
coating of white vinegar all over. 

If any stains remain, then my 
go-to proprietary product for 
removing really stubborn marks 
on all manner of hard surfaces  
is the brilliant Barkeeper’s Friend 
(available from Lakeland and 
John Lewis). You can use it on 
vitreous enamel, but be sparing 
as it’s quite an abrasive product 
and may dull the surface’s shine 
if you rub too hard or leave it in 
contact for too long. Always 
follow the manufacturer’s 
instructions carefully and test  
on an inconspicuous area first  
to avoid permanent damage.

Give ceramics a new lease of life
I have an antique ceramic cookware set that I  
inherited from my parents. Despite having seen  
many years of use, it’s in surprisingly good condition. 
However, most of the pieces do have a few stains, some 
of which have sunk into the cracks in the glaze. Can 
these be cleaned away easily?

TEENA LYONS SAYS
There was a time when people believed you needed to hang onto paperwork 
for many years – my mother used to have a trunk full of paperwork going back 
for decades! However with so much of our information now stored digitally, 
this isn’t really the case any more.

If you’re self-employed or complete your own tax returns, HM Revenue  
& Customs expects you to keep records for at least five years. These should 
include invoices, payment receipts, bank and building society statements, 
dividend vouchers, any rental income documents and so on.

If you don’t complete your own tax returns, then it really depends on what 
you think you may need your paperwork for. If, for example, you’re in the 
market for a mortgage, lenders often like to have at least a 12-month history 
of your finances, including payslips and credit card bills. It’s wise to have utility 
bills and council tax records for a similar period too. 

In terms of more everyday circumstances, I’d recommend hanging on to 
receipts for major purchases. Although details will be on your bank or credit 
card statement, receipts tend to show a lot more information and could come 
in handy if you ever enter into a dispute.

When to let go...
I’m quite obsessive about keeping my family’s important 
paperwork in check, from bank statements and phone bills to 
insurance policies and dental records, but it takes up so much 
space! How long do I need to keep it?

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E

In this digital  
age, we don’t 
need to hang on 
to paperwork  
for so long 

HELEN HARRISON SAYS
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Make a feature  
of your radiator

MDF is a good material for 
building a radiator cover as  
it’s quite heat resistant and  
easy to use. However, it looks 
better painted, so if you want 
to have a natural wood look 
you might find veneered MDF  
a better option. 

You can certainly build the 
radiator cover out of real wood, 
which will look fantastic, but 
you’ll need to mitre the edges 
so they look good. 

You can also buy ready-made 
fretwork panels in most DIY 
stores to place in the frame, 
which will allow the heat to 
escape. It’s also a good idea to 
have some vent holes just under 

● Find more tips in Jo’s 
book, The Girl’s Guide 
to DIY (£12.99, New 
Holland Publishers) 

DIY EXPERT
Jo Behari
Founder of Home 
Jane, the UK’s first 
home improvement 
website 

First of all, give them a good clean as 
quarry tiles can look amazing once 
brightened up. You may need a 
specialist tile cleaner such as HG if 
the dirt is ingrained, but I’d suggest 
using sugar soap as a starting point. 

Mix with warm water as per the 
instructions and scrub the tiles with  
a hard bristle brush. Wear gloves as 
sugar soap can be quite abrasive. 
Then rinse the tiles with warm water 
and admire the difference! 

If you still want to paint them, 
you’ll now have a good basis to start 
from, as the paint will adhere better. 
Quarry tiles don’t suit a latex covering 
so use a masonry primer such as 
Zinsser instead. I’d recommend using 
a specialist tile paint, such as one of 
the Ronseal ones, to prevent damage 
and give the best effect. 

Tile revival 
The hearth in my living  
room is made of quarry  
tiles. They’re in perfect 
condition, but look a bit  
dull so I’d like to liven them 
up. Can I paint them?

ABOUT JO

A stylish radiator cover
I’d like to build a Victorian-style cover for my living 
room radiator. How do I do this without reducing heat 
output, and should I use special heatproof materials? 

Brush up your skills and gain confidence with our DIY expert Jo Behari

MAKE + MEND

Sign up for House 
Beautiful’s free 
weekly e-newsletter 
by simply texting HB 
followed by your 
email address to 
84499  
Texts to this number are 
charged at your standard 
network rate, never more. 
Standard network rates vary 
depending on your phone 
provider. By texting into this 
service you are opting in to 
receive messages from us by 
email and SMS. You can opt 
out from SMS by texting STOP 
to 84499 and from email by 
clicking Unsubscribe
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the top shelf of the cover. Most 
standard radiator covers sit 
about 5cm away from the 
radiator, which is a snug fit.  
If you want to use the cover  
as a shelf, you should make  
it an inch or two wider. 

If you’re planning on painting 
the radiator cover, I’d suggest 
using a good primer to help the 
paint resist the heat. 

Once it’s built, you can add 
period details. Visit a specialist  
wood turner who can make 
bespoke decorative features  
for the cover or, for a cheaper 
option, go to a local hardware 
store and look at their selection 
of mouldings.  

Bring 
shine  
to your 
tiles

Decide if you want to paint the 
entire area including the grout, or 
each tile individually. The latter is more 
time consuming but will look better 
in the long run. Work carefully and 
use narrow masking tape to cover 
the grout lines, a very thin brush for 
the tile edges and a smooth foam 
roller for the rest of the tile.  HB

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE





Stylish and sustainable ideas for your home and wellbeing

LIVING WELL
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3 PLY STYLE
Everything from new ecofriendly brand 
&New is made in Britain in limited numbers. 
The Leonard sideboard combines recyclable 
angular steel legs and pale plywood made 
from fast-growing, abundant birch. 
Leonard sideboard (W145cm x H81cm 
x D38cm), £1,850, &New

1 RICH SEAM
After 20 years, mango trees stop producing 
fruit and many farmers simply replace them. 
But the timber is hardwearing with a rich 
grain, and the design of the handmade 
Oscar sideboard makes the most of this. 
Oscar sideboard (W107cm x H92cm x 
D43cm), £549, Atkin and Thyme

2 RESCUED TEAK
Raft, the largest retailer of FSC certified  
100 per cent recycled timber in the world, 
specialises in reclaimed Indonesian teak 
furniture. This wood has been seasoned  
for many years making it exceptionally 
hardwearing. Hudson sideboard (W150cm 
x H90cm x D50cm), from £1,425, Raft 

Beautiful sideboards crafted from woodNATURAL GRAIN

1 2

3



REBECCA CLAYTON, 
technical sales 
executive from 
architectural glazing 
specialists IQ Glass 
talks about hi-tech 
windows and what 
lies ahead for glass in 
buildings of the future

We’re used to double and triple glazing, but 
just how energy efficient is modern glass? 
In a word… very! A ‘basic’ double-glazed unit can 
be very efficient with low-e coatings designed to 
reflect heat back inside rather than soaking 
through, so it’s easier than ever to choose energy 
efficient glazing. Most modern double-glazed units 
also have argon gas filling to create an insulated 
cavity. Put them all together and you can achieve a 
thermal performance of just 1.1W/m2K, which is 
better than a brick wall!
What new developments will we see soon?
There’s special heated glass with an invisible metal 
oxide inside the glass units, which warms up when 
an electrical current is run through it. It’s so good 
you can use it in a room as the sole heat source 
without other radiators or underfloor heating. 

Privacy Glass is another extremely useful and 
hi-tech option. At the flick of a switch, glass can 
turn from translucent to transparent. It works by 
passing a current through a liquid crystal film and 
is incredibly versatile for internal glazing where 
privacy and natural daylight are both needed. 

Finally, if you struggle with rooms overheating 
in direct sunlight, Electro Chromic Glass could 
transform your home. It works in a similar way to 
light-sensitive sunglasses, allowing you to control 

the amount of light, 
glare and heat passing 
through a window. 
Perfect for use with large 
glass roofs and roof lights, it 
negates the need for curtains and blinds.
What’s the next big trend in glass?
A focus will be on making glass panels even  
more thermally efficient so they can carry on  
being used as a major feature in large buildings.  
At the moment, buildings have to meet certain 
levels of efficiency, but these will increase and 
force engineers into using even more ecofriendly 
options. Ironically the technology is already  
there – such as triple glazing and Xenon gas 
fillings – but there isn’t a demand. 
Tell us about solar glass 
We’re currently working on a prototype project 
with various European companies to make a 
Building Integrated PV (BIPV) glass panel with 
heated glass so the sun’s energy is directly used 
to heat the internal space, all from within the 
glass. The concept is great as the solar panels 
are integrated into the skin of the building, 
rather than being stuck on the outside. 

It helps sustainable technology integrate 
more seamlessly with modern architecture to 
create more attractive buildings. We’re not  
quite there yet as with this type of glass there’s  
a large reduction in transparency and light 
transmission so they’re not perfectly clear, but 
as demand improves so will the technology.
Is it true someone’s working on a window  
you can actually watch TV on?
You can watch TV on privacy glass already – just 
switch to opaque and use it as a projection screen!

Visit iqglassuk.com or call 01494 722880
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Efficient 
heating
Not only is the Grandi 
Ovali radiator range 
made from fast-heating 
aluminium, but the 
ingenious hollow tube 
design reduces the 
amount of hot water 
needed to warm your 
home. From £443, The 
Radiator Company 

Fresher for 
longer
In a bid to reduce the 4.2 
million tonnes of food 
that goes to waste from 
UK homes every year 
Oxo has developed the 

Greensaver fridge 
storage system. Each 
container features a 
carbon filter to trap 
and absorb ethylene 

gas, which slows the 
aging process, and an 

adjustable vent to control 
humidity. From £8.

DIARY DATE
Ecobuild, 8-10 March 
2016, Excel Centre, 

London. See more than 800 
exhibitors showcasing the 
latest ecofriendly design, 

construction and renewable 
technology. Tickets are 

free from ecobuild.
co.uk. 

Windows will soon be able to heat our 
homes and change from dark to light 
depending on the weather – we’ll even 
be able to watch TV on them

INTELLIGENT GLASS 
HEALTHY HOME
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TWITTER TALK
Finding, renovating and 
reupholstering can 
create a unique look in 
your home says Amy 
Cawson, Florrie & Bill 

@HB Your company Florrie  
& Bill restores old furniture. 
How and why did you get 
into upcycling?
@florrieandbill My husband is  
a designer in the furniture 
industry. With his influence and 
my love of retro furniture it was 
the perfect career for me. 
@HB The trend for retro 
furniture is as strong as ever. 
What’s so special about it? 
@florrieandbill Stunning shapes! 
Retro chairs are also versatile 
enough to suit mid-century and 
ultra-modern interiors.
@HB With upcycling being so 
popular it must be getting 
harder to find new supplies 
of old furniture? 
@florrieandbill Luckily I’ve built 
up close relationships with 
several suppliers in the UK and 
across Europe who never fail to 
find me new things!
@HB What advice can you 
give to a budding upcycler, 
and where are the best places 
to find old furniture?
@florrieandbill Have fun and  
be bold with fabric choices! 
Visit local antiques fairs and 
haggle on the price!
@HB What are the most 
important things to look for 
when buying furniture ? 
@florrieandbill Avoid chairs with 
frames that are broken in more 
than 2 places, and anything that 
may show signs of woodworm.
@HB Where can our readers 
go to learn reupholstering?
@florrieandbill Find Association 
of Master Upholsterers courses 
as well as local workshops at 
upholsterers.co.uk. 

Visit florrieandbill.com HB

PLANTING UP
Indoor plants clean the air and help you breathe easier

SALVAGED STYLE
Made from reclaimed timber this unique planter, 

£130, Nordic House, will add texture to your 
home. A separate pot is needed to prevent rot

PRETTY PAPER
Uashmama paper bags wash like fabric but  
look and feel like leather and make unique 
planters. From £4.50-£55, Velvet & Dash 

HEALTHY GIFT
Orchids clean the air of xylene, a pollutant found in 
some paints, making them great for the bedroom. 

Vera Wang Phalaenopsis Orchid, £40, Interflora 

SEVENTIES STYLE
Ideal if you’re short of surface space, these 
retro-inspired hanging ceramic planters give  

a plain wall focus; £13.95, Miafleur

SMART PLANT GROWER
Capsules, a photosynthetic lamp and automatic 
watering help you grow greens all year round in 

this Smart Garden Plantui 6, £195, Plantui

CLEAN LIVING
Succulents have fabulous health-giving qualities 
– aloe, for instance, helps clear formaldehyde 

from the air. Succulent gift tin, £28, Flowercard

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

BUYER’S GUIDE
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A SPECIAL DAY OUT 
FOR POTTERY LOVERS

This unique chance to visit the Burleigh pottery factory is a wonderful gift

Treat the special person in your life to a fabulous afternoon at 
Middleport Pottery in Stoke-on-Trent, home of BBC2’s The 

Great Pottery Throw Down. This trip includes a full itinerary for 
lovers of beautiful handcrafted pottery and is a wonderful gift 
to give on Mothers’ Day.

Middleport Pottery is the last working Victorian pottery in 
the UK. In the late 19th century the factory was built beside 
the Trent & Mersey Canal where materials were transported by 
barge. Today visitors can see authentic and traditional methods 
of creating the Burleigh collections in a site that has been revived 
by The Prince’s Regeneration Trust. Since 2011 the factory and 
surroundings have been part of a long-term conservation and 
regeneration project, saving it from inevitable closure.

House Beautiful readers can see for themselves how the 
unique and historic Burleigh crockery is made. You will enjoy 
a factory tour, a visit to the museum and have a fun practical 
session where you’ll be able to make a tealight holder, which 
will be yours to keep as a souvenir of a memorable day. 

Steven Moore, creative director at Burleigh and ceramics 
expert on Antiques Roadshow, will give an introductory talk and 
the event will finish with a traditional afternoon tea and time to 
visit the factory shop.

Burleigh’s iconic 
blue Calico 
designs 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE DAY
Talk from Antiques Roadshow ceramics expert Steven Moore
Factory tour Visit to the Middleport museum 
Try your hand at pottery making Traditional afternoon tea 
Visit to the factory shop

DATE Thursday 7 April, 2016
VENUE Middleport Pottery, Stoke on Trent
TIME 1.15pm

TICKETS 
Tickets cost £30 each and include:
Welcome coffee and talk, factory tour, practical workshop, 
museum visit, afternoon tea and a gift from Burleigh.

TRAVEL
Readers are asked to make their own travel arrangements  
(there is free parking on site) and are advised that although  
the factory has been upgraded, it has been built in a traditional 
Victorian style and therefore practical shoes must be worn.  
We regret that the tours are not suitable for people with 
walking difficulties.

For enquiries email events@housebeautiful.co.uk. To apply for tickets, either send a cheque, payable to House 
Beautiful, to Burleigh Reader Event, House Beautiful, 72 Broadwick Street, London W1F 9EP, or email events@
housebeautiful.co.uk stating your phone number and we’ll call you back to take your card details over the phone.

See how 
timeless 
classics 
such as 
Asiatic 
Pheasants 
are made

Watch 
craftsmen 
at work

Hear Steven 
Moore from 
BBC TV’s 
Antiques 
Roadshow
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Cold frames are  
mini greenhouses,  
so great for plants 
sown into seed trays. 
They’ll provide shelter 
from the worst of  
the night time cold. 
Small cold frame, 
£37, Garden Chic  

The size of your vegetable 
plot will depend on how 
much room you have and the 
time you can spare to tend it. 

Divide your patch into 
manageable chunks of about 
one and a half metres square. 
Then you’ll have beds you can 
work in an afternoon, and 
reach into with a hoe without 
stepping on the plants.  

A sunny spot is best, but if 
your plot isn’t in full sun, plant 
peas, lettuce and spinach, 
which are fine with some 
shade. Tomatoes will need 
daily care but runner beans 
are almost ‘plant and leave’. 

If you don’t have the ideal 
soil – not too heavy, sandy, wet 
or dry and with lots of minerals 
– dig in well-rotted manure 
before planting to help the 

drainage of clay soils, water 
retention of sandy soils and 
nutrient value of all soils. 

Most vegetable seeds can 
be grown in rows in situ. The 
seedlings will need a lot of 
care, sometimes watering 
twice a day. An easier option is 
to buy plugs or young plants.   

Decide what to grow based 
on what you like to eat and 
plant a new row or two every 
fortnight, so the vegetables 
mature at intervals. Plant 
‘earlies’ and ‘main crop’ 
versions, where possible.

Avoid always planting the 
same thing in the same soil  
as diseases specific to one 
plant tend to increase year  
on year, especially those of 
potatoes and brassicas. It’s 
wise to swap crops around.

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE

A fleece or plastic 
tunnel will protect 
more than one plant 
at a time. This kit 
includes a frame  
and cover. Raised 
bed frame, £12.99; 
protective cover, 
£12.99; Agriframes

GROW 
YOUR OWN

Packed with advice, ideas 
and exhibits, the UK’s 

ultimate grow-your-own 
event, the Edible Garden 

Show, is at Stoneleigh Park 
in Warwickshire from 

11-13 March.  

Protect seedlings in 
pots or sown directly 
into the ground in 
colder weather with 
individual cloches 
– bell-shaped glass 
or plastic plant  
covers. Glass cloche, 
£19.99, Crocus 

With intense magenta flowers, 
Cercis chinensis ‘Avondale’ is 
truly amazing at this time of 
year. The leaves are large and 
heart shaped and in the autumn 
turn a lovely buttery yellow. This 
cercis is small enough for any 
garden, even a pot. Although  
it can tolerate a bit of shade it 
will flower best in a sunny spot. 

Plant at regular 
intervals for a 
steady supply 
of fresh 
vegetables

March to 
April is a 
good time 
to sow 
onion sets

ULTIMATE VEG

3 OF A KIND... SAFE SEEDLINGS

If you have one 
hour to spare...
…Sow! Start with broad 
beans, beetroot, broccoli, 
carrots, onions, peas, 
turnips and, if you’re 
growing flowers, annuals 
such as cosmos and 
nigella. Use a rake handle 
to indent a straight line 
into the soil and, taking 
that as a guide, dig out a 
trench to the right depth 
– the seed packet will give 
details. It’s possible to sow, 
label and water quite a few 
rows of seeds in an hour. 

TO LIFT 
YOUR 
SPIRITS

 Seasonal tasks, planting ideas, shopping and 
expert advice to make your garden grow  

Garden
NOTEBOOK

G A R D E N  I D E A S



Made with the freshest ingredients, these hearty soups are 
a meal in themselves, and the ultimate feel-good food

FOR THE BEEF
750g beef brisket 
200ml beef stock (see tip, right)
1 bay leaf
A few sprigs of thyme
4 cloves of garlic, peeled and  
   cut in half
Salt and freshly ground black 
   pepper

FOR THE BROTH
800ml beef stock 
400g pre-cooked mixed grains 
200g mixed swiss chard, sliced 
8 radishes, thinly sliced 
1tbsp red wine or sherry vinegar
 
1 Preheat the oven to 150°C 
(130°C fan, gas mark 2).

2 Put the beef, stock, bay leaf, 
thyme, garlic and seasoning in a 
deep-sided oven dish. Cover and 
bake for 3-4 hours. Check after  
2 hours to make sure the broth 
hasn’t evaporated. Top up with 
water if needed.
3 Remove the dish from the  
oven and allow to cool for 30min 

before shredding the brisket, 
either with fingers or forks. Keep 
the gooey concentrated broth in 
the bottom of the pan. 
4 Heat the broth and stock in  
a large saucepan and add the 
grains, chard, radishes, shredded 
beef and red wine or vinegar. 
Simmer briefly and serve.

Beef brisket, grains and chard

BEST OF
BROTHS

STOCK
See housebeautiful.co.uk 
for directions on how to 
make a homemade beef 

stock, as well as vegetable 
and chicken stocks for the 
other recipes. You can use 
your own, if you wish, but 

this will change the 
nutritional values.

SERVES 4 PER SERVING Cals 444 kcals Protein 51.6g Carbs 26g Fat 14.8g Sat fat 5.7g Fibre 1.1g Sugar 1.8g Salt 1.8g
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300g Jersey Royal potatoes, 
   or other new potatoes
600ml chicken  
   stock (see tip, left)
150g sauerkraut 
200g leeks, washed and  
   sliced 

200g shredded ham hock  
   (available prepared from  
   most supermarkets)
Small bunch of flat-leaf  
   parsley, roughly chopped 
Salt and freshly ground  
   black pepper

1 Cook the potatoes in boiling 
water for 15min until just 
tender but still firm. Drain.
2 Heat the stock in a medium 
saucepan. Give the sauerkraut 
a light squeeze to remove the 
liquid, then add it to the 

stock along with the leeks  
and ham hock. Simmer for 
5min until the leeks are soft.
3 Add the potatoes, sprinkle 
on the parsley and season  
with salt and pepper to taste.

Sauerkraut broth with ham hock and potatoes

COOK’S NOTE
Naturally fermented 

sauerkraut works well in 
this recipe. It’s available  

from good health  
food shops.

SERVES 2 PER SERVING Cals 436 kcals Protein 40.7g Carbs 28.8g Fat 15.6g Sat fat 2g Fibre 8.8g Sugar 6.4g Salt 4.5g

C O N T I N U E D  O V E R  P A G E



SERVES 4

PER SERVING 

Cals 639 kcals Protein 18.9g  

Carbs 23.6g Fat 49.5g Sat fat 9.3g 

Fibre 11.7g Sugar 8.2g Salt 0.9g

2 corn on the cob
100g cashew nuts
500ml vegetable or chicken 
   stock (see note on p160)
1 avocado, peeled, stoned  
   and diced
1 mango, peeled, stoned  
   and diced
50g leafy greens, shredded
Juice of 1 lime
FOR THE CASHEW DRESSING
70g cashew nuts, soaked in  
   water for at least 6 hours, 
   preferably overnight
100g tahini
100ml unsweetened  
   almond milk
20ml teriyaki sauce
2cm piece (approx 15g) fresh  
   ginger root, sliced
1 hot green chilli, sliced
20ml rice vinegar

1 Preheat the oven to 220°C 
(200°C fan, gas mark 7).
2 Bake the corn on the cob  
for 30min until golden brown. 
(Alternatively, if you have  
a barbecue, cook them until 
charred on all sides.) Remove 
and allow to cool. Once you  
can touch the corn without 
burning your fingers, run  
a knife down each cob to 
remove the individual kernels.
3 Lower the oven temperature 
to 180°C (160°C fan, gas mark 
4). Spread out the cashew nuts 
in a small baking tray and roast 
for 8min until golden brown.
4 To make the dressing,  
blend the soaked and drained 
cashew nuts, tahini, almond 
milk, teriyaki sauce, ginger,  
chilli and rice vinegar in a food 
processor until smooth.
5 Heat the stock in a large 
saucepan and add the corn, 
avocado, mango, greens  
and lime juice.
6 Serve in bowls with a very 
large tablespoon of cashew 
dressing on top and a pile  
of cashews.

20 cherry tomatoes, halved
Olive oil
Balsamic vinegar
1 red onion, finely diced
4 cloves of garlic, thinly sliced
1 litre vegetable stock (see  
   note on p160)
2 large floury potatoes  
   (approx 500g), peeled  
   and thinly sliced
400g kale, thick stalks  
   removed, washed and  
   finely shredded into  
   spoon-sized pieces 

FOR THE PESTO
50g shelled walnuts
Small bunch of basil, finely 
   chopped
Small bunch of flat-leaf  
   parsley, finely chopped
½tsp smoked paprika 
½tsp salt
½ clove of garlic, finely  
   chopped
Juice of ½ lemon
1tbsp extra virgin olive oil 

1 Preheat the oven to 180°C 
(160°C fan, gas mark 4).
2 Place the tomatoes, cut  
side up, on a baking tray and 
splash with a little olive oil  
and balsamic vinegar. Roast  
them for 30min.

3 Meanwhile, heat a little  
olive oil in a large saucepan 
over a lowish heat. Gently  
fry the red onion and garlic,  
stirring frequently until soft,  
for about 10min.
4 Add the stock and potato. 
Simmer for 20-30min, until  
the potato breaks up.
5 To make the pesto, spread 
the walnuts on a second tray 
and dry-roast in the oven for 
6min until a shade darker. 
Remove and cool slightly.  
Pulse the walnuts in a food 
processor until roughly 
chopped and then tip into  
a small bowl. Stir in the basil, 
parsley, smoked paprika,  
salt, garlic, lemon juice and 
extra virgin olive oil.
6 Add the kale to the soup and 
simmer for a couple of minutes. 
Serve in bowls topped with the 
pesto and roasted tomatoes.

Avocado, cashews 
and roasted corn

COOK’S NOTE
Kale should be finely 

chopped. If you’re using  
winter kale, which is more 

robust, simmer it for a minute 
or two longer. The potatoes 
should be large, floury and 
thinly sliced, so they break  

up into small pieces.

Caldo Verde
SERVES 4 PER SERVING Cals 353 kcals Protein 11.5g Carbs 32.1g  

Fat 17.5g Sat fat 2.1g Fibre 10.8g Sugar 8.1g Salt 1.5g
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COOK’S NOTE
It’s worth seeking  

out a good mango before 
you cook up this broth –  

find one that’s sweet,  
golden and juicy!

D E L I C I O U S  F O O D



1 litre chicken stock 
4 skinless and boneless chicken      
   thighs, cut into approx 1cm dice
2 celery sticks, thinly sliced 
2 medium carrots, peeled  
   and diced 
1 medium pointy red  
   pepper, diced
300g cherry tomatoes,  
   cut in half 
40g tomato puree 

5 sage leaves, finely chopped 
1tsp rosemary, finely  
   chopped  
2 sprigs of thyme, finely 
   chopped 
400g tin of cannellini  
   beans  
Salt and freshly ground  
   black pepper 
Shaved Parmesan, to  
   serve (optional) 

1 Put all the ingredients, apart 
from the beans, salt and pepper 
and Parmesan, if using, in a large 
saucepan. Simmer for 30min  
until soft and meltingly good.
2 Add the beans and season.  
Stir it so that the bean mush 
incorporates into the broth,  
giving it more body.
3 Serve topped with shaved 
Parmesan, if you wish.

Recipes taken 
from The 
Magic of 
Broths by Nick 
Sandler 
(£14.99, Kyle 
Books) with 
photography  
by Ali Allen.

Chicken minestrone

COOK’S NOTE
It’s said that you  

should be able to stand  
a spoon up in minestrone 
and this recipe certainly 

passes that test!

SERVES 4 PER SERVING Cals 308 kcals Protein 34g Carbs 22.3g  
Fat 6.3g Sat fat 1g Fibre 10.7g Sugar 8.5g Salt 1.7g
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 FIRST SERVE
When serving your soup, bring something 

new to the table with the beautifully 
two-tone Elzora bowl with handles,  

£12, Habitat

HEARTY HELPING
Serve up your soup in simple handmade 

bowls from Danish company  
Tine K Home. Grey Stripe bowl,  

£12.95, Idyll Home 

STYLISH AND PRACTICAL
The Dexam ladle is carved from naturally 
anti-bacterial beech wood, making this a 

hygienic and stylish choice for soup serving. 
It’s £10.35 from Online Kitchenware

STOCK TAKE
The Oxo angled measuring jug, £5.49  

from John Lewis, is a clever design  
because you read the markings by looking 

straight down into the jug 

LUNCHBOX
Have leftovers for lunch in the Sistema  
Klip It soup mug, £4.49 from Lakeland.  

It holds a generous portion, and the  
tight-seal lid means no spillages

Everything you’ll need to 
make your own delicious 

broths in style

Souped
UP

SMART HOTPOT
Thermal technology in this pot means it 

responds quickly when the hob’s turned on 
and it heats evenly up to the rim. Scanpan 

Fusion 5 Stockpot (7.6L), £149, Haus

WARMING UP
Take a shortcut with the Sauté and Soup, 
£79.99, Morphy Richards, for homemade 

soup in just 21 minutes. It will make  
enough for four servings 

CHOP CHOP
Soup recipes often require blends of finely 
chopped herbs, spices and nuts – and this 
compact piece of kit is ideal. Mini Chopper 

CH180A, £22.99, Kenwood

FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE  FOR BROTH RECIPE IDEAS SEE OUR COOKERY PAGES
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A D V E R T I S E M E N T  F E A T U R E

HOME COMFORTS
Stylish living ideas

HANDMADE IN 
BRITAIN: QUALITY 
SOFA BEDS, SOFAS 
AND BEDS
Willow & Hall design and sell quality 
upholstered living and bedroom 
furniture, lovingly handmade in 
Wiltshire. Designs are available in a 
large selection of fabrics and leathers 
while sofa beds come with three 
14cm deep mattress options, perfect 
for occasional or everyday use.
Use code HB3316 by 3 March 2016 
to receive a further 5% off current 
discounts, leading to 35% lower 
prices than high street retailers. 
Free delivery in around four weeks 
for most of the UK mainland and 
14-day free returns on all items, 
whatever your customisation. 
Visit willowandhall.co.uk or call 
0845 468 0577 to request free 
samples, a catalogue and 
showroom information.
Product featured: The Ashwell 
Chaise Storage Sofa/Sofa Bed in 
Linen Cotton Stone, from £1,712 
and £1,855.

SWOON EDITIONS
From artisan workshops direct to your doorstep, 
discover new designs every day without the 
inflated price tag at SWOON EDITIONS. Like the 
made-to-order Winston armchair, shown here in 
Granite velvet and dark beech. The iconic 
chesterfield, updated. Our designer pored over 
every detail from the exaggerated scrolled arms to 
the feather-filled cushions. Available in two sizes 
and 25 sumptuous textiles. From £599, including 
delivery. Readers also save £20 on orders over 
£200 with voucher code HOUSEBEAUTIFUL. To 
order, go to swooneditions.com/housebeautiful 
or call 020 3137 2464. Offer expires on 03.03.16.

SPRINGVALE 
LEATHER
Springvale Leather have been 
hand crafting beautiful high 
quality furniture for 30 years. 
All of their ranges can be made 
in any colour and you can alter 
the size and comfort to suit 
your individual requirements. 
For more information or to 
request a brochure call 
01706 225005 or visit 
www.springvaleleather.co.uk

AAMINAH SNOWDON ART – 
10% OFF SELECTED PRINTS!
Quirky and unique British wildlife, farm and pet 
designs from up-and-coming artist, Aaminah 
Snowdon. Originals, limited edition prints, 
greeting cards and gift certificates available. 
Shop online at www.aaminahsnowdon.co.uk 
and get 10% OFF selected prints (marked 
with an asterisk *) by entering code 
asa-housebeautiful1 at checkout.



Stylish Inspiration 
For Modern Living

Now on EVEN more devices!
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Home Directory

VINTAGE CHESTERFIELD 3 SEATER SOFA
WAS £1799 - NOW ONLY £1199

To view our entire range or to order your free colour brochure 

call 01443 771222 or visit
www.thomaslloyd.com

Great British
Furniture

Makers of Fine Leather Furniture 
for Generations

● British Standard tested and approved  ● Made in our 
own UK factory  ● Direct from the factory prices  
● 21 day money-back promise  ● 2 year guarantee

www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

Woburn 3 seater sofa was £599 - NOW ONLY £449

What makes an Albion bath unique?
Our exclusive bath material creates a difference you can feel....

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Request your brochure on: 01255 831605

or go to: www.albionbathco.com

Leicestershire - London

HOME INTEREST

BATHROOMS
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*T’s & C’s apply.

TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT WITH YOUR LOCAL ADVISOR  
CALL 0800 587 6438 OR VISIT HILLARYS.CO.UK

CARPETS & MADE-TO-MEASURE BLINDS, CURTAINS & SHUTTERS

up to 50% off *

No risk 21 day moneyback home trial  . 5 year hardwood frame guarantee
For a free colour brochure call 01495 244226 or visit www.sofasofa.co.uk

GREAT BRITISH SOFAS

FLORENCE

3 seater sofa

was £1099 - 

now £799

100% Natural | Beautiful colours
Free colour card | Order online

www.strongnaturalpaints.co.uk
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COVELLI TENNANT
Vintage Textiles & Bespoke Upholstery

07855 256 007
07971 043 916

www.covellitennant.com

A family run establishment in the 
peaceful countryside just off J10 M20.

www.myllbankcattery.co.uk
01233 732284

MYLLBANK
BOARDING
CATTERY

• Redesign your own home
or start a new career

• Expert tutors
• Recognised qualifications

Free info 0800 378 281
or 01409 220 415
Or email info@regentacademy.com
www.regentacademy.com

Interior Design
Home-study courses

200
Years
British
CRAFTSMANSHIP

Madrid-
sofa was

£369 - 
now only 

£269SOFAS & CHAIRS DIRECT

For a free brochure call 01685 844944
or visit www.oakridgedirect.co.uk

CONTEMPORARY SOFAS DIRECT FROM
THE MANUFACTURER

“Top quality reasonably priced!”
Curtains, blinds and pelmets etc

made to measure & installed.
Thousands of fabrics, poles etc.

Call now for a home visit by a
professional Interior Designer

0208 688 6282 01372 723 640
Croydon Epsom
fabricworldlondon.co.uk

020 7439 5500 
www.goodhousekeeping.co.uk/

institute/cookery-school

Two people can glide between fl oors 
effortlessly in the Salise home lift from Stannah. 
With an innovative self-supporting design 
and no major structural alterations required, 

installation by our engineers takes just a matter 
of days. The Salise can be fully customised 
with a range of optional extras to make a stylish 
addition to your home.

The luxury 
of a lift in 
your home.
Life made easy at 
the touch of a button.

Or visit us at stannahhomelifts.co.uk

For more information and a free brochure

Freephone 0800 715 487

COURSES

BEDS & BEDDING
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Lighting the way it should be...

www.darlighting.co.uk
sales@darlighting.co.uk | 01295 672200   där®

It’s beautifully simple… 
We only make beds.

www.buttonandsprung.com
03333 201 801

To see the video visit www.burley.co.uk/woodburner
or phone 01572 725502 for a brochure

Keep warmer
this winter

“It is our only form of heating! The efficiency is
tremendous. In three weeks we have used as much

wood as we previously used in three days!”

THE WORLDʼS MOST EFFICIENT STOVES

more heat for less
wood than your current stove

...guaranteed

www.edenverandas.co.uk

CALL FOR A FREE NO OBLIGATION 
QUOTATION AND BROCHURE

0800 107 2727 Quoting 
HB04/02

• Wide range of bespoke designs available
• Huge choice of frame colours and  
 weatherproof finishes
• Manufactured in all shapes and sizes
• Our glass verandas can be converted into  
 an open glass room at any time
• 10 year guarantee 30%OFF*

U
P 

TO

JANUARY
SALE

Or write to: Eden Verandas Ltd, FREEPOST RTCG-SEBB-KJAH, Unit 13 Armstrong Mall, Southwood Business Park, Farnborough, GU14 0NR. 
*Terms & conditions apply. Correct at time of printing, please see website for latest offers. **Subject to planning permission not being required

Enjoy your garden all year round  
with a Glass Veranda from Eden
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FURNITURE & FURNISHINGS

CONSERVATORIES & ACCESSORIESLAMPS & LIGHTING

FIRES, STOVES & HEATING
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Find the Thames range now at www.woods-furniture.co.uk
Woods Furniture, 34-35 High East Street, Dorchester, DT1 1HN. Telephone : 01305 555 281

Henley Chair £799 WillowWing Chair £699

Hand crafted in Long Eaton, the stunning Thames Collection is
beautifully styled and has 15 hand picked fabric options to
choose from. Create understated elegance with this calm
subtle palette by mixing cottons with soft velvets or simply
blend qualities together. Available for quick 4-6 week delivery.

Windsor Snuggler Chair £969

Henley 3 seat sofa
Available in 3 sizes
for quick delivery.
£1429

20%
save

When orde
ring before

28th Februa
ry ‘16

e s t 1 8 7 5
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WHERE TO BUY 
Davey Lighting 01993 882251; 

davey-lighting.co.uk
Denby 01773 740899; denby.co.uk
Design 55 01422 375940; 
design55online.co.uk
Design Vintage 01273 558675; 
designvintage.co.uk 
DFS 0808 250 8287; dfs.co.uk
Do South Shop (The) 020 8771 
0500; dosouthshop.com
Domus Tiles 020 8481 9500; 
domustiles.co.uk 
Dulux 0333 222 7171; dulux.co.uk 
Dunelm 0345 165 6565; dunelm.com
Dwell 0845 675 9090; dwell.co.uk 

Earthborn 01928 734171; 
earthbornpaints.co.uk 

eBay 0843 506 8868; ebay.co.uk
Eico Paints 0845 073 9432; eico.co.uk   
Etsy etsy.com 
Extractor Fan World 
extractorfanworld.co.uk
Eyles & Boo 07900 600600; 
eylesandboo.com

Falcon 020 7837 9749; 
falconenamelware.com 

Farrow & Ball 01202 876141; 
farrow-ball.com
Feathr feathr.com
Fenwick 020 7629 9161;  
fenwick.co.uk
Fiam 020 3095 7237;  
livingspaceuk.com
Fine Cotton Company 
(The) 0845 602 9050; 
thefinecottoncompany.co.uk 
Fired Earth 0845 293 8798; 
firedearth.com 
Flowercard 0844 482 4422; 
flowercard.co.uk
furnish.co.uk 0345 544 4044
Furniture Village 0800 804 8879; 
furniturevillage.co.uk

Garden Chic gardenchic.co.uk
Geo-fleur geo-fleur.com

Graham and Green 020 8987 
3700; grahamandgreen.co.uk 
Great Little Trading Company 
0344 848 6000; gltc.co.uk 
Green Oak Carpentry 
Company (The) 01730 892049; 
greenoakcarpentry.co.uk

H&M 0344 736 9000; hm.com/gb
Habitat 0344 499 1111; 

habitat.co.uk
Haus 01782 572910; inthehaus.co.uk
Heal’s 020 7896 7451; heals.com
Hessian & Clay 01730 810242; 
hessianandclay.com
HG uk.hg.eu
Holly’s House 020 7736 2222; 
hollys-house.com
Homearama homearama.co.uk
Homebase 0345 077 8888; 
homebase.co.uk
House of Fraser 0345 602 1073; 
houseoffraser.co.uk
Houseology 0330 363 0330; 
houseology.com

Ian Mankin 020 7722 0997; 
ianmankin.co.uk

Ideal Standard 01482 346461; 
ideal-standard.co.uk

Idyll Home 01270 812717; 
idyllhome.co.uk 
Ikea 020 3645 0000; ikea.co.uk
In Spaces 020 7268 3315;  
in-spaces.com 
Interflora 0333 003 3577; interflora.co.uk

Jacqui Small quartoknows.com
Jane Clayton 01761 404505; 

janeclayton.co.uk 
Jewson 0800 539766; jewson.com 
John Lewis 0345 604 9049; 
johnlewis.com
John Lewis of Hungerford  
0700 278 4726; john-lewis.co.uk
Joyful Living joyfulliving.co.uk
Jura 0800 652 5527;  
juraproducts.co.uk

Kate Farley katefarley.co.uk
Kelly Hoppen 020 3701 9333; 

kellyhoppen.com 
Kenwood 0239 239 2333; 
kenwoodworld.com/uk
Kith & Kin 020 3332 2826; 
kithandkin.org.uk
Konig Colours 01280 847166; 
konigcolours.co.uk

Labour and Wait 020 7729 
6253; labourandwait.co.uk

Lagoon 020 7129 1309; vivalagoon.com
Lakeland 01539 488100;  
lakeland.co.uk 
Laura Ashley 0333 200 8009; 
lauraashley.com
Lavazza lavazza.com
Le Creuset 0800 373792;  
lecreuset.co.uk 
Lenovo 020 3014 0783; lenovo.com 
Ligne Roset 01494 545910;  
ligne-roset.co.uk 
Lime Showrooms  
limeshowrooms.co.uk
Lindsay Alker lindsayalker.com
Lindsey Lang 07944 595098; 
lindseylang.co.uk
Linen Me linenme.com
Little Greene 020 7935 8844; 
littlegreene.com
Loaf 0845 468 0697; loaf.com
London Furniture Online 
londonfurnitureonline.co.uk
London Garden Trading 0777 
4444 090; londongardentrading.com
London House Rugs 01937  
845123; londonhouserugs.co.uk
London Tile Company (The)  
020 8847 0441; londontile.co.uk
Lucas Protools 01732 884 022; 
lucasprotools.com

Made 0344 257 1888; made.com 
Made In Design 020 7692 

4001; madeindesign.co.uk 
Maisons du Monde 0808 234 
2172; maisonsdumonde.com
Marac marac.it
Marks & Spencer 0333 014 8000; 
marksandspencer.com
Marlborough 01672 512422; 
marlborough-tiles.co.uk 
Merchant & Mills 01981 500692; 
merchantandmills.com 
Miafleur 0116 298 6393; miafleur.com 
Missprint 01277 350581;  
missprint.co.uk 

Morphy Richards 0344 871 0944; 
morphyrichards.co.uk
Natural Wood Floor Co  
(The) 020 8871 9771;  
naturalwoodfloor.co.uk 

Natuzzi 020 3553 3856;  
natuzzi.co.uk 

Neptune 01793 427450; neptune.com
Nest 0114 243 3000; nest.co.uk 
Next 0333 777 8000; next.co.uk
Nigel Hare Joinery 020 8255 
9246; nigelharejoinery.co.uk
Nkuku 01803 866847; nkuku.com
Nordic House 01872 223220; 
nordichouse.co.uk
notonthehighstreet.com 
0345 259 1359

Oak Furniture Solutions 
01179 819 486; 

oakfurnituresolutions.co.uk
Oliver Bonas 020 8974 0110; 
oliverbonas.com
Olivia Bard oliviabard.co.uk
Olli Ella 020 7713 8668; olliella.com 
Online Kitchenware 01653 690 
222; onlinekitchenware.co.uk
Original BTC 01993 882251; 
originalbtc.com
Original Style 01392 473000; 
originalstyle.com 
Out There Interiors 020 8099 
7443; outthereinteriors.com 
Oxo 0114 242 0405; oxouk.com
Paint by Conran 0845 094 9030; 
paintbyconran.com

Paint Library 020 7590 9860; 
paintlibrary.co.uk 

Pale and Interesting 01797 
344077; paleandinteresting.com
Paperchase 020 7467 6200; 
paperchase.co.uk
Paul Crofts Studio paulcrofts.com
Persephone Books 020 7242 
9292; persephonebooks.co.uk
Philippe Starck  
philippe-starck.com 
Philips 020 7949 0240; philips.co.uk 
Plantui plantui.com 
Present & Correct 020 7278 2460; 
presentandcorrect.com
Prestige Flooring Co (The) 01932 
866087; theprestigeflooringco.com
Prestigious Textiles 01274 
688448; prestigious.co.uk 

Quince 01738 449098; 
quinceliving.co.uk

Radiator Company 
(The) 01342 302250; 

theradiatorcompany.co.uk 
Raft 020 8450 5078; raftfurniture.co.uk 
Rapture & Wright 01608 652442; 
raptureandwright.co.uk 
Re 01434 634567;  
re-foundobjects.com 
Red Candy 0121 224 7728; 
redcandy.co.uk
Revamped Home 
Furnishings 07749 288013; 
revampedhomefurnishings.co.uk
Rockett St George 01444 
253391; rockettstgeorge.co.uk
Ronseal 0114 240 9469;  
ronseal.co.uk 

&New 07446 690001; andnew.co.uk 
3m Direct 0345 604 3697;  
3mdirect.co.uk

AEG 0344 561 1611; aeg.co.uk
Agriframes agriframes.co.uk

Alexander & Pearl 020 8508 0411; 
alexanderandpearl.co.uk 
Amara 0800 587 7645; amara.com 
Ancestral Collections 0844 482 
2806; ancestralcollections.co.uk
Annie Sloan 01865 713089; 
anniesloan.co.uk 
Anthropologie 00800 0026 8476; 
anthropologie.eu
Arlo & Jacob 0333 122 1537; 
arloandjacob.com
Artisans of Devizes 01380 
720007; artisansofdevizes.com
Ashleigh & Burwood  
ashleigh-burwood.co.uk
Atkin and Thyme 0844 409 9834; 
atkinandthyme.co.uk
Attic 020 8943 9626; discoverattic.com

B&Q 0333 014 3098, diy.com
Baked Tile Company (The) 

0292 035 8409; bakedtiles.co.uk
Bar Stools barstools.co.uk
Barker & Stonehouse 0333 920 
6705; barkerandstonehouse.co.uk 
Basket Room thebasketroom.com
Bathstore 0800 023 2323; 
bathstore.com
Bedeck 0845 603 0861; 
bedeckhome.com
BHS 0344 411 6000; bhs.co.uk
Bluebellgray 0141 221 0724; 
bluebellgray.com 
Bold & Noble 01462 339 011; 
boldandnoble.com
Byalex 020 7993 5805; byalex.co.uk
Camerich 020 7372 9887;  
camerich.co.uk

Cargo 0344 567 0639; 
cargohomeshop.com

Carpetright 0330 333 3444; 
carpetright.co.uk
City Cows 020 7099 6616;  
citycows.co.uk
clippings.com 020 7060 7422
Cocoon Home Styling 07798 
674224; cocoonhomestyling.co.uk
Conran Shop (The) 0844 848 
4000; conranshop.co.uk 
Content by Terence Conran  
020 8150 8380; 
contentbyterenceconran.com 
Corian 0800 962116; corian.co.uk 
Cos 0344 249 2079; cosstores.com
Cox & Cox 0844 858 0744; 
coxandcox.co.uk 
Crocus 01344 578 000; crocus.co.uk
Cult Furniture 020 8185 6960; 
cultfurniture.com 

P21
Sculptural pieces
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Rowen & Wren 01932 847538; 
rowenandwren.co.uk
Rume 01273 777810; rume.co.uk 
Rust-oleum 0191 410 6611; 
rustoleumspraypaint.com

Sainsbury’s 0800 636262;  
sainsburyshome.co.uk

Sanderson 0844 543 9500; 
sanderson-uk.com
Scandi Living 01428 608050; 
scandiliving.com 
Screwfix 0500 414141; screwfix.com 
Selfridges 0800 123400;  
selfridges.com
sellingantiques.co.uk  
01293 804684
Silverline silverlinetools.com
Skandium 020 7935 2077; 
skandium.com 
Smug 020 7354 0253;  
ifeelsmug.com
sofa.com 0345 400 2222 
Sofa Workshop 0808 256 3586; 
sofaworkshop.com 
Sofas & Stuff 0808 178 3211; 
sofasandstuff.com 
Sparrow and Co sparrowandco.com
Stove House (The) 01730 810931; 
thestovehouseltd.co.uk
Swedish Fabric Company (The) 
theswedishfabriccompany.com
Swoon Editions 020 3137 2464; 
swooneditions.com

Table Fetish 07925 225109; 
tablefetish.co.uk

TFS Woodstoves 01276 857695; 
tfswoodstoves.co.uk
Tile Mountain 01782 223822; 
tilemountain.co.uk 
TK Maxx 01923 473561; tkmaxx.com 
Toast 0333 400 5200; toa.st 
Tom Dixon 020 3696 4950; 
tomdixon.net 

Topps Tiles 0800 783 6262; 
toppstiles.co.uk   
Tori Murphy 07958 688519; 
torimurphy.com 

Unique & Unity 0845 605 9699; 
uniqueandunity.co.uk 

Unlimited 01273 204423; 
unlimitedshop.co.uk
Urbanara 0800 779 7527;  
urbanara.co.uk
Utopia 01902 406446; utopiagroup.com

Valspar 0844 736 9174; 
valsparpaint.co.uk

Velvet & Dash 0130 032 0657; 
velvet-dash.com
Viaduct 020 7278 8456;  
viaduct.co.uk

Wallpaperdirect 01323 
430886; wallpaperdirect.com

Walls and Floors 01536 314730; 
wallsandfloors.co.uk
Wayfair 0800 169 0423;  
wayfair.co.uk 
Whirlpool 0344 815 8989; 
whirlpool.co.uk
White Company (The) 020 3758 
9222; thewhitecompany.com
White Stuff whitestuff.com
Wild & Wolf 01225 789909; 
wildandwolf.com
Wilko 0800 032 9329; wilko.com 
Within 020 7087 2900; withinhome.com
Wrong For Hay 020 7222 0574; 
wrongforhay.com

Xavier & Me xavierandme.com
Zara Home 0800 026 0091; 

zarahome.com 

Zazzle 0800 6929 953;  
zazzle.co.uk

ziggiziggi.com 01923 268849; 
ziggiziggi.com 
Zinsser 0191 410 6611;  
zinsseruk.com

NEUTRAL GROUND 
Product details from the new 
House Beautiful collection at 
Carpetright feature on page 88

SENSE OF CALM 
page 88
Province wallpaper in natural 
grey, £55 for a 10m roll, Bold & 
Noble. Hanging wooden leather 
wall clock, £39.99, by Factory 
Twenty One at Etsy. Low dipped 
stool, £60, Cox & Cox. Sand egg 
timer, find similar at Heal’s. Alben 
grey ridged vase, £30, Habitat. 
Ercol loveseat, £755, Furniture 
Village. Scatter cushion, £25, 
Loaf. Bronte by Moon stripe 
throw, £89, John Lewis. Book, 
from a selection at Persephone 
Books. Deacon mug, £10, Habitat.
 
LIGHT AND BREEZY 
page 89
Walls painted in Clouded Pearl 1 
Matt, £24.49 for 2.5L, Dulux. 
Ribba frame, £12, Ikea. Bee Kind 

COMING NEXT MONTH

DECORATE! 
LIVING ROOM 

IDEAS
EXTRA 

24 PAGES 
HB PR JECT 

NEW LOOKS

April issue ON SALE 3 March

PLUS
30 INSPIRING ROOM SCHEMES 

Free 32-page magazine
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SPRING SEASON STYLE 
PASTELS FAB FLORALS GEO PATTERNS

print, £45, Bold & Noble. 
Snowdrop sofa in shell brushed 
linen, £1,340, sofa.com. Sea 
green fishbone throw, £65, 
Holly’s House. Scatter cushion, 
£25, Loaf. Brighton stripe 
cushion, Pacific, £25, John Lewis. 
Wool Adwen cushion, £58, 
Rowen & Wren. Ercol Devon  
side table, £175, The White 
Company. Jielde two-arm desk 
lamp, £225, Amara. Recycled 
glass vase, £17.50, Cox & Cox. 
Box, from a selection at Smug. 
Chunky knit footstool, £180, 
Cox & Cox. Eve mug, £19, Toast.
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W H A T  M Y  H O M E  M E A N S  T O  M E

Mother and daughter 
Gabrielle Bliss, 57, and 
Imogen, 29, are the 
successful team behind 
online lifestyle and interiors 
shop Unique & Unity

WORKING WITH MUM

Gabrielle loves 
family time on 
Sundays when she 
serves up a roast. 
Left: Tropical 
Yellow Flower 
plate, £24, from 
Unique & Unity’s 
collection

WHERE I LIVE
Gabrielle I’ve recently 
moved with my husband, 
Mike, from our family home  
in Stratford-upon-Avon, 
where our daughters Imogen 
Chloe grew up, to an 
apartment in an old tweed 
mill in the Cotswolds. It’s an 
iconic building and we’re on 
the top floor with amazing views.  
I look out onto green fields and people 
walking their dogs. It’s so exciting and 
really good for creative thinking. 
Imogen We had so much fun in our old 
home – it was a noisy, fun environment and 
my younger sister and I always showed our 
sense of style in our rooms. But Mum’s new 
place is calm and airy with exposed brick in a 
lovely soft pink tone. I live with my boyfriend 
in a Victorian conversion flat in London. Like 
Mum’s new apartment, it has an open-plan 
living/kitchen space, which I love, and lots of 
light from big sash windows. Chloe, who 
works in finance, and I go over to see Mum 
and Dad at least once a month for a get-
together. We both have our own rooms – 
mine is a lovely pale grey with big canary 
yellow blinds and bedhead. 
Gabrielle Our new apartment has a very 
large entrance hall, with bedrooms and the 
bathroom off either side and then through  
to the kitchen. We still have the original 
industrial pillars running up through the flat 
– they were bright red and very visible, but 
we’ve painted them dark charcoal now! 
Imogen Mum and I both like Scandinavian 
and Japanese designs and are partial to 
anything ceramic, but Mum says we aren’t 
allowed to buy her any more bowls! 

OUR INSPIRATION
Imogen We do the buying for Unique & Unity 
between us – we’re an entirely online shop 
and our range includes everyone from Orla 
Kiely and Joseph Joseph to new British 

designers and Japanese artists. Mum is 
the director of the business, while  
I cover the marketing, styling and 

part of the customer service side of 
things. We have created roles 

for ourselves in our work and 
love the freedom that brings. 
Gabrielle Imogen and I  

travel a lot together hunting out new 
designers and products, both abroad and 

here  – we have a very popular Made In 
Britain section – and are always looking for 
clever, well-designed and interesting items. 
Our ethos is that they need to be things 
we’d want in our own homes.
Imogen I work in shared office space in 
London and Mum works in our main office  
in Warwickshire – we meet every couple of 
weeks and speak every day, and that works 
well for us. When we’re out buying new 
products we have a lot of fun, but are very 
up for saying ‘I don’t like it’, and we don’t 
get offended if our ideas clash. 
Gabrielle We have similar tastes but 
sometimes Imogen looks at me as if to say: 
‘Are you off your rocker?’ She’s a powerhouse 
and it’s fantastic how we work together. 

FAMILY LIFE
Gabrielle We love getting together and now 
we have the big open living area we can have 
friends over and they can mill around and 
have a glass of wine while I’m cooking. When 
the family come we always have a big full-on 
roast on Sunday and I just love that time.
Imogen I can cook but I’m not allowed in 
the kitchen if Mum’s cooking – I make a lot 
of mess. As a family we tend to make an 
occasion out of everything and we’re quite 
competitive about finding the best cards and 
wrapping paper! Mothers’ Day is almost 
always the same weekend as Mum’s birthday, 
so Chloe and I take her out for dinner  
in London. We may even get her some 
daffodils, just as we did when we were little. 

Visit uniqueandunity.co.uk

This iconic Cotswolds  
mill (above) is now home 
to Gabrielle. Da Terra 
pottery (left), from the 
Unique & Unity website. 
Daffodils are a favourite 
gift for Mothers’ Day
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FABULOUS
HOME
 BUYS

Fantastic furniture, lovely lighting, stunning soft furnishings and lots more...

101



FREE* potato growing kit  
for every reader…

…with five tubers, gloves, patio planter and five lucky dip veg and salad seed packs

WORTH  
£21.93

*JUST PAY £5.65 
POSTAGE

It couldn’t be easier to claim your free potato 
growing kit complete with five Charlotte tubers. 

This early cropper for 2016 is delicious eaten hot or 
cold. Included in your kit will be scrubbing gloves, 
a 40-litre planter bag and five packs of lucky dip 
vegetable and salad seeds. All you have to do is  
pay £5.65 postage. If that’s inspired you to grow,  
take a look at these other great value offers.

OFFER 1 Raspberry ‘Ruby Beauty’ Perfect for a 
low-maintenance garden, this is a new concept for 
growing raspberries! The compact dwarf raspberry 
canes reach just 1m high, making them perfect for 
large patio containers and smaller gardens. Each 
plant produces an impressive 1.5kg of fruit. Height, 
100cm; spread, 50cm. Buy one 9cm potted plant 
for £9.99 or three for £19.99 (RRP £29.97).
OFFER 2 Geranium ‘Jackpot Mixed’ One of  
our bestsellers, the improved mix of ‘Jackpot’ are 
weather-tolerant F1 hybrid plants with stunning 
blooms, ideal for brightening beds and borders 
through summer. Height, 40cm; spread, 35cm.  
Buy 36 plug plants for £13.99 or 72 for £18.99.
OFFER 3 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’ Another 
bestseller, this is as versatile as it is lovely. Cascading 
double blooms in sunshine shades of apricot and 
lemon will pour from your containers from July  
to October. Height, 30cm; spread, 45cm.  
Buy five tubers for £9.99 or 10 for £16.99. 

CODE NAME PRICE QUANTITY TOTAL

TCK56389 Raspberry ‘Ruby Beauty’  
one 9cm potted plant

£9.99

TCK56390PD Raspberry ‘Ruby Beauty’  
three 9cm potted plants

£19.99

TCK47453A Geranium ‘Jackpot Mixed’ 36 plug plants £13.99

TCK12944A Geranium ‘Jackpot Mixed’ 72 plug plants £18.99

TCK47980 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’ 5 tubers £9.99

TCK47981 Begonia ‘Apricot Shades’ 10 tubers £16.99

TCM59172 FREE patio potato growing kit worth 
£21.96. Only one application per reader

FREE* 1 *£5.65 
postage

TOTAL £

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Your free potato kit will be despatched from February 2016. All other orders will be acknowledged with a despatch date in writing, by letter or email. Offer closes 4 March 2016. 
Payment: If paying by cheque, please make payable to T&M and write your name and address on the back. Or you may complete your credit/debit card details. If in the event of unprecedented demand this 
offer is oversubscribed, we reserve the right to send suitable substitute varieties. Seed varieties included are chosen completely at random Please note that your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson 
& Morgan, Poplar Lane, Ipswich IP8 3BU. Terms & Conditions available on request. All offers are subject to availability. Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone provider’s access charge

Patio 
planter bag

Potato 
Charlotte

Scrubbing 
gloves

Geranium 
‘Jackpot Mixed’

Raspberry  
‘Ruby Beauty’

Begonia  
‘Apricot Shades’

I enclose a cheque for £_______ made payable to T&M with my name and full address on the back.
Or charge my Visa/Mastercard/Maestro:

Card number _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _   Start date _ _  /  _ _  Expiry date  _ _  /  _ _   

CSC _ _ _  Maestro issue no _____  Signature __________________________________________

Title                Initial                   Surname                                                        _______________        

Address                                                                                                                                                               

Postcode                                                 Phone number                                                                                                 

Email                                                                                                                                                        

R E A D E R  O F F E R

ORDER ONLINE at www.thompson-morgan.com/NM12 BY PHONE 0844 573 1686 (quote NM12)  
BY POST Fill in the coupon below and post to House Beautiful free potato kit offer, Dept NM12,  
PO Box 162, Ipswich IP8 3BX
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In this special magazine, 
the editorial team at House 
Beautiful has selected some 
favourite products from 
the last 12 months to bring 

you a curated collection of stylish and 
useful home and garden buys. Whether 
you’re looking for furniture or lighting, 
fabric or even a kitchen, there’s plenty 
inside to inspire you. 

Karen Stylianides House Beautiful Deputy Editor
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PORTREE BLUEBELLGRAY
Designer Fi Douglas created this 
fresh, bold design exclusively for 
House Beautiful. Suitable for 
blinds, curtains or cushions, the 
80 per cent linen/20 per cent 
viscose fabric will stylishly 
update any scheme. From £80   
a metre, Bluebellgray

FINE FABRICS
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ETTA VILLA NOVA
A cheerful and affordable range of prints 
and weaves in geometrics and simple 
cut-out shapes that will bring a mid-century 
feel to a room. From £30 a metre for 
printed fabrics, Villa Nova 

PORTIA KORLA
A masterclass in smart 
design, this hand-printed 
linen/cotton mix fabric is very 
versatile and comes in eight 
colourways including 
Mushroom and Steel, and 
Celadon and Ink Blue above. 
£55 a metre, Korla

SAPHIRA ROMO

Beautiful prints that include hazy  
florals inspired by meadows and  
budding magnolia trees, bring a calm, 
sophisticated feel that’s ideal for a 
relaxed bedroom. The designs come  
in indulgent cotton satin or versatile 
cotton linen. From £45 a metre, Romo

WILD & FREE  
PRINTED LINEN  
VANESSA  
ARBUTHNOTT
Part of the Birds & Beasts 
collection, this beautiful  
fabric (shown on headboard 
and front cushion) depicts 
whimsical wild animals and 
has a naive touch with 
contemporary appeal. £48 a 
metre, Vanessa Arbuthnott 

BRITANNIA IAN MANKIN
This range introduces dark navy to 
Ian Mankin’s classic colour palette 
and includes linen, velvet and 
cotton ticking. From £24.50 a metre 
for cotton ticking, Ian Mankin 

HAVANA COLLECTION JANE CHURCHILL 
Layers of pattern in this vibrant collection of 
florals, geometrics and embroidered fabrics create 
a co-ordinated look. From £67 a metre for Seville 
Red (shown on sofa), Jane Churchill



FABULOUS FLOORING
SIGNATURE COLLECTION 
WILD WALNUT AMTICO 
Replicating the appearance of 
natural wood, this hardwearing 
luxury vinyl flooring features a 
striking origami motif for instant 
pizzazz. £70 a sq metre, Amtico 
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SUPREME DE CAPO OAK 
DECORUM KAHRS
Full of character, the rustic, 
two-strip engineered board 
with knots, cracks and an oiled 
finish, is hardwearing and 
looks eyecatching in a hallway.  
£67.20 a sq metre, Kahrs

NEISHA CROSLAND PARQUET VINYL TILES  
HARVEY MARIA 
Slip-resistant vinyl tiles, with a striking Celtic  
cross pattern, come in a choice of shades and  
are suitable for use with underfloor heating.  
£42.95 a sq metre, Harvey Maria

ORIGINAL GEORGIAN WHITEWASH 
CLADDING BERT & MAY
Reclaimed from a textile mill, the planks 
are suitable for use as floorboards and 
can be supplied with straight-cut or 
tongue-and-groove edging. From 
£71.40 a sq metre, Bert & May

BRIDGEHAMPTON HONED MARBLE 
BASKETWEAVE TILE FIRED EARTH 
Richly veined with a classic monochrome 
palette, these floor tiles bring impact.  
£149.88 a sq metre, Fired Earth

101 
BEST 
BUYS

VINYLCORK COLLECTION GRANORTE 

Greener than most, this flooring is made partly  
from recycled cork and vinyl and comes in wood-  
and marble-effect planks. £50 a sq metre, Granorte
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GORGEOUS WALLCOVERINGS
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HICKS’ BLUE LITTLE GREENE

A deep, dramatic shade 
that’s become iconic since 
designer David Hicks used 
it to decorate The London 
Telecom Tower restaurant 
in the 1960s. £37 for 2.5L Absolute 
emulsion; £53 for 2.5L Intelligent 
eggshell; both Little Greene 
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PALLADIO PORCELAIN TILES 
MANDARIN STONE
A subtly glazed surface gives 
these striking handmade tiles  
a vintage look. Available in four 
colourways, they come as a set 
of nine and are perfect for a 
kitchen splashback. £119.70 a 
sq metre, Mandarin Stone

INGLENOOK CLAYPAINT EARTHBORN
Inspired by the Yorkshire Moors, this subtle grey/lilac 
is calming and soft, has a matt finish and will add 
warmth to north-facing rooms. £35 for 2.5L, Earthborn 

PAPPER WALLPAPER SANDBERG
Inspired by origami, this pale grey 
wallpaper, which has the appearance  
of delicate paper sheets folded into 
triangles, would create a sophisticated 
look. Papper 218-01, £60  
for a 10m roll, Sandberg

HONOLULU PALM GREEN  
BY JULIEN MACDONALD  
GRAHAM & BROWN 

Featuring tropical 
palm leaves and 
metallic highlights, 
this bold statement 
wallpaper will make  
a dramatic difference 
to a living space.  
£20 for a 10m roll,  
Graham & Brown 

101 
BEST 
BUYS

FUNCTION AND FORM HEX CERAMIC 
WALL TILE BRITISH CERAMIC TILE  
Add texture to bathroom walls with 
these large-format tiles, which have  
a striking hexagon pattern in a 
honeycomb design. Available in black 
or white, they come in gloss and matt 
finishes. £34 a sq metre (H298mm  
x W498mm), British Ceramic Tile



GREAT GARDEN PRODUCTS
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BESPOKE PLANKBRIDGE 
CABIN PLANKBRIDGE
Create an annexe, guest suite 
or a den for teenagers with a 
portable, made-to-measure 
cabin that can be built to suit 
any size of outdoor space. 
From £42,000, Plankbridge 
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BIG GREEN EGG 
BARBECUE WITH 
SHELVES JOHN LEWIS
This charcoal-fuelled 
model grills like a 
barbecue, roasts and 
bakes like an oven and 
has a ceramic body with  
a thermometer in the 
dome. £1,795 (H126cm  
x W89-155cm x D93cm), 
John Lewis

SNEEBOER ULTIMATE  
FLOWERBED TROWEL  
HARROD HORTICULTURAL
The long handle and tapered blade  
of this hand-forged trowel helps busy 
gardeners plant accurately without 
damaging existing plants. From 
£32.95, Harrod Horticultural

THE ENGLISH COUNTRY BALL  
THE FIRE PIT COMPANY The intricate scene on this 
hand-sculpted, steel fire ball comes alive when lit. 
Perfect for warming up chilly evenings in the garden 
or as a piece of garden art when lit with LEDs. From 
£1,029 for a 650mm sphere, The Fire Pit Company

FROSTED LAKE SMOOTH MASONRY PAINT DULUX WEATHERSHIELD

Blue/grey walls are super-smart as a backdrop for lush 
planting. This quick-drying paint protects against  
the elements for 15 years. £27.98 for 5L, Dulux 

GROUND MASTER 
BURGON & BALL 
A handy, eight-in-one 
garden tool that can 
break ground, dig,  
chop, rake, cultivate  
and make furrows. 
£29.99, Burgon & Ball

101 
BEST 
BUYS



SUPER STORAGE
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YOUCREATE CUSTOM SLIDING 
WARDROBE DOORS IN CHERRY 
BLOSSOM SHARPS 
Add style and a focal point to a 
bedroom with decorative wardrobe 
doors. Choose from a standard 
range of pictures or use your own  
to create a stunning look. From 
£2,000 for similar including 
design and installation, Sharps
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SET OF THREE DISPLAY BOX 
SHELVES BLOOMINGVILLE 

Arrange these good-
looking and practical 
shelves as you wish. 
£122 (Largest: H41cm x W48cm), 
Bloomingville

INSIDE WALL UNIT CALLIGARIS
Modular shelves mean books and 
files are always within easy reach. 
The units come in a range of open 
and closed configurations and in 
Graphite, White and Mustard Yellow. 
£220 for open unit (H40cm x 
W40cm x D28cm), Calligaris

LIMEHOUSE FULL HEIGHT 
LARDER NEPTUNE  
Store dry ingredients, tinned goods 
and kitchen equipment in this 
organised system where doors  
fold over each other to give plenty 
of storage. £2,320 (H2197mm x 
W690mm x D550mm), Neptune

ROYAL SYSTEM DESK 
SHELF SKANDIUM
Wall hung to keep floor 
space free, this clever 
shelving system has a 
range of add-ons and 
comes in a laminate or 
veneered finish. £1,194 as 
shown in laminate finish  
(H200cm x W80cm x 
D60cm), Skandium

INSIDE OUT CABINET JOINED + JOINTED

Eyecatching surface decoration 
works the graphic look on this 
contemporary drinks cabinet  
in a stylish and interesting way. 
Available in blue or white. 
£445 (H67cm x W110cm), Joined + Jointed

PS 2014 CORNER  
CABINET IKEA
Ideal for small spaces, this neat 
corner cabinet can be used with 
legs or wall mounted and 
comes in Pink or White/Grey. 
£65 (H110cm x W47cm x 
D35cm with legs), Ikea 

101 
BEST 
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BESPOKE UNDER-STAIR HOME OFFICE NEVILLE JOHNSON
Customised home office furniture fits around sloping ceilings 
and awkward angles to make the most of under-stair space 
and keep a hallway clutter-free. From £3,000 for similar 
including design and installation, Neville Johnson



SLEEK LIGHTING
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BUBBLE BALL WALL 
SCONCE SCP 

Designed by George 
Nelson, the shade 
on this iconic mid-
century wall lamp 
consists of a wire 
frame coated in  
taut plastic. It also 
has a maple mount 
and adjustable plug-
in cord. £478 (H384mm x 
32mm dia), SCP

TOM RAFFIELD HELIX OAK FLOOR LAMP JOHN LEWIS
Beautifully simple, the shade of this handcrafted tripod lamp is 
made from a single piece of oak and its arresting design will give 
focus to a space. £520, (H160cm x 55cm dia), John Lewis

DEXTER FLOOR LAMP  
BARKER AND STONEHOUSE 
A colourful statement piece 
with contrasting shades and an 
angular black metal base. It’s 
great for illuminating a large 
area. £149 (H143cm x 50cm 
dia), Barker and Stonehouse 

TORRE FLOOR LAMP COX & COX
An oversized lamp creates a bold 
impression in an open-plan living space, 
even when switched off. This fabulous 
angled design shines light just where  
you want it and has a copper finish.  
£175 (H183cm x 38cm dia), Cox & Cox 

HITCHCOCK  
CHANDELIER HEAL’S 
An extendable central pole and 
shades that adjust independently 
make this a perfect fitting for 
positioning above a dining table 
as it won’t obstruct the line of 
vision. £390 (H83-108cm x 
W74cm), Heal’s 

FARRIER’S CAGE 
COLLECTION  
MADE BY THE FORGE 
Combining 21st-century 
design with traditional 
craft, the Teardrop (above), 
Globe and Long pendant 
lights designed by 
Anthony Dickens have  
a robust, industrial feel. 
From £225 for the 
Teardrop pendant 
(H20cm x W14cm),  
Made by the Forge 
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BEAUTIFUL BATHROOMS 101 
BEST 
BUYS

TONIC II BATHROOM 
COLLECTION  
IDEAL STANDARD
Sleek and stylish 
furniture, ceramics and 
fittings with gloss and 
wood-effect finishes 
combine with rimless 
loos featuring water-
efficient Aquablade 
technology. Bath, £1,560; 
two-door cabinet, £600; 
mirror, £288; asymmetric 
vessel basin, £303; basin 
units, from £276; all 
Ideal Standard

SLANT FURNITURE 
BATHSTORE
Sculptural, timber-effect 
bathroom furniture with 
a realistic woodgrain 
texture. Available in an 
oak or walnut finish, the 
cabinetry has push-open 
doors and drawers. Oak 
600mm wall-hung unit 
and basin, £559; tall 
wall-hung unit,  
£509 each; all  Bathstore

CAPE COD VANITY UNIT DURAVIT 
Designed by Philippe Starck,  

the washstand has a chrome frame and 
comes in four real wood finishes  

or white gloss. Available with an open 
shelf or a cupboard and side shelves. 

£1,922 as shown in European Oak 
(H78cm x W112cm x D57cm); wash 

bowl, £308; all Duravit 

ONE SLIDING DOOR CORNER 
SHOWER ENCLOSURE MATKI 
A minimal frame in a range of 
trendsetting colours including  
Black Bronze and White. The 
handle and door details can be 
coordinated and the sliding door 
glides effortlessly. £1,308 for a 
Black frame enclosure (H200cm  
x W120cm x D90cm), Matki 

AXOR STARCK V SINGLE LEVER  
BASIN MIXER TAP HANSGROHE 

This minimalist design from 
a stunning Starck collection 
has an open, crystal glass 
detachable spout that 
delivers water through the 
transparent glass. It has a low 
flow rate of 4L per minute.
£1,080 in Chrome, Hansgrohe
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CHIC CARPETS

CITY PLAIDS BRINTONS  
A thoroughly modern take on classic 
Harris Tweed and Welsh Plaid 
patterns, this woven Axminster 
carpet will brighten any room. Made 
from 80 per cent wool/20 per cent 
nylon it comes in five colourways.  
£75 a sq metre, Brintons 
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LEEDS TEXTURED LOOP  
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL COLLECTION 
CARPETRIGHT 
In a rib or cobble finish, this pure 
wool flatweave makes a subtle design 
statement. It comes in 10 neutral 
shades ranging from Pale Neutral to 
Soft Grey. £24.99 a sq metre, House 
Beautiful collection at Carpetright

LATTICE CREWEL RUG NIKI JONES
The intricate pattern of this pure wool embroidered 
crewelwork rug is backed with cotton canvas.  
 £355 (L180cm x W120cm), Niki Jones 

QUIRKY B HONEYCOMB CARPET 
ALTERNATIVE FLOORING 
Embrace the trend for patterned flooring with this lively 
graphic design. The British-made carpet, woven in 80% 
wool/20% nylon, comes in four on trend colours including 
Duck Egg, Moss, Grey and Black. £90.85 a sq metre, 
Alternative Flooring

ALLURING STRIPE WOOL IN  
OYSTER/STONE CRUCIAL TRADING
Hardwearing and luxuriously soft 
underfoot, this smart stripe pure wool 
floorcovering will jazz up a plain scheme.  
£55 a sq metre, Crucial Trading

101 
BEST 
BUYS

KELIM BLACK LINES RUG  
FUTURE AND FOUND 

A traditional, handmade 
kelim rug in 80 per cent 
wool/20 per cent cotton 
is updated with a modern 
geometric pattern to add 
an eyecatching element 
to a room. £89 (L140cm x 

W80cm), Future and Found



JASPER CONRAN 
FARRINGDON FURNITURE 
COLLECTION DEBENHAMS
Teaming light oak and putty 
shades, these versatile bedroom, 
living and dining room ranges 
will create a room with laid-back 
chic. From £340 for nest of 
tables (H58cm x W48cm x 
D42cm), Debenhams

FANTASTIC FURNITURE
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BARDOLPH SOFA ARLO & JACOB
Elegant tulip-shaped arms and splayed legs are a smart 
update on mid-century style. The sofa comes in two sizes, can 
be covered in a range of plain or patterned fabrics and there’s 
a choice of four leg colours. From £910 for a small sofa 
(H90cm x W154cm x D96cm), Arlo & Jacob

CONRAN MIDDLETON DINING 
TABLE MARKS & SPENCER
Less dominating than solid wood, a 
glass-top table with a shapely solid 
oak frame lends an elegant air  
and suits a modern or traditional 
scheme. £749 (H75cm x W180cm  
x D90cm), Marks & Spencer

SALVAGED WOOD 
PYLONED SIDE TABLE 
FRENCH CONNECTION
There’s an exotic feel to 
this polished mango 
wood side table with 
open, angular legs. £125 
(H56cm x 50cm dia), 
French Connection

CUPERTINO DESK BOCONCEPT 
Combining style and practicality, this desk comes 

in two sizes and a range of finishes including 
walnut veneer, oak veneer and black or white 

lacquer. Bluetooth-enabled speakers, concealed 
storage space and easy cable management will 
keep a home office perfectly organised. From 

£819 for a white desk (H74.5cm x W115.5cm x 
D48cm); speakers, £289; both Boconcept

DODIE BED FRAME HEAL’S

Influenced by an original Art Deco 
design by Ambrose Heal, the geometric 
lines of this powder-coated metal bed 
look fresh and modern. 
From £545 for a double excluding mattress  
(H91cm x W140cm x L212cm), Heal’s

101 
BEST 
BUYS
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TOP TABLEWARE AND COOKWARE
MICROWAVE PRESSURE COOKER LAKELAND
Combining the convenience of a microwave and 
the speed of a pressure cooker, this plastic gadget 
slides into the microwave to cook everything from 
curries and casseroles to jams and steamed puds. 
£34.99 (27cm dia), Lakeland 

AGA CERAMIC-COATED SAUCEPAN AGA COOKSHOP

This ceramic-coated cast-aluminium  
pan with pouring vents on two sides  
and a removable handle for easy  
transfer from the hob to the oven  
is a must for keen cooks. 
From £90 for a 16cm saucepan, Aga Cookshop

MALI SEA GREEN CERAMIC BOWLS NKUKU

These elegant bowls are handmade in Southern 
India as part of a Fairtrade project that offers secure 
employment for artisans from disadvantaged 
backgrounds. £14.95 (H6.5cm x 11.5cm dia), Nkuku

BREW COFFEE TOOLS  
TOM DIXON  
Coffee connoisseurs will love 
the high-shine copper finish 
of this stainless-steel 
cafetiere. A matching milk 
pan and espresso cups are 
also available. Cafetiere, 
£140; milk pan, £80; four 
cups, £95; all Tom Dixon 

CORINIUM 
STONEWARE NEPTUNE 
For relaxed, casual dining 
choose jugs, platters and 
serving bowls from this 
stylish range of rustic, 
crackle-glazed cream 
stoneware. From £18  
for 30cm serving  
platter, Neptune

SILVERSTONE CERAMIC 
BAKEWARE MEYER
Made from carbon steel with 
a durable, ceramic non-stick 
coating that releases food 
quickly, this colourful 
bakeware is easy to clean and 
oven safe to 260°C. From £8 
for a loaf tin, Meyer 
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COOL KITCHEN GADGETS 101 
BEST 
BUYS

BAMBOO CHOPPING BOARD  
WITH KNIFE HONER STELLAR 
This clever two-in-one chopping board allows 
you to sharpen knives prior to preparing meat 
and vegetables. Non-slip feet keep the board 
stable when sharpening. £19.99 (H22mm  
x W300mm x D200mm), Stellar

ZD-ZB2512 BREAD MAKER 
PANASONIC 
Make bread quickly and easily with 
this machine. The yeast and fruit and 
nut dispenser adds ingredients at the 
optimal moment. £189.99 (H38.2cm  
x W25.6cm), Panasonic 

STEAM FRESH COMBI CLASSIC 
STEAM CLEANER VAX
Clean hard floors, refresh fabrics  
and spruce up grouting with this 
upright cleaner, with detachable 
handheld steamer and nine-piece 
tool kit. £99.99, Vax 

KCOOK KENWOOD Chop, stir, steam or cook food in 
one pot that combines a time-saving food processor 
and slow cooker that reduces preparation time. It has 
three preset settings and manual controls. £329.99 
(H23cm x W26cm x D32cm), Kenwood

TOTEM INTELLIGENT 
WASTE SYSTEM 
JOSEPH JOSEPH
Taking up the same 
amount of space as a 
standard bin, the Totem 
organises recycling. A 
food caddy slots in the 
main bin area and the 
bottom recycling drawer 
is divided in two. £199  
for the 60L size in Grey 
(H79.7cm x W40cm x 
D30cm), Joseph Joseph

3N1 KITCHEN TAP INSINKERATOR

Great for busy kitchens, the 
Insinkerator dispenses filtered 
boiling water as well as a regular hot 
and cold flow. There’s a safety 
locking mechanism and a compact 
water tank that fits under the sink. 
£799 (H368mm x reach 337mm), Insinkerator
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SUPERB SOFT FURNISHINGS

MURMUR DASH  
BEDLINEN BEDECK 
A neutral colour palette,  
natural materials and delicate 
small-scale patterns create a 
soothing bedroom scheme. 
From £17 for an Oxford 
pillowcase; £85 for a  
double duvet; all Bedeck
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SAFI ROMAN BLIND HILLARYS
Showcasing a delicate fern pattern fabric, the 
made-to-measure Roman blind brings softness to  
an otherwise utilitarian space. From £172 including 
fitting for a blind (W65cm x drop 75cm), Hillarys 

ALHAMBRA TOWELS CHRISTY
Bold, Moroccan-inspired design 
in exquisite Plum, Indigo or 
Charcoal adds a splash of colour 
to an all-white scheme. From £12 
for a hand towel, Christy

PENELOPE CUSHION 
NEPTUNE 
A sumptuous velvet cushion 
with piped edging is a cosy 
addition to a sofa or armchair 
and comes in Fox (above), 
Otter or Ermine colours.  
£40 (35cm x 40cm), Neptune 

MARGO SELBY MOSAIC BEDLINEN JOHN LEWIS
Jazz up your bedroom with geometric patterned  
bedding in soft cotton with a luxurious 220-thread  
count and a jacquard weave. From £30 for a pair of 
pillowcases; £80 for a double duvet; all John Lewis 

ELOISE QUINEL  
THROW TWIG
Woven from wonderfully 
soft lambswool, this check 
throw in muted colours will 
add style to a living room 
or bedroom. £110 (165cm  
x 150cm), Twig

GARLAND SILK CUSHION CLARISSA HULSE 

Opulent fabric is combined with  
a ditsy vine pattern for standout  
style. Plump for this Turmeric/ 
Storm or one of the six other lovely 
colourways. £59 (45cm x 45cm), Clarissa Hulse 

101 
BEST 
BUYS
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TERRIFIC HI-TECH 101 
BEST 
BUYS

POND PROJECTOR 
TOUCHJET 
Turn a wall into a useful 
80in touchscreen smart 
TV with the palm-sized 
mini projector with Stylus.  
It interacts directly with 
photos, apps and videos. 
£599 (H28mm x 
W115mm x D100mm), 
Touchjet

HIVE ACTIVE HEATING 2 BRITISH GAS
One of the new generation of smart heating 
thermostats, this can be used with an app to 
control and regulate heating and hot water 
remotely. A flexible schedule lets you heat 
up to three zones or the whole house and it 
has a holiday mode. £249, British Gas

SAMSUNG UE48JS9000 CURVED 4K 
SUHD 3D SMART TV JOHN LEWIS
The 48in curved screen creates a 
panorama to immerse the viewer in 
vision and sound. Featuring voice 
control operation, the Smart Hub 
connects to the internet for catch up TV 
and extra content. £1,399 (H704mm x 
W1,092mm x D94.5mm), John Lewis

AUDIO-IMAGE MIRROR  
ROPER RHODES
A built-in radio, multi-media inputs  
and speakers feature in this bathroom 
mirror. Heated glass stops it steaming 
up and sensors control 60 LED lights. 
£447 (H80cm x W60cm x D6cm),  
Roper Rhodes 

MIIMO HRM300 ROBOTIC  
LAWNMOWER HONDA 

A zero-effort solution to 
cutting the grass, this robot 
mower follows a perimeter 
wire hidden at ground level,  
sits on a recharging station  
and automatically mows up  
to 2,200 square metres. £1,999 
(H275mm x W550mm x D645mm), Honda  



STYLISH HEATING
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BEST 
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COUNTRY LIVING BEMBRIDGE STOVE CHARNWOOD

Choose from five gorgeous colour 
options for this energy-efficient 
woodburning 5kW stove with an 
optional store stand. £1,175 for model with log 
store stand (H796mm x W455mm x D292mm), Charnwood 

UNICO 12 WOODBURNING BUILT-IN FIRE LOTUS FIRES 
This fire suits an open-plan space and allows you to see the flames from 
different positions in the room. It has a soft-close door and a 6kW output. 
£2,195 (H744mm x W777mm x D330mm), Lotus Fires 

COCOON AERIS SUSPENDED FIRE WHARFSIDE 
Running on the ecofriendly biofuel ethanol, this rotating 
showstopper, available in stainless steel or black, has a 
3.6kW heat output and is mounted on an adjustable 
hanging pole that extends 98.5-142cm. £3,000 for 
stainless-steel model (60cm dia), Wharfside 

WALL-MOUNTED  
6670 WOODBURNING 
STOVE MORSO
The large glass doors of 
this 5.9kW woodburner 
allow you to enjoy the 
full effect of the flames 
and its efficiency means 
it can be used in 
smoke-controlled areas. 
£1,550 (H66.6cm x 
W50cm x D38cm), 
Morso 

XIMAX TRITON SEMI-CIRCLE  
VERTICAL RADIATOR B&Q
Create a feature in an unused corner. The 
curved radiator will heat a kitchen, hallway 
or bedroom in style. £253 for white model 
(H1,800mm x W340mm x D85mm), B&Q

F373 WOODBURNING 
STOVE JOTUL Sitting on  
a pedestal that can be 
customised to rotate 360 
degrees, this contemporary 
6.5kW model is made from 
cast iron with a white enamel 
finish and has glass panels 
on three sides. £2,195 
(H1,150mm x W442mm x 
D452mm), Jotul 
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STUNNING VALUE KITCHENS
ASTRAL GLOSS WHITE 
KITCHEN MAGNET  
Clean and crisp high-gloss 
units are a sleek choice for 
an open-plan space and 
these contrasting walnut-
effect worktops create an 
on-trend two-tone look. 
From £8,600, Magnet
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CLASSIC FS GLASS KITCHEN LEICHT
These glass cabinet doors have a chamfered metal edge 
for protection and a matt or gloss coating makes them 
durable and scratch-resistant. A shuttered aluminium 
shelving system operates at the touch of a button.  
From £14,000, Leicht

ITALIA KITCHEN MASTERCLASS KITCHENS 
Semi-handleless units in gloss and woodgrain 
finishes give a seamless look, and using two 
finishes can effectively create a zoned focal point. 
From £7,500, Masterclass Kitchens

MILBOURNE KITCHEN IN PARTRIDGE GREY  
SECOND NATURE  
Grey is a modern neutral that’s easy to live with and this over-painted 
foil finish is an affordable alternative to painted timber cabinets. It 
works well accented with a brightly coloured table top and 
coordinating accessories. From £10,000, Second Nature

101 
BEST 
BUYS

ELY KITCHEN IN CADET GREY MEREWAY KITCHENS 

Shaker-style kitchens stand the test of time and the 
horizontal-grain panel and shaped beading on the  
door and drawer frames update the classic style.  
From £10,000, Mereway Kitchens

LESS THAN £15,000 



LOVELY LUXURY KITCHENS

ARTISAN KITCHEN IN SLIP 
AND BLUSH JOHN LEWIS 
OF HUNGERFORD
Tailor-made storage is a 
standout feature of this 
kitchen. It has bi-folding 
doors, and a flash of 
contrasting colour in  
the interior cupboard  
adds a smart contrast.  
From £25,000, John  
Lewis of Hungerford
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LINEAR KITCHEN HARVEY JONES
Traditional joinery techniques combine with modern flat doors in this 
kitchen, which can be hand-painted in a huge choice of colours. Mix-and-
match worktops give an individual look. From £18,000, Harvey Jones

ALBERMARLE KITCHEN  
MCCARRON AND COMPANY 
Showcasing luxury materials and an abundance 
of textures, this bespoke kitchen features dark 
timbers and aged brass fittings.  
From £35,000, McCarron and Company 

URBO KITCHEN IN MANOR HOUSE GREY 
ROUNDHOUSE
A wide island unit in walnut veneer adds wow 
factor to matt lacquer grey units and provides 
plenty of storage to keep a kitchen clutter-free.  
From £35,000, Roundhouse 

BESPOKE KITCHEN IN FARROW & BALL’S PAVILION  
GRAY AND RAILINGS RENCRAFT 

Handmade cabinetry looks harmonious when painted  
in different tones of one colour. A chimney-style mantel 
hides a modern extractor hood. From £18,000, Rencraft

101 
BEST 
BUYSMORE THAN £15,000 
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WONDERFUL WHITE GOODS
CERAMICA CR700  
EXTRACTOR HOOD 
CAPLE 
With a low noise level 
(max 55db), striking good 
looks and a stainless-steel 
filter, the sleek ceramic 
extractor brings stand-out 
style to a kitchen. It comes 
with a remote control 
operation. £1,382 (H120cm 
x 69cm dia), Caple

MULTI ZONE FRIDGE 
FREEZER SMEG
For versatility the  
middle compartment  
on this model can switch 
between operating as a 
fridge or freezer. There’s  
a large fridge, frost-free 
freezer and it’s A+ energy 
rated. £1,199, for model 
FT41BXE (H185cm x 
W74cm x D75cm), Smeg

BOSCH WAW28660GB 
SERIES 8 LOGIXX 
WASHING MACHINE 
JOHN LEWIS
This water-and-detergent 
efficient model has an 
interior drum light,  
large LED display, 
self-cleaning detergent 
drawer and 9kg load 
capacity. £949 (H85cm  
x W60cm x D59cm), 
John Lewis 

COOKMASTER CK100D210K 
RANGE COOKER LEISURE
Packed with the latest 
technology, this model has  
an energy efficient five-zone 
induction hob that heats  
up fast, a fan oven and 
conventional oven with 
catalytic linings for easy 
cleaning, a dedicated grill area 
and storage compartment. 
£1,400 (H90cm x W100cm  
x D60cm), Leisure

6TH SENSE POWERDRY DISHWASHER WHIRLPOOL 

Thanks to its dual air flow system and humidity 
condensing fan, this innovative freestanding 
dishwasher, in glossy stainless steel, will wash 
and dry dishes in just one hour. £699.98 for ADP900IX 

dishwasher model (H85cm x W59.7cm x D59cm), Whirlpool
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Aga Cookshop 0800 804 296; 
agacookshop.co.uk 
Alternative Flooring 01264 
335111; alternativeflooring.com
Amtico 0121 222 8288; amtico.com 
Arlo & Jacob 0333 222 1941; 
arloandjacob.com
B&Q 0333 014 3098; diy.com
Barker & Stonehouse 0333 355 
9082; barkerandstonehosue.co.uk 
Bathstore 03300 240845; 
bathstore.com
Bedeck 0333 200 7331; 
bedeckhome.com
Bert & May 020 3744 0776; 
bertandmay.com
Bloomingville 01243 533012; 
bloomingville.co.uk
Bluebellgray 0141 221 0724; 
bluebellgray.com
Boconcept 020 7388 2447, 
boconcept.co.uk
Brintons 0800 505053;  
brintons.co.uk  
British Ceramic Tile 01626 
831391; britishceramictile.com
British Gas 0800 980 0649; 
hivehome.com
Burgon & Ball 0114 233 8262; 
burgonandball.com
Calligaris 020 7580 5288; 
calligaris.co.uk
Caple 0117 938 1900; caple.co.uk
Carpetright 0330 333 3444; 
carpetright.co.uk
Charnwood 01983 537777; 
charnwood.com
Christy 0845 758 5252;  
christy-towels.com
Clarissa Hulse 020 7226 7055; 
clarissahulse.com
Cox & Cox 0844 858 0744; 
coxandcox.co.uk 
Crucial Trading 01562 743747; 
crucialtrading.com
Debenhams 0344 561 6161; 
debenhams.com
Dulux 0333 2227171; dulux.co.uk 
Duravit 0845 500 7787;  
duravit.co.uk 
Earthborn 01928 734171; 
earthbornpaints.co.uk 
Fired Earth 0845 293 8789; 
firedearth.com
Fire Pit Company (The) 07977 
222884; thefirepitcompany.co.uk

French Connection 0333 400 
3285; frenchconnection.com
Future and Found 020 7267 4772; 
futureandfound.co.uk
Graham & Brown 0800 328 
8452; grahambrown.com 
Granorte 01785 711131;  
granorte.co.uk
Hansgrohe 01372 465 655; 
hansgrohe.co.uk
Harrod Horticultural 0333 400 
1500; harrodhorticultural.com
Harvey Jones 0800 389 6938; 
harveyjones.com 
Harvey Maria 0330 330 1231; 
harveymaria.co.uk
Heal’s 020 7896 7451; heals.co.uk
Hillarys 0800 916 6516,  
hillarys.co.uk 
Honda 0845 200 8000;  
honda.co.uk.
Ian Mankin 020 7722 0997; 
ianmankin.co.uk 
Ideal Standard 01482 346461; 
ideal-standard.co.uk
Ikea 020 3645 5000; ikea.co.uk 
InSinkErator 0800 389 3715; 
insinkerator.co.uk
Jane Churchill 020 8877 6400; 
janechurchill.com 
John Lewis 0345 604 9049; 
johnlewis.com 
Joined + Jointed 020 7371 7766; 
joinedandjointed.com 
Joseph Joseph 020 7261 1800; 
josephjoseph.com
Kahrs 023 9245 3045; kahrs.com

Fantastic fabric 
from Bluebell  
Gray on p4

Kenwood 0239 239 2333; 
kenwoodworld.com/uk
Korla 020 7603 7498;  
korlahome.com
Lakeland 015394 88100;  
lakeland.co.uk
Leicht 020 3301 0865; leicht.com
Leisure 0845 600 4916; 
leisurecooker.co.uk
Little Greene 020 7935 8844; 
littlegreene.com
Lotus Fires 01392 474000; 
lotusfires.com
Made by the Forge 01473 487118; 
madebytheforge.co.uk 
Magnet 01325 744094; magnet.co.uk
Mandarin Stone 01600 715444; 
mandarinstone.com 
Marks & Spencer 0333 014 8000; 
marksandspencer.com
Masterclass Kitchens 01443 
449499; masterclasskitchens.co.uk
Matki 01454 322888; matki.co.uk
McCarron and Company 020 
7584 5736; mccarronandco.com 
Mereway Kitchens 0800 028 
4466; merewaykitchens.co.uk
Meyer 0151 482 8282; 
meyergroup.co.uk 
Morso 01788 554410; morso.co.uk 
Neptune 01793 427427;  
neptune.com
Neville Johnson 0161 873 8333; 
nevillejohnson.co.uk
Niki Jones 0141 556 2462;  
niki-jones.co.uk 
Nkuku 01803 866847, nkuku.com 

Panasonic 0344 844 3899; 
panasonic.co.uk
Plankbridge 01300 348414; 
plankbridge.com 
Rencraft 01732 762682;  
rencraft.co.uk
Romo 01623 750005; romo.com
Roper Rhodes 01225 303900; 
roperrhodes.co.uk 
Roundhouse 020 7297 6220; 
roundhousedesign.com 
Sandberg 0800 731 9622; 
sandbergwallpaper.com
SCP 020 739 1869; scp.co.uk
Second Nature 01325 505539; 
sncollection.co.uk
Sharps 0800 789789;  
sharps.co.uk
Skandium 020 7935 2077; 
skandium.com
Smeg 0844 557 9907; smeguk.com
Stellar 0117 940 0000; 
stellarcookware.co.uk
Tom Dixon 020 3696 4950; 
tomdixon.net 
Touchjet 0845 3877361;  
touchjet.eu
Twig 07930 453198; twig.co.uk
Vanessa Arbuthnott 01285 
831437; vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk
Vax 0330 026 8455; vax.co.uk 
Villa Nova 01623 756699, 
villanova.co.uk 
Wharfside 020 7253 3206; 
wharfside.co.uk 
Whirlpool 0334 815 8989; 
whirlpool.co.uk
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